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Extended Abstract

The last century was dominated by the
creation of scientific theories: the newborn Relativistic, Quantum and Cosmological
Theories are proper examples. The Earth
Sciences followed this trend by proposing the
principles of Plate tectonics.
On the contrary, the concept of the
Expanding Earth was not developed as a commonly accepted paradigm, but was an open
field of original investigations, interpretations,
and results. This innovative attitude is evident
in the different interpretations of the Pacific
and Indian oceans paleogeographical evolution; in the cosmological or incidental motor
of expansion (still to be identified); in the different estimates of the Earth’s radial expansion. This is a positive sign of vitality: we cannot crystallize these ideas in a few postulates
from which we may deduce all the answers,
and to which we may constrain all data. The
Expanding Planet scheme provides a common
explanation of several complex and debated issues relating to Paleontology, Paleomagnetism,
Geology and Climatology.
The Workshop, through oral and poster
contributions, will cover a wide range of issues in a field that, although supported by com-

pelling evidence, is still in search of a definite
and commonly accepted cause for the expansion. Our final goal is to explore the Expanding
Earth concept from different scientific perspectives.
Some important new entries come from
Physics and these can suitably be linked
to clues derived from Paleogeography,
Paleontology, Life Evolution, Climatology,
... etc. It is perhaps of particular significance
that these progresses in Physics, towards a
material physical space, will be presented at
the Ettore Majorana Centre, considering that
the uncle and mentor of Ettore Majorana was
Quirino Majorana, a physicist who performed
several experiments with a view to revealing
the material essence of gravity.
A group of non-expansionist researchers
in the fields of Geodesy, Oceanography and
Seismology, have accepted our invitation to deliver lectures to our community to clarify the
limits and show up the new ways that expansionists should consider while building their
new interpretations.
The Poster session is going to be full of
high quality presentations and also of papers
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by outstanding scientists in absentia, who will
not be able to come to Erice.
The Workshop should be a forum for sharing ideas and for promoting the convergence of
aims, but also given that we are the so-called
heretics in Geosciences the birthplace of new
and original ideas, possibly destined to become
the accepted conceptions in the future.
Acknowledgements. The Directors of the Workshop, Stefan Cwojdziński and Giancarlo Scalera,
wish to heartily thank Prof. Antonino Zichichi and
Prof. Enzo Boschi for their great far-sightedness in
accepting and making possible the realization of this
Conference at the Ettore Majorana Foundation and
Centre for Scientific Culture. They have been confident of a project whose success was not guaranteed
in advance. The followers of the expansion tectonics are just a few today and do not have a central
and official position in academic institutions, but are
animated by the inner certainty of being on the right
track. This Workshop represents a further encouragement to continue our work on the several different aspects of the Expanding Earth concept.
The General Director of INGV, Tullio Pepe and
the Head of the Cultural Services Fabio Florindo
have greatly facilitated the administrative aspects of
the event.
The organization of the Earth Expansion
Evidence meeting would not have been possible
without the invaluable collaboration of Silvia Nardi
who sometimes with firm hand has assumed the role
of vice-directors , and without the important contribution of all the staff of the EMFCSC, supervised by
Mrs. Fiorella Ruggiu.
We thanks Barbara Angioni, Daniela Riposati,
Luigi Innocenzi , Stefano Bucci, Davide Di Luigi,
and Alessandro Bannoni, who have kindly and creatively collaborated to the colourful graphics and
aesthetic look of the Erices Meeting.
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Extended Abstract

The level of the sea does not remain constant but it changes at varying rates, geographically and over time. Changes of sea level have
modified coastlines and affected human civilisations in the past. In order to understand
present (and future) sea-level variability we
must understand the past records, shown by geological, geomorphological and archaeological
indicators that provide relative measurements
of the observed changes.
In this review, we will summarise what
is known about past sea-levels, concentrating
particularly on changes that have occurred over
the past few thousand years since the termination of deglaciation of the major ice sheets.
We will focus on the Mediterranean that experienced a long story of sea level changes during the last 20 ka. Since this region is affected
by the dynamics of the African and Eurasian
plates, therefore the interpretation of sea level
variations observed along its coasts must be accompanied by the evaluation of vertical land
movements, also generated at local scale by
seismic and volcanic sources.
The relative sea level changes and its balance with vertical land movements along the
coasts can be estimated from

i) – available modern geodetic data,
ii) – roman age coastal archaeological data (2
ka BP),
iii) – geomorphologic and biological indicators
and
iv) – the height distribution of the Tyrrhenian
level MIS 5.5.
The latter defines the overall tectonic stability
of a region since the last 125 ka BP, while the
historical sea level at 2.5 ka BP can be obtained
from coastal archaeological sites located in tectonically stable regions.
Recent results indicate for the Mediterranean significant variations of relative sea
level in the last ∼2000 years, that vary with locations and suggesting that the observed signal
can be accounted for eustatism and isostatic
adjustment as well as by local vertical land
movements induced by seismicity, volcanism
and subsidence as well as anthropogenic signals, which have produced relative changes up
to several meters. The average modern eustatic
sea level rise at 1-2 mm year recorded by tide
gauges, has not been always constant since the
roman time, but likely started 100-150 years
ago. Recent accelerated sea-level rise can be
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addressed as consequence of enhanced global
warming that seems certain to have serious effects in the future.
On the basis of the eustatic, tectonic and
isostatic components to the sea level change,
recent projections for the year 2100 indicate
that those coastal plains today placed at elevations close to current sea level, will be flooded,
producing large environmental and economical
impacts.
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Extended Abstract

In remarkably prescient work Hilgenberg
in the 1930’s (Scalera and Braun, 2003) proposed that the expansion of the Earth, driven
by an increasing mass content, might be explained by a dynamical space that caused the
generation of the new matter, and that the acceleration of gravity was nothing but the effect of an accelerated flow of that space. This
was in direct conflict with the prevailing belief that space and time were inseparable aspects of a geometrical entity – spacetime, and
that gravitational acceleration was a spacetime
curvature eﬀect. This Einstein worldview had
its origin in the supposedly null results from
the 1887 Michelson-Morley interferometer experiment designed to detect the anisotropy of
the speed of light, which would otherwise
have indicated that a dynamical space, or an
ether in the terminology of that era, was flowing through the detector Despite a few successes, the spacetime paradigm has faced an
ever increasing list of inexplicable failures,
including the need for dark matter and dark
energy. However in 2002 (Cahill and Kitto,
2003) it was discovered that the MichelsonMorley experiment was not null, and the published 1887 data, using a new calibration theory for the device, showed a space speed up
to 500km/s (Fig.1). Miller’s 1925-1926 exper-

iment showed even more detailed confirming
results (see also Fig.1) and recently Doppler
shifts from spacecraft earth-flybys have confirmed those early results (Cahill, 2009), revealing the galactic speed of the solar system
to be some 490km/s in the direction RA=4.3h,
Dec=-75deg, and within 5deg of the direction
that Miller had determined. As well the flyby
data also revealed an inflow of space into the
Earth, confirming the expected speed of some
11km/s at the surface, as well as the sun inflow
speed at 1AU of 42km/s. The Suns surface inflow of 615km/s now follows from a new account of the deflection of starlight by the Sun
(Cahill, 2009b). These developments change
all of physics, and now provide a mechanism
to explain the expanding arth, exactly along the
lines suggested by Hilgenberg, and in accord
with later developments (Carey, 1989, Scalera,
2003, Maxlow, 2005).
The dynamical theory of space and its successful testing, from terrestrial experiments to
astrophysics and cosmology, will be reviewed.
The dynamical equation for the 3-space velocity field is uniquely determined to be, in the
case of zero vorticity, (Cahill, 2005),
)
)
α(
∂v
+ (v∇)v +
(trD)2 − tr(D2 ) = −4πGρ
∇
∂t
8
(
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Fig. 1. Miller (1925-1926), top, and Michelson and Morley (1887), bottom, fringe shifts from Michelson
interferometers in gas-mode. Shows 3-space speed.

where Di j = ∂νi /∂x j . The two constants are
G, Newton’s gravitational constant, which determines the dissipation rate of space by matter, with density ρ , and α is a dimensionless
constant. The acceleration of space is given by
the Euler convective fluid form, which occurs
above,
a(r, t) = lim∆t→0

=

∂v
+ (v∇)v)
∂t

v(r + v(r, t)∆t, t + ∆t) − v(r, t)
∆t

The acceleration of matter is determined by
generalising the Schroedinger equation to include space
∂ψ(r, t)
ih
=
∂t
=−

h2

∇2 ψ(r, t) − ih(v · ∇ + (1/2)∇ · v)ψ(r, t)
2m
and determining the acceleration of a
wavepacket, essentially a wave refraction
eﬀect, gives
∂v
+ (v · ∇)v + (∇ × v) × vR + . . .
g=
∂t
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Fig. 2. Gravity anomalies from the Greenland bore hole experiment, showing direct evidence of black hole
singularity at centre of the earth. Shows that α ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant.

where vR is the velocity of the wavepacket wrt
local space, showing that quantum matter has
the same acceleration as the space. The last
term is relevant to the case when the space
flow has vorticity. Generalising Maxwell’s EM
equations to take account of the space flow results in a simple explanation of gravitational
lensing. The dynamical space equation has, in
general, inflow singularities or ”black holes”,
but only when α , 0. These are unrelated to
the putative black holes of general relativity.
The bore hole anomaly is that g decreases
less slowly down a bore hole than predicted
by Newtonian gravity. This is caused by the
space flow having an induced ”black hole” inflow singularity at the centre of the earth. There
the inflow speed and acceleration become unlimited, unlike Newtonian gravity, for which g
goes to zero at the centre. There the pressure
and temperature would become extreme. The
black hole manifests near the surface as the

bore hole g anomaly (see Fig.2):
∆g = gNG (d) − g(d) = 2παGρ(R)d,
with d < 0, which permits the value of
α to be measured, giving α = 1/137, to
within 5% (Cahill, 2006). This is the value of
the fine structure constant, known from quantum theory. This suggests that space is indeed
a dynamical quantum phenomenon (Cahill,
2005). Towards the centre the inflow will become increasingly turbulent, and it is suggested that it is this turbulence that is responsible for the generation of new matter, in a
non-conservation of energy eﬀect. The space
self-interaction eﬀect contributes a 4% eﬀective mass αM/2 to the earth’s actual matter
mass M. This matter generation process is the
same as that which occurred during the early
moments of the big bang, when space was selforganising. In the new Process Physics (Cahill,
2005) matter is essentially a patterned part of
space with stabilising topological properties.
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Fig. 3. Eﬀective black hole masses at centres of globular clusters and spherical galaxies, in solar masses.
The above induced black hole eﬀect is also
directly observable in spherical star systems,
where the presence of the black hole is manifested by the speed scatter of stars. Again the
predicted black hole eﬀective mass is αM/2,
where now M is the total mass of the stars etc
in the globular cluster or spherical galaxy, and
the data is shown in Fig.3, also confirming that
α = 1/137.
In stars the induced black hole eﬀect is also
present within the star, and some studies have
been made (May and Cahill, 2011). Results of
similar calculations for the interior of the Earth
will be presented.
The dynamical space equation also has
naked or primordial black hole solutions,
which are not induced by matter systems, as
above. These have a g that decreases like 1/r,
unlike Newtonian gravity, for which g decreases like 1/r2 . These black holes explain
the precocious formation of spiral galaxies, as
well as their flat rotation-speed curves, doing
away with the need for dark matter. As well
the 3-space equation has a uniformly expanding universe solution, which gives a parameter-

free account of the supernova 1A redshiftbrightness data, without the need for dark matter or dark energy. As well the space equation
has filament solutions that attract matter, and
which have been observed (Cahill, 2011). It
has also been shown, experimentally, that the
numerous so-called relativistic eﬀects are not
a consequence of some spacetime geometrical
eﬀect, but are caused by the absolute motion of
clocks and rods wrt the dynamical space.
The recent discovery that space actually
exists as a detectable and dynamical system
changes all of physics. Physics missed the existence of this most fundamental aspect of reality
because of the misinterpretation of the small
fringe shifts in the 1887 Michelson-Morley experiment. The false trail for physics over the
last 100 years has been totally misleading and
confusing. The array of experimental and observational data show that Hilgenberg was on
the correct path. We also see that the extreme
behaviour of the dynamical space deep within
the Earth is probably responsible for new matter causing the ongoing and accelerating expansion of the Earth. The turbulence in the flow

CAHILL: Dynamical 3-Space

of space has also been detected in various lightspeed anisotropy experiments (Cahill, 2005).
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Extended Abstract

Introduction. Barnes et al. (1978) produced the first, and almost unique, global qualitative map of CO2 Earth degassing by compiling the data of soda springs. In their pioneering work it has been recognized that, at global
scale, seismically active regions are characterised by the occurrence of CO2 Earth degassing. Nevertheless, these early observation
have not been followed up by extensive research, and few and widely scattered CO2 flux
measurements in non-volcanic environments
have been produced until very recently.
In the last decades the Earth degassing process has been intensely investigated in Italy
where many CO2 rich gas emissions are located. The gas emitted not from active volcanoes occasionally cause animal and human fatalities and have permanently damaged ecosystems and plant life, making environments inhospitable (Chiodini et al., 2008). The origin of
the process was investigated based on the systematic sampling and analysis of the chemical
and isotopic compositions of the main manifestations. In addition the first detailed regional
map of CO2 degassing was elaborated computing the amount of deeply derived carbon

transported by groundwater systems (Chiodini
et al., 2000; Chiodini et al., 2004).
This contribution is aimed both to summarise the results obtained by Earth degassing
studies in Italy and to illustrate the conceptual
model of the process in relation with the seismic activity of Italy.
Deeply derived gases dissolved in regional aquifers, map of CO2 Earth degassing, quantification of the process. The
regional extension, and the magnitude, of the
Earth degassing process over the entire central and southern Italy, has been highlighted
by Chiodini et al. (2000; 2004; 2011) based
on the investigation of the origin of the carbon dissolved by the groundwater circulating
in the large regional carbonate aquifers of the
Apennines.
The elaboration of chemical and isotopic
compositions from about 140 large springs,
representative of more than 50% of the total water discharge of the region (i.e., ∼500
m3 /s), suggested the occurrence of multiple
sources of the carbon dissolved in the waters.
These sources are carbonate mineral dissolution, biogenic CO2 dissolved by meteoric wa-
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Fig. 1. a) The location of the gas emissions is compared with the extension of the Tuscan Roman Degassing
Structure (TRDS) defined on the basis of the deeply derived CO2 dissolved in the main aquifers of the region
(modified after Chiodini et al., 2004). The CO2 fluxes fed by deep sources are highlighted by green-red
colours. The gas emissions are reported with different colours on the basis of their location. b) 40 Ar∗ /CO2
vs. He/CO2 diagram c) N2 /CO2 vs. He/CO2 diagram. The gas emissions are reported with different colours
on the basis of their location.

ters during infiltration and the dissolution of
a deeply derived CO2 . This evidence is highlighted both by a wide range of carbon isotopic compositions and by an evident relation
between TDIC (total dissolved inorganic carbon) and its isotopic composition (δ13 CT DIC ).
The data describe in fact a general trend from
low TDIC and negative δ13 CT DIC values to
high TDIC and higher values of δ13 CT DIC indicating the addition of an isotopically heavier
CO2 (i.e., deeply derived) to ”normal” groundwater charged in biogenic CO2 . This trend is
well explained by dissolution of deeply derived
CO2 characterised by an isotopic composition
in the range of that released by the gas emission located in the western sector of the region
(Chiodini et al., 2000, 2004).
Based on a mass balance approach,
Chiodini et al. (2004) demonstrated that most
of the carbon dissolved in the aquifers of
Apennines derives from this deep source of
CO2 (43%) while lower fractions are derived

from the dissolution of carbonate minerals
(33%) and from biogenic CO2 (24%). The concentration of dissolved deeply derived CO2 ,
coupled with hydrogeological data, were used
to estimate the flux of deep CO2 affecting each
studied spring. Spring flux data were integrated
over the entire investigated area in order to derive the map of CO2 Earth degassing of Italy
(Chiodini et al., 2004; Fig. 1 and Fig. 3).
This map highlighted the presence of two
large CO2 degassing structures: the first includes Tuscany, Latium and Umbria regions
(TRDS), while the second coincides with the
Tyrrhenian sector of the Campania region
(CDS). The two structures release a relevant
amount of CO2 (∼10 Mt/yr), an amount which
is globally significant representing ∼5-10% of
the estimated global CO2 emission from active volcanoes. Beside the large amount of carbon dissolved by aquifers, TRDS and CDS
are also characterised by the presence of many
cold gas emissions, and Quaternary traver-
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He/CO2 vs. 3 He/4 He diagram; The gas
emissions are reported with different colours on the
basis of their location (see Fig.1). The black line indicates the theoretical 4 He/CO2 and R/Ra deriving
from 4 He addition to a primary gas characterised by
R/Ra = 0.86.

Fig. 2.

tine deposits which are further evidences of
widespread degassing of deeply derived CO2 .
The most recent progress in the knowledge of
CO2 fluxes from these non volcanic emissions
has been achieved with the production of the
first on-line catalogue of Italian gas emissions
(http://googas.ov.ingv.it; Chiodini et al., 2008;
reporting on the existence of about 270 gas
manifestations).
Chemical and isotopic compositions of
gas emissions. Recently the chemical and
isotopic composition of the main gas emissions located in the TRDS were investigated
and discussed in the framework of geologicalstructural setting of the region (Chiodini et al.,
2011). These emissions can be considered representative of the large Earth degassing process which affect TRDS because are characterised by high gas flow rates (up to 360 t/d
of CO2 ) and, all together, release a gas flux
higher than 1500 t/d. The samples have been
divided into 5 groups based on of their location (Fig. 1a): groups I, II and III include gas
emitted in Albani (group I), Sabatini (group II)
and Vulsini-Amiata (group III) volcanic complexes, while groups IV and V refer to the
easternmost gas emissions from non-volcanic
zones located in the pre-Apennine sector.
Carbon dioxide is the main constituent of
all the gas emissions followed by N2 , CH4 , H2 S
and minor contents of Ar and He. The carbon
isotopic composition of CO2 (δ13 CCO2 ) ranges
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from -4.5‰ to +2.2‰, and 3 He/4 He ratio
from 0.2 R/Ra to 1.9 R/Ra (R=(3 He/4 He) sample ;
Ra=(3 He/4 He)air = 1.39 · 10−6 ). The highest
3
He/4 He ratios of these gas emissions practically coincides with the 3 He/4 He ratios measured in the total He extracted from olivine
and pyroxenes of the Tuscan-Latium volcanic
products (Martelli et al., 2004). For example
at Albani R/Ra extracted from minerals range
from 0.4 to 1.7 while in gas emissions it ranges
from 0.2 to 1.9. At Vulsini fluid inclusions are
characterised by R/Ra from 0.6 to 1.1, and
in gas emissions from 0.3 to 0.8. These low
3
He/4 He ratios of both gas emissions and fluid
inclusions, the low 3 He/CO2 ratios (10−11 10−12 ) and the generally high δ13 CCO2 values
are consistent with a partial derivation of the
gas from the melting of the subducted slab,
possibly rich in carbonate lithologies, as suggested by many authors for the volcanism in
the area (e.g. Peccerillo, 1999; Frezzotti et al.,
2009; Martelli et al., 2004).
A part from this main primary origin of
the fluids from the subducted slab, the geochemical features of the gases suggest the occurrence of a further contamination by crustal
derived fluids. The ratios N2 /CO2 , 4 He/CO2
and 40 Ar∗ /CO2 (40 Ar∗ is the non atmospheric
fraction of Ar) show regional trends, increasing of one order of magnitude or more moving from SW to NE, i.e, from the LatiumTuscany volcanic district towards the northern
Apennine (Fig. 1). The process is further elucidated by the relations between 4 He/CO2 and
the 3 He/4 He ratios which are plotted in Fig.
2. The points, generally, describe a well defined hyperbolic trend from low He/CO2 values (<1·10−5 ) and relatively high 3 He/4 He ratios (up to>1), to 4 He/CO2 ratios up to 7·10−5
and R/Ra<0.1 typical of the pre-Apennines
gases.
This trend is explainable with the addition to the gases of crustal, radiogenic helium
which causes the lowering of the R/Ra ratios
and the increasing of the 4 He/CO2 ratio. The
process was simulated computing the theoretical 4 He/CO2 and R/Ra deriving from 4 He addition to a primary gas characterised by a fixed
composition. For this ’pure’ end member we
assumed the mean R/Ra values from several
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Fig. 3. a) The regional map of CO2 Earth degassing is compared with the seismicity occurred from 1981 to
2002 (Castello et al., 2006) and with the location of the Abruzzo earthquakes (earthquakes from December
2008 to December 2009, M>2.5, ISIDE (2009)); b) Conceptual model of the degassing process and of its
relation with the structural setting and the earthquake locations. The cross section is based on CROP03 deep
seismic reflection profile (modified from Chiodini et al., 2004).
fluid inclusions in olivine and pyroxene from
the Vulsini Volcanic complex (range from 0.6
to 1.1 R/Ra, mean of 0.86 R/Ra, Martelli et
al., 2004). The composition of all the gas emissions from the northern sector of TRDS (group
III, group IV and group V) fit the theoretical
curves suggesting that a primary gas, well represented by the Vulsini gases, is involved in the
feeding systems of gas emission over all this
large area. This original gas is affected by the
increasing input of radiogenic crustal helium
moving from W to E.
The addition of radiogenic 4 He to fluids
stored in the crust can be interpreted as a ”timedependent” process because the amount of
added helium, as well the resulting R/Ra, is a
function of the residence time of the gas in the
crust (Andrews, 1985). Relatively high R/Ra
values and low 4 He/CO2 ratios, as for example those of group I, II and III gases, indicate
shorter residence times and, on contrary, low
R/Ra values and high 4 He/CO2 indicate longest
times of crustal storage of the gas. In this interpretation Figs. 3 and 4 suggest that crustal residence times increase moving from the quaternary volcanism in the Tyrrhenian side towards
the Apennine chain. The same process well ex-

plain also the concurrent increase in both 40 Ar∗
and N2 (Figs. 1b and 1c) which, similarly to
4
He, originate in the crust.
Conceptual model of CO2 Earth degassing in Italy and seismicity. Carbon dioxide Earth degassing and seismicity in central
and south Italy are compared in the map of
Fig. 3a which highlights an intriguing coincidence among seismicity and the eastern boundary of the CO2 degassing areas. Earthquakes
concentrate in a narrow belt that separates two
distinct crustal domains: the Tyrrhenian hinterland, where both the TRDS and the CDS
are located, and the Adriatic foreland where
deeply derived CO2 is virtually absent. A conceptual model to explain this relation between
Earth degassing process and the seismic zone
of the Apennines is proposed based on the 40
km deep CROP03 (deep seismic reflection profile) cross section of central Italy. A marked upwelling of the mantle exists in the Tyrrhenian
hinterland (Fig. 3b). In this zone, the deep fluids, originated in the subdacted slub and stored
in the mantle wedge, may enter the ductile
lower crust at near lithostatic pressure, infiltrate upwards through the interconnected network of extensional fractures and normal faults
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and generate the high CO2 domains observed
at the surface. The degassing process at the surface is evident in the TRDS, since here the extension started several million years ago, allowing the development of a mature set of
faults and fractures. In agreement with this setting, in the Tyrrhenian hinterland the residence
time of the gas in the crust, and its content in
radiogenic species, is low (Figs. 1b and 1c).
Following the information form the
CROP03 profile, we hypothesize that CO2
intrudes the deeper thrusts affecting the Moho
and the upper crustal levels at the boundary
between the Tyrrhenian hinterland and the
Adriatic foreland. Here, the arrangements
of the deep thrusts and low-angle normal
faults describe outward verging structures
which act as traps (structural seal) in which
CO2 may accumulate and generate overpressurized reservoirs. The occurrence of such
CO2 overpressurised reservoirs is proved, in
the north-eastern border of TRDS, by two
relatively old deep wells which were drilled
for oil research. The Pieve S. Stefano well,
encountered at a depth of 3700 m, the top of
a CO2 reservoir with a pressure of ∼67 MPa
(i.e., ∼30 MPa above hydrostatic pressure)
and a temperature of 120◦ C while the S.
Donato well reached the CO2 reservoir, with
a pressure of ∼98 MPa (i.e., ∼51 MPa above
hydrostatic pressure) and a temperature of
135◦ C, at a depth of 4750 m (Collettini et al.,
2008). The gases trapped in these large, deep,
and pressurised reservoirs are reasonably
characterised by very long residence times,
and consequently by high concentration of
radiogenic gases and low 3 He/4 He values.
Actually the easternmost gas emissions have
high concentration of radiogenic gases and low
3
He/4 He values (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) possibly
indicating long residence time in deep, and
pressurised reservoirs.
These overpressurized structures fed by
deeply derived CO2 are, in our opinion, one of
the main cause of Apennine earthquake activation processes. In agreement with this conceptual model the most recent seismic crisis of
this area (Colfiorito in 1997, Abruzzo 2009)
were interpreted as caused by pressure dif-
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fusion from deep overpressurized CO2 zones
(Miller et al., 2004; Chiodini et al., 2011).
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Extended Abstract

The expansion of the Earth’s interior is accompanied by a decrease in the curvature of
near-surface layers what could give rise to observed stress distribution. The idea of the influence of curvature changes (flattening) of the
expanding Earth on tectonic processes was earlier expressed by Hilgenberg (1933), Rickard
(1969), Jordan (1971), Carey (1976) Maxlow
(1995, 2005) and Cwojdziński (2003). In the
upper crust, the first phase of flattening is
manifested as the formation of compressional
crustal structures described in plate tectonics
as flake structures or tectonic wedges, and also
as crustal delamination processes. As expansion accelerates, compressional structures are
replaced by extensional structures in some areas. The subsequent geological evolution may
proceed both towards further extension, mantle and crust diapirism, until the crust breaks in
the process of rifting. In the case of the consolidation of the area, another step of compressional phase can result from the adjustment of
the rigid upper crust to a new, smaller curvature
of the Earth. Flattening structures correspond
to the ones which are described by plate tectonic theory as resulting from so-called membrane tectonics (Turcotte, Oxburgh, 1973).
Flattening tectonics also explains numerous
strike-slip, transpressional and transtensional
structures, palaeomagnetically determined ro-

tations of blocks, the formation of oroclines
and foldbelts, etc., commonly described in recent literature.
The flattening process of Earth’s outer
zones is an extremely complicated tectonic
process. On the one hand, its intensity grows
through time as the rate of increase of
the Earth’s radius accelerates. During the
Precambrian, a slow increase in the Earth’s radius (Maxlow, 2001) could not result in much
changes in the Earth’s curvature. Therefore,
the flattening process was of little geotectonic significance. For the first time this process manifested itself during the Paleozoic.
The fast phase of Mesozoic-Cenozoic expansion caused that the adjustment to a new,
smaller Earth’s curvature became a huge,
global geotectonic process. This expansion
phase is responsible for the multilayer structure of the continental lithosphere, layered
stress distribution and common signs of membrane tectonics across the continents. Planetary
and regional intracrustal detachments occur at the lower/upper crust boundary and
crust/subcrustal mantle boundary. Extensional
stresses are transferred from the upper mantle
towards the crust.
Flattening deformation of the continental
crust is a complex and multi-phase process.
However, it does not occur as a single tecto-
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genic factor. Thermal activity of the planet’s
interior is the major process giving rise to
tectonic deformations on an expanding Earth.
It is manifested by a mantle diapirism, vertical tectogenesis, and gravity tectonics as a
secondary process. The flattening process is
responsible for the occurrence of the worldwide system of in situ stresses (Townend &
Zoback, 2000) in the upper crust, as well as for
a wide range of transpressional and transtensional strike-slip deformations associated with
rotation of crustal blocks.
Multilayered stress distribution, proposed
in the model of the continental lithosphere cannot be an effect of the plate tectonic mechanism. The major features of these structures include: (1) a layered distribution of the stress
field and deformation types; (2) a relatively
young age of deformations; and (3) upward
transmission of stresses. These features suggest the involvement of a tectonic process associated with the expansion of the Earth.
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Extended Abstract

Geologically, the Sudety Mts form the NE
part of the Bohemian Massif, which represents
part of the crystalline basement of the Central
European epi-Variscan platform, bounded by
systems of deep crustal faults trending NW-SE
and NE-SW. This portion of continental crust
underwent complex and multi-phase geological evolution that included: overlapping sedimentary processes in basins of various types,
fold-and-thrust, block and strike-slip tectonic
deformations, regional metamorphism of various facies, submarine and continental volcanism and, finally, multi-phase ultramafic-mafic
and granitoid plutonism.
Plate tectonic interpretations of the geological evolution of this region are based on
typical assumptions of the hypothesis that the
early Palaeozoic evolution was to be associated with the closure of the Tornquist Ocean
and the docking of the Avalonia microcontinent to Baltica, while the Variscan evolution with the closure of the so-called Rheic Ocean
and the docking of the Armorica microcontinents to the Laurussia continent. Detailed interpretations have led to the development of
terrane concepts, and the latter to the break
in the existing models of geological evolution
into a number of ”submodels” referring to individual tectono-stratigraphic units, as if their
evolutions were not linked with one another

before the stage of ”collision” or ”docking”
(Cymerman, et al., 1997, Cymerman, 1998).
Attempts to interpret the geological evolution of the Sudety Mts on the expanding Earth
have so far been taken by Don (1985), Oberc
(1987), Koziar (2006) and Koziar & Wojewoda
(2002). The last ones are based on a methodology developed for the whole globe by Maxlow,
namely on the removal of younger sedimentary basins and granitoid massifs separating the
pieces of old basement to produce images of
the Earth’s crust from before the subsequent
stages of crustal stretching.
Geological evolution of the study area on
the expanding Earth is much closer to the facts
presented herein. It takes place in the area situated between the three great cratons: Laurentia,
Baltica and Gondwana, in a relatively narrow
zone in which the old Precambrian basement
becomes gradually partitioned along crustal
fault zones (Fig.1). Rotations of the cratons,
deeply rooted in the Earth’s mantle, resulting
from gradual and growing expansion of the
globe, cause stresses that are relaxed along
pre-existing crustal fault zones manifested by
strike-slip faults, often with a varying history
of movement kinematics.
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Fig. 1. Position of the Bohemian Massif between Laurentia, Baltica and North Gondwana cratons. BM Bohemian Massif, RH Rheno-hercynian
Massif, CM Central Massif.

1. Evolutionary stages of the Sudety
Mts
During Neoproterozoic-Early Ordovician
times there was a thermal reactivation of
the old Paleoproterozoic continental crust. It
resulted in Cadomian granitic intrusions in
the tensional regime, and the beginning of
marine sedimentation in intracratonic basins.
During Ordovician-Early Devonian times, the
sedimentation continued in local basins. Signs
of rifting – bimodal submarine volcanism – are
marked in the Cambrian and Ordovician and,
to a lesser intensity, in the Silurian and Lower
Devonian. Throughout the early Paleozoic,
pelitic sedimentation dominated with a small
proportion of carbonates. Tectonic activity
of the whole area was low. It increased only
in the Late Devonian, during the Variscan
tectogenesis. Deformation processes were
controlled at that time by diapirism of the
mantle, strike-slip movements along crustal
fault zones and by the associated opening of
pull-apart basins. Diapirism of the mantle led
to the formation of a massive ultramafic-mafic
intrusion in the central part of the Sudetic
structure. The intrusion brought up part of the
continental crust (in the form of a detached
gneiss raft of the Sowie Mountains) from

the metamorphic-migmatic zone. At the late
Devonian/Carboniferous transition, there
was a change in sedimentation type in the
Sudetic basins; sedimentary melanges and
olistolith complexes appeared as indicators of
gravitational processes.
Thermal effect of the mantle diapir(s) on
the crust manifested itself in the intense Late
Carboniferous granitoid plutonism. Granitoid
mass filled the spaces that opened up as a result of crustal stretching, forming the cores of
metamorphic domes and steepening the rocks
of the intrusion aureoles. As a result of lateral
growth of the domes in interdomal areas, compressional and, on their slopes, gravitational
deformations developed. The overall pattern
of Variscan deformations is complemented by
structures associated with strike-slip movements, such as duplexes and flower structures,
and a range of transpressional and transtensional structures (Fig. 2). In the Sudetic region, the Variscan orogeny resulted in the formation of the first hypsometrically diverse orogen in the history of geological evolution. The
foredeep basins that opened since the Late
Devonian were filled by several thousand metres thick terrigenous molasse complexes.
The next evolutionary stage – tensional
breakdown of the Variscan tectogen – started
in this region in the Early Permian. The constantly expanding basins were areas of molasse deposition associated with intense bimodal volcanism. Active strike-slip tectonics
affected the location of the sedimentary basins.
Beginning from the Late Permian, thermal activity of the mantle was dying out, but the
process of dilatant disintegration of Variscan
structures continued. It is manifested inter
alia in the formation of extensive covers of
Zechstein, Triassic and primarily Cretaceous
deposits filling tensional basins between the
pieces of older rock complexes forming characteristic metamorphic core complexes. The
Sudety Mts, like the Bohemian Massif, were
markedly dismembered and fragmented at that
time. That process continued into Cenozoic
times. Tensional regime in the crystalline basement constrained the emergence of immature rift-type grabens, intense intracontinental basaltic volcanism and the formation of a
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Fig. 2. Scheme of tensional development of the Bohemian Massif after Koziar & Wojewoda, (2002) modified by the author.

structure of ”basins and ridges”. They include,
among others, the Sudetic Horst and Sudetic
Block. These processes were synchronous with
the Meso-Cenozoic opening of the oceans.
Geological evolution of the Sudetic structure can be logically interpreted based on the
theory of Earth expansion. The most important feature of this evolution is its unidirectional nature – tectonic activity of the area in-

creases gradually from Neoproterozoic to Late
Paleozoic times, i.e. during 300 million years,
and then changes its character, but the intensity of crustal stretching grows. There is no evidence for the existence of the oceanic crust and
collisional suture. The main tectonic processes
observed in this part of Central Europe are related to the extensional and strike-slip tectonics. Extensional tectonic processes were active
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at the upper mantle and lower crust levels, and
its secondary manifestations include the vertical diapir (domal) tectonics and gravity tectonics.
Strike-slip tectonics is a reflection of rotation of crustal blocks – typical of the Paleozoic
of Central Europe. These rotations of variable directions result from stress relaxation
in a relatively narrow area of interaction between the three great cratons deeply rooted in
the Earth’s mantle: Laurussia, Gondwana and
Baltica. Other manifestations of extension and
rotation in the Meso-Cenozoic are genetically
related to the reduction of the curvature of the
crust in the European continent, constrained by
the expansion of the Earth’s interior.
The essential features of the geological evolution of the Sudety Mts within the
Bohemian Massif and, more broadly, within
Central Europe can be reasonably and consistently interpreted based on the theory of the expanding Earth. This interpretation is devoid of
artifice and inconsistency of any plate tectonic
interpretations.
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Abstract

Italy is a key region to understand the transition processes from oceanic subduction to
continental collision, slab rollback, and backarc basin formation in the general context
of Africa-Eurasia convergence that characterizes the Mediterranean area (Malinverno and
Ryan, 1986; Faccenna et al., 2001). In this area
the Africa-Eurasia convergence modulated the
double subduction systems of the Eurasia
plate underneath the Adriatic microplate and
the Adriatic microplate subduction along the
Apennines (W-directed) and Dinarides (N-E
directed) belts.
The subduction and retreat of the Wdipping slab caused the eastward migration of the Alpine-Apennines wedge and
the back-arc spreading in the central-western
Mediterranean (e.g., Malinverno and Ryan,
1986; Gueguen et al., 1998; Rosenbaum et
al., 2002; Faccenna et al., 2004). The actual remnant subduction of the Ionian ocean
crust beneath the Calabrian Arc is testified
by the intermediate-depth and deep seismicity (Chiarabba et al., 2005, 2008) and by the
Aeolian arc volcanism. Crustal earthquakes
(upper 15 Km of crust) mainly occur within
the overriding plate along the Apennines chain

axis where normal faulting and active extension are concentrated.
In this compound context, dense GPS networks of long lasting time series are of fundamental importance in discerning the kinematic
behaviour of small aseismic blocks like the
Adriatic microplate and to characterize the deformation style of such tectonic units. The surface deformations recorded by GPS sites could
be the result of tractions applied at the edges of
the blocks or the shear traction exerted by diffuse deformation at the base of the lithosphere.
We examine and discuss the geodetic velocity field of the Italian region derived from
over 300 continuous GPS stations operated in
the last 11 years. The new velocity field reveals
important features related to deep rooted geophysical processes related to crustal and lithospheric discontinuities. In particular this work
investigates the geodetic deformation of the
northern and western boundary of the Adriatic
microplate and of the Apennines-Maghrebides
front in the Eurasia-Africa margin. The estimated horizontal and vertical velocity fields
show major significant features and also less
known second-order kinematic features.
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Fig. 1. Horizontal velocity field along the Apennines (red arrows) with respect to a non-moving Adriatic
coast. Green ellipses highlight the regions of large scale deformation patterns observed on the accretionary
prism of the subduction zone. Blue arrows represent the linear interpolation of the GPS velocity field.

A general uplift of the order of 1-2 mm/yr
characterizes the whole Apennines and Alpine
belts that follows the topographic ridge. The Po
Plain shows a gradually increasing subsidence
from west to east. The Apennines belt displays a distinctive extension (50-80·10−9 yr−1 )
while compressive tectonic regimes characterize northern Sicily and eastern Alps (3050·10−9 yr−1 ).
Recognizable slow-varying deformation
patterns on large scale wavelength (∼100 km)
have been detected on the accretionary prism
of central and southern Apennines that control and characterize the deformation style of

the Adriatic coast. These kinematic features
are spatially correlated with deep rooted V p
anomalies (70-100 km) (Giacomuzzi et al.
2011) and seismic anisotropy observed along
the Apennine chain (Civello and Margheriti,
2004; Lucente et al., 2006; Baccheschi et al.,
2007).
Apparently the observed deformations are
governed by the lithosphere as a whole and reflect the consequence of different subduction
mechanisms. We associate these velocity features to the presence of slab interruptions (detached slabs and slab tears) and possible mantle upwelling that could cause the surface to de-
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form with spatially coherent rates on the order
of 1 mm/yr. Thus we recognize an active deforming Adriatic foreland where probably different subduction mechanisms coexist: variations in the velocity of the subduction rollback
and/or mantle flow in proximity of slab edges.
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While the Big Bang theory is still favoured
by most cosmologists, a sounder foundation
for the cosmos is that it is infinite in time and
space and that all forms of energy are continuously being recycled within it. In this case,
the universal redshift of photons in space, first
discovered by Hubble, suggests that the various cosmic pools of energy in the universe are
being continuously recycled at a fractional rate
proportional to the Hubble constant, H.
Many observations appear to support this
notion (Edwards, 1998). In addition, the author has proposed that gravitational potential
energy, U, is everywhere being converted to
long wavelength photons at the rate,
dE/dt = −UH,
where E is the photon energy (Edwards, 2006).
Since most of the gravitational potential
energy of the universe resides in the extremely
long-range attractions between distant galaxies, these new photons are being generated for
the most part in intergalactic space. As such,
the radiation forms the basis for a gravitational
model similar to Le Sage gravity (or ”pushing gravity”) (Edwards, 2007), which we now
show to be theoretically compatible with S.W.
Carey’s ”null hypothesis” (Carey, 1988).
Recycling of gravitational energy also
forms the springboard for an alternative geological model featuring slow Earth expansion.
Inside large bodies, such as planets, the recy-

Fig. 1. The observed white dwarf luminosity, L,
plotted against the model luminosity, Lm . The diamonds are the hotter objects in the sample (T e f f >
12, 000K). The triangles are the cool white dwarfs
(T e f f ≤ 12, 000K).

cling of gravitational potential energy should
give rise to observable heat production. It has
been shown that sufficient heat can be generated in this way to account for the observed excess heat emissions of the Earth, the other planets and the Moon (Edwards, 2006). In larger
objects, such as white dwarfs, the observed luminosity also matches the model predictions
(Edwards, 2008).
Models of Earth expansion have often
overlooked that a huge input of energy is
needed to increase the Earth’s internal gravitational potential energy (Burša and Hovorkova,
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Table 1. Comparison of observed excess heat emissions of the Earth, the major planets and the Moon
to model predictions. The internal gravitational potential energy of each body is in the first column. The
heat formed by conversion of the graviton energy to photon energy is in the second column, where H =
2.2 · 10−18 s−1 . The third column shows the measure excess heat emission of each body. The ratio of the
observed heat emission to the model prediction is in the last column.

1994). Starting with an Earth with radius about
two thirds of the present radius at the time of
Earth’s formation, the heat generated through
the model process is sufficient to power the
slow, continuous expansion of the Earth to
present radius at a rate likewise proportional to
H (Edwards, 2006).
We review the many attractive features of
a slow expansion model compared to fast expansion models. In particular, fast expansion
since the Jurassic would have entailed significant slowing in the Earth’s rotation and decreases in both sea level and atmospheric gas
densities well beyond what has been recorded.
Slow expansion, in contrast, is free of such
difficulties (Weijermars, 1986). We briefly discuss a new model of Pangaea breakup based on
slow expansion.
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According to current opinion, the origin
and development of the Earth is believed to
have proceeded as follows: from the protoplanetary disk, the volatile components were blown
away by the solar wind. The residual condensates agglomerated to form rocks, the planetesimals, which experienced further growth.
Further collisions of minor planets with approximate diameters around 1000 km led eventually to the formation of the Earth.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the element Thorium (con-

This concept, however, contains a number
of inconsistencies: for example, it is not clear
why the planets remained in their orbital plane,
despite the collisions. It can be seen on the asteroids, which occasionally undergo collision,
that this is not possible. Furthermore, where
did the water come from in the above scenario?
One possible answer that has been given is
that a minor planet from the outskirts of the
solar systems was brought to the inner parts.
This suggestion is not very convincing, especially considering that the hydrogen concentration increases with depths of the Earth. To explain the formation of the Moon, further unsubstantiated hypotheses were developed. It was
proposed that it was formed by collision of the
Earth with a smaller planet. Since more and
more evidence emerges that the Mars once car-

ried water or was even covered by water to a
large extent, the planetesimal hypotheses encounter increasing difficulties.
A further interesting observation, which requires an explanation, is the fact that North and
South continents of the Earth have almost the
same area. This can be consistently explained
by assuming that the original crust broke up in
the equatorial region by centrifugal force and
then expansion of the maximum-pressure compounds followed (Gottfried, 1990).
In the hydrogen rich protoplanet the reducible elements were reduced by hydrogen, whereas the non-reducible elements were
transported upwards by hydrogen and other
gases and form today’s Earth’s crust. This

centrations in ppm).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the element Thorium (concentrations in ppm).
can be illustrated on the example of Thorium,
which is a heavy element.
Thorium is not easily reduced to the metallic state and even as a metal, it does not form
alloys with other metals. For these reasons,
it was almost completely transported to the
granitic crust during the degassing and the expansion of the Earth. This is a remarkable fact
considering that the density of Thorium oxide is 9.7 g/cm3 , which means that it should
have sunk to deeper layers if density would
determine the vertical distribution of elements
(Gottfried, 2010).
Nevertheless, recent computer simulations
come to the result that gas giant protoplanets
cannot be formed through gravitational instabilities (Picket et al. 2011). The computational
models, in my opinion, have not considered
the possibility of certain chemical processes
during the formation of the protoplanets from
the entire available matter. Therefore, they lead
to unsatisfactory conclusions. In addition, the
particle density in the cloud of matter has been
underestimated.
If, however, the formation of the Earth
from the complete mixture of matter is accepted, it is possible to explain the great similarity of the planetary orbits without additional
hypothesis.
Furthermore, the present composition of
the Earth’s crust and many processes can be ex-

plained by an originally hydrogen-rich Earth.
Even certain properties of the Moon and the
history of the Earth and of the planet Mars can
be convincingly addressed.
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Ancient Life’s Gravity. Galileo Galilei
seems to be the first scientist to emphasise how
scale effects impose an upper limit on the size
of life (Galilei, 1638). It was also well understood by at least the early 1900s how gravity was a limiting factor for the size of life
(Thompson, 1917). A study of scale effects
and gravity reveals that the relative scale of
life would vary in different gravities (Hurrell,
1994, 2011).
This can be defined as:
S r = 1/gr

(1)

where S r is the relative scale of life, and gr is
gravity relative to the Earth’s current gravity.
Formula (1) can be transposed to provide an
estimate of ancient gravity based on the relative scale of ancient life, giving a formula of:
gr = 1/S r

(2)

Various methods, such as dynamic similarity, leg bone strength, ligament strength and
blood pressure can be used to estimate reasonably accurate values of ancient gravity. Some
of these ancient gravity estimates have been
plotted in the graph in Fig. 1 together with the
likely maximum errors.
Dynamic Similarity. A number of
palaeontologists have noted that large dinosaurs appear to be dynamically similar to

smaller animals alive today (Alexander, 1983,
1989; Bakker, 1986). The gravity at the time
of ancient life can be estimated from the
relative scale of dynamically similar ancient
and modern life. In practice, the dynamic
similarity of the largest life is the most easy to
compare since this life defines the upper size
limit for a particular form of life in a defined
gravity.
Leg Bone Strength. The strength of leg
bones necessary to support the mass of today’s
life has been measured by a number of researchers (Anderson et al, 1985). Researchers
have also estimated the body mass of dinosaurs based on the volume of these dinosaurs
(Colbert, 1962).
Since leg bone strength will be weaker in
a reduced gravity, the gravity at the time of
ancient life can be estimated from fossil leg
bones. In general, the body mass estimates
based on volume methods greatly exceed those
based on leg bone strength. This variation between the body mass estimates and the leg
bone strength can be used to roughly calculate
ancient gravity when the ancient life was alive.
Ligament Strength. Ligaments are not
fossilised but the size and shape of dinosaurs’ bones have been used to estimate the
strength of the neck ligaments of Diplodocus
(Alexander, 1989). The gravity at the time of
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Fig. 1. Graph of the variation in Earth’s gravity over hundreds of millions of years based on the relative
size reduction of land life.

ancient life can be estimated from the strength
of neck ligaments. The variation between the
actual strength of the ligament and the required
strength of the ligament can be used to estimate
the relative scale of life and hence roughly calculate gravity when the ancient life was alive.
Blood Pressure. The relative scale of ancient life can be estimated from the blood pressure of ancient life. Blood pressure is proportional to blood mass, gravity and height so it is
possible to calculate blood pressure in ancient
life and compare this with the blood pressure
of modern life.
Implications for the Expanding Earth.
The larger relative scale of ancient life indicates that gravity was less on the ancient Earth
and has slowly increased up to its present-day
value as indicated in Fig. 1 and Table 1 using
various estimation methods.
The estimates of ancient Earth’s reduced
gravity, indicated by the larger relative scale of
ancient life, can be compared with estimates of
gravity for Constant Mass and Increasing Mass

Expanding Earth models. Since the force of the
Earth’s gravity is:
F = G · M1 · M2 /R2

(3)

where M1 and M2 are the masses of the two
mutually attracting bodies, R is the distance
separating them and G is Universal Constant
of Gravity and the calculated force F is effectively the weight of the small body M1 , then it
can be shown that the Reduced Gravity Earth
model agrees most closely with an Increasing
Mass Expanding Earth model. This indicates
that Earth Expansion is due to mass increase
(Hurrell, 1994, 2011).
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Table 1. Table of the variation of Earth’s gravity over hundreds of millions of years based on various
comparisons of ancient and modern life.
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The definition of structures differs between
some scientific disciplines such as physics and
chemistry, on the one hand, and geology, on
the other hand. This definition, however, plays
an important role for dealing with structures
as well as for applying the relevant findings,
for instance – in geology – by explaining the
formation of mountains or the evolution of a
growing Earth.
In physics, structures are defined as follows: A structure is the spatial and timedependent distribution of components as well
as properties of a system (Ebeling, 1976).
Within the German-speaking community
of geologists, however, the properties of a system are not considered in regard to its structure as defined by physics. Instead of this, the
following explanation is given: The structure
of rocks is mostly a purely descriptive term of
rock formation in respect to shape and mutual boundaries between the different components of rocks, and in addition: The spatial position of a structure building component marks its last movement (Murawski,
1992). Properties of the geological system,
such as conditions for the genesis, are not considered.

Gravity works only in one single direction:
perpendicularly to the center of Earth. Electric
and electro-magnetic forces, however, are not
limited in their direction. The hypothesis of a
”last movement” seems to be an error (as seen
by the author). It blocked all other explanations
for the formation of structures in geology for
more than two hundred years, and, therefore,
should be cancelled. The reason: This hypothesis only considers the force of gravity, no other
forces. But the electric and electro-magnetic
field – as Maxwell found out – can operate in
all directions, even against the gravity.
Quite different mineral and geological
structures with different shapes and dimensions are observed in the process of extracting
ores and rocks in the underground or opencast
mines. The dimensions cover a wide range:
from millimeters to meters in size. Ore veins
of many kilometers in strike direction and several meters in thickness are well known. All
those structures may be banded, folded, layered, wavy look or spherical, or – especially
in salt deposits – they can be formed like a diapir. Traditionally, all these structures are explained in geology by the force of gravity and,
partly, with tectonics. In addition, to explain
vertically banded ore veins, the hydrothermal
theory is used.
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Fig. 1. The New Wax-Experiment (Stearin/Paraffin 50/50%). The 30-cm wide photo shows cooled, solid
wax (t=20◦ C), which was filled as a liquid with a temperature of 70◦ C in a vessel made of cast iron. After
filling, the wax surface in the vessel was completely flat. Then, the vessel was covered with a heavy cap
also made of cast iron. After 24h the cooled wax had developed striking new structures: i) the surface of the
wax block is warped and shows folding, ii) in the middle of the block, a horizontally oriented dark band is
visble, composed of dirt particles. The structure formation is the result of heat flow, heat buildup or the accumulation of heat under influence of of the thermodynamic non-equilibrium. It is based on TEC-Processes
(Thermo-Electro-Chemical processes) and Self-Organization of chemical (mineralogical) systems, which
must nessessarily be explored further.
Many structures, however, the author had
seen as a mining engineer and geoscientist in
more than 40 years around the world, cannot
be explained by present theories – a fact which
many other experts do not accept either (but
which they do not discuss in public).
The reason for this may be seen in a lack
of new ideas on how to explain the formation
of structures in geology: Over a period of two
centuries up to now – in simple terms – only
gravity and the tectonic theory, associated with
the hydrothermal theory, were accepted to be

the basis of geology necessary to understand
the formation of ores and minerals.
During those 40 years of studying structures in geology, the author came to the conclusion that their formation in reality is caused
not only by the force of gravity but, in addition, by the forces of electric and electromagnetic fields.
This conclusion was tested by an experiment which seemed to be simple (but was
not): Between two electrodes made from ironsheet about 100 mm apart from each other,
moist sand with traces of salt (NaCl) was
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disposed. Both the electrodes and the moist
sand were enclosed by glass, and the electrodes were powered by a 1.5 V battery. A few
days later the first structures between the electrodes appeared – colored. The positive electrode seemed to be corroded, ions migrated,
apparently, and formed the banded structures
by reaction with ions from NaCl. The colors
indicated the different state of valence.
That and the following experiments opened
the way to studying the self-organization of
structures in geology, due to the fact that the
electric field is able to perform work in both
the nanometre range (in regard to chemical
reactions) as well as in the mm- to m-range
(in regard to the creation of new structures).
Earth sciences did not accept ”the great
importance of electricity for geology” as postulated by the great English scientist Joseph
Priestley, the author of the work ”History
and present state of electricity”, Berlin and
Stralsund, 1772. Quite often, attempts were
made during the 18th and 19th century to
demonstrate the structure-building importance
of electricity for geological processes and
structures, however, without any sustainable
success. Academic representatives of the geological sciences until now lost their interest in
electricity in connection with the development
of mineral and ore structures.
The author, his co-workers, graduate students studying for a doctorate, students about
to take their diploma, and also interested physicists (listed below), continued research on the
role of electrodynamics and chemistry under the influence of non-equilibrium thermodynamics from 1988 to 2004, centered at
the Institute of Ore Deposit Research at the
Technical University of Berlin. Numerous experiments both in the laboratory and in a silver mine in the Harz Mountains, but also theoretical studies were carried out on the selforganization of geological structures.
For laboratory experiments wet, grinded
sediments (sometimes sulphide ore) were
mixed with pure quartz sand. Test containers had dimensions of 20x20x20 cm up
to 100x40x20 cm, in which electric field
strengths of about 100mV/cm were applied. A
broad spectrum of sensors and microelectronic
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devices was required to control and record the
local, fast changing electrical and chemical
states within the growing structures. The artificial field strengths that were used in laboratory experiments were similar to the natural
field strengths that were measured in nature.
Under the influence of an electrically induced non-equilibrium, many new mineral
structures developed over a period of 8 days
to 6 weeks, in some cases up to two years. The
newly formed mineral structures had shapes as
known from natural species: banded, folded,
layered, wavy, spherical, or like a diapir.
Even vertical situated faults occurred although no external mechanical forces or heat
had been existent.
Of key importance for the build-up of a
structure turned out the direction of the applied
electric field, compared to gravity. Initial conditions of the system and many other parameters are also important. In this paper the strong
resemblance between experimentally obtained
structures and natural textures or mineral fabrics of geology will be discussed. It will be
explained in which way electric charges with
their electric field are generated in nature.
Because we clarified the conditions necessary to build up structures similar to those
in geology, we contributed to accepting selforganization also in geology. Consequently,
questions which are still unanswered might be
solved in future. PRIGOGINE, Nobel laureate, recommended some years before: applying ideas of non-equilibrium physics to geology will have a profound influence on the
interpretation of numerous geological depositions . His findings were fully confirmed by
our work team’s research.
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Extended Abstract

Expanding Earth must show clear traces of
breaking (rifting) of its hard outer envelope –
the crust. Such an effect is actually observed
on rising continents (Fig. 1). The continents are
separated by subsiding oceans where deformations are somewhat different – midocean ridges
and transform faults are accompanied by folds
in basalt floors and sedimentary layers. This is
an effect of squeezing larger area into a narrower (smaller) space. Thus, one might speak
about partially expanding planet.
The obviously uplifting and subsiding areas are distributed not randomly but are parts
of regular undulations. This warping wave process has been started in the beginning of the
planetary formation when a strong ellipticity of
orbits was typical.
The keplerian elliptical orbits imply periodically changing celestial bodies accelerations producing warping inertia-gravity waves
acting upon these bodies. The waves have stationary character and four (ortho- and diagonal) interfering directions in rotating bodies.
This interference gives regularly alternating uprising (expanding) tectonic blocks (+),
subsiding blocks (−) and neutral compensated
ones (0).

Fig. 1. Scheme of the sectoral tectonics of the
Earth’s eastern hemisphere. Thick lines – Cenozoic
continental rifts. Bisectors of main sectors are
boundaries of really existing hypsometrically different subsectors.

Depending on warping wavelengths these
tectonic blocks have different sizes. The fundamental wave 1 long2πR produces always
present tectonic dichotomy: the uplifting expanding hemisphere-segment opposes the sub-
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Fig. 3. Isolines of geoid for the Eurasia (after Bott,
1982, The interior of the Earth) and position of the
Fenno-sarmatic line of symmetry.

Fig. 2. Sectoral structure of Mars. Image of intensity ratio of two wavelengths (1.02/0.73 microns).
White – high ratio characteristic for uplifted areas
(+), black – low ratio of subsided areas (−) (Pinet &
Chevrel, 1990).

sided hemisphere-segment. The first overtone
wave 2 longπR produces regularly placed uplifting and subsiding tectonic sectors (Fig.1, 2).
The wave 4 (characteristic for Earth) longπR/2
produces tectonic granulation: in the great
planetary circle of Earth there are 8 alternating
(+ or −) granules. All tectonic blocks – segments, sectors, granules – are superimposed on
each other producing rather complex tectonic
pattern. Nevertheless, one clearly distinguishes
the subsiding western Pacific hemispheresegment opposing the uplifting expanding
eastern continental hemisphere-segment. In
this on the whole expanding segment two planetary weakness zones (seams) form 4 sectors (Fig. 1): two opposite differently uplifted
(Afro-Mediterranean /7+8/ ++, Asian /3+4/ +)
and separating them two opposite differently
subsided ones (Eurasian /1+2/−, Indoceanic
/5+6/, −−).
An area of intersection of the seams
roughly coincides with the Pamirs-Hindukush
mountain massif (it is significant that antipodal to this massif is Easter Isl. – a prominent
high on oceanic floor of the western hemisphere). This sectoral morphotectonic division
is of fundamental nature because it has through

character and can be traced down to the coremantle boundary (CMB). Depressions (lows)
of the CMB correspond to the uplifted sectors, bulges (highs) to the subsided ones, i.e.,
there is a mirror reflection (Kochemasov, 1998;
Morelli & Dziewonski, 1987). Geoid shape,
depending on mantle density down to several
hundred kilometers depth, has a direct relation
with the relief: positive geoid anomalies correspond to the uplifted sectors, negative ones
to the subsided sectors (Fig. 3). The mantlecrust boundary is raised in the subsided and
dropped in the uplifted sectors. The upper mantle density is increased in the subsided sectors.
The uplifted and hence expanding sectors are
naturally subjected to an intense rifting (Fig.
1). The wave sectoral tectonics is an important
characteristic not only of Earth but also other
celestial bodies (Fig. 2).
The regular wave structurization implies
various kinds and scales of tectonic symmetries. A very prominent one is about an
axe of the NW strike (Fenno-sarmatian) in
the eastern Europe cutting the East-European
craton in half (Fig. 3-5). This axe goes
from the Ian-Mayen Isl. through Scandinavia,
Ladoga Lake, Moscow, eastern Precaspian,
Sarykamysh Lake to Badhyz region. Fig. 4
covers an area from the NW Africa to the
Eastern Siberia an shows that about the Fennosarmatian axe are symmetrically disposed such
distant and occurring on different continents
objects as the East-Siberian and West-African
Archean cratons, the Atlas and Taimyr orogens of different ages. Subsided blocks of the
Mediterranean and Western Siberia are also
symmetric. Fig. 5 gives some details of sym-
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Fig. 4. Symmetric planetary tectonic structure around the Fenno-sarmatic line. 1.Outlines of AR cratons: West-African and East-Siberian. 2. Orogens. 3. Lineament. 4. Weakness zones within AR cratons. 5.
Western-Siberian oil-gas province. 6. Koltogorsko-Urengoy rift and Mediterranean deep underwater ridge.
7. Black Sea vanished Paleogene ”antipode” on the left bank of the Tobol River. 8. Oil, gas and coal deposits.

metrical structure of the East-European craton
and its frame.
The following tectonopairs normally of
different ages are obvious. Novaya Zemlya –
Alps, Pay-Khoy – Dynar mountains, Pechora
and Pannonian basins, Spitzbergen – Scotland,
Tyman ridge – Eastern Carpathians with the
Teyssera-Thornquist line, the Black Sea –
its vanished Paleogene ”antipode” on the
left side of the Tobol River, Aral Sea –
southern Caspian, two gas giants: Schtokman
and Grningen & others. Gas (oil) western
Siberia province and oil (gas) provinces of
the Mesopotamia and northern Africa accumulating the largest world hydrocarbon reserves
are symmetrically disposed. The folded frames
of the giant East-European ring on the NE
(Novaya Zemlya, Pay-Khoy, Urals, Mugojary)
and on the SW (Alps, Dynars, Carpathians,
Dobrudja, Crimea, Caucasus) are predominantly Paleozoic (the first) and Mesozoic. But
amidst Mz formations there are Pz ”boutonnieres”, and Pz folds were activated in
Mesozoic.

It is interesting that the presented symmetric pattern in the case of the Alps and Novaya
Zemlya is strengthened by a characteristic division of both mountain belts into two parts:
western and eastern Alps, northern and southern Novaya Zemlya. Both symmetric negative geomorphologic forms: Mediterranean
and Western Siberia are also divided into two
parts.
There are the western and eastern
Mediterranean (the last being deeper and with
the Mediterranean deep underwater ridge. The
northern part of the Western Siberia is deeply
subsided and mostly gaseous, the southern
part is rich in gas and oil. On the whole, this
entire symmetric-asymmetric pattern with
clear uprising and expanding tectonic blocks
is a product of the wave structurization.
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Fig. 5. Superstructure of the East-European AR craton. 1. Lineaments (predominantly orogens of the
frame). 2. Radial weakness zones. 3.-4. Grabens, rifts, aulacogenes, fault zones. (4. For Baltic shield and
Precaspian syneclise). 5. Crystalline basement, outcropping and under thin cover. 6. Ring weakness zones
and their fragments in the craton and its frame. 7. Contour of the Precaspian syneclise. 8. Ring structures.
9. Oil and gas deposits. 10. Deposits and showings of diamonds.
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Extended Abstract

I am proposing that certain nonstandard
theories and hypotheses in geology, astronomy, particle physics, gravitation, and cosmology unify into a more coherent whole than the
dominant theories in those fields. These are
earth expansion, astronomical quantization),
leptonic theory of matter , spherically rotating electron, non-general relativity gravity, and
non-big bang cosmology.
The expanding earth. In expanding earth
models it is usually assumed that when the
Earth was 50-60% of its present radius, it was
covered completely by solid continent with no
ocean basins. As it expanded, the continents
broke and then drifted apart with material from
the mantle upwelling along the cracks to fill in
the gaps and to form the mid-oceanic ridges.
The geologic case for earth expansion has
been well made by Hugh Owen, Lester King,
Warren Hunt and Warren Carey. There are
presently many models of expansion with different expansion rates and different mechanisms for expansion. For reference, I will
choose the models of Scalera, Cwordjinski and
Carey. In them the growth is episodic, coming
in fits and starts. Over long periods, the best fit
would be exponential growth: in other words,
the growth rate is proportional to the existing
mass of the earth. During certain periods, matter is added where matter already exists in proportion to the matter existing there.

These models have two problems. One,
where does the matter come from. In the standard theory of particles, quantumchromodynamics (quarks, etc.) matter cannot be created
without creating an equal amount of antimatter. Where is the antimatter? The second problem is that as the Earth expands, its moment
of inertia increases and its rotation should slow
if angular momentum is conserved. While fossil evidence has shown that Earth rotation has
slowed, it has not slowed enough to be compatible with the inferred expansion rates.
Quantization in astronomy. As astronomical objects become dimmer, their emission spectrums are shifted more to the red. The
standard assumption is that the redshift is due
to recessional velocity. Therefore, the greater
the redshift, the further away the body, the
greater the recessional velocity.
The strongest challenge to this hypothesis is redshift quantization. When galaxy redshifts are corrected for the motion of our own
galaxy, they come in discrete multiples of 37.5
km/s (when interpreted as velocity). Clusters
of quasars have redshifts that tend to come in
integral powers of 1.23 times the lowest redshift in the cluster. There is considerable evidence that quasars are not only associated with
galaxies of very different redshift, but may
have actually been expelled from their core.
The quasars then grow into typical galaxies and
as they do their redshifts become closer to the
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parent galaxy. This behavior is completely incompatible with standard theories. Again mass
must be created and also there must be an increase in angular momentum.
But there is an even more interesting
enigma. The most common explanation for a
non-doppler redshift is that the electron in the
observed body has a smaller mass than an electron in the lab. For certain electron models
(Barut’s; Battey-Pratt and Racey’s), the electrons mass is proportional to its spin. So as it
would acquire mass, it would also acquire angular momentum.
Arp has shown that planetary masses (and
some other astronomical bodies) are also quantized, they tend to be related with the same
type of formula as the quasar redshifts.. Their
masses are equal to a base mass times 1.23 to
an integral power. The most obvious explanation of this phenomenon is that mass would be
created in episodes, where mass already is; and
it would be created in proportion to the existing
mass. The simplest explanation of Arp’s planetary mass hypothesis is the same as that required to explain the Earth expansion rates advocated by Carey, Scalera and others.
Mass and angular momentum. Wesson
and Brosche have suggested that the angular
momentum of astronomical bodies is proportional to their mass squared (other researchers
have proposed the mass to the 5/3 power). If
we combine this with the above hypothesis, we
would require some mechanism to increase the
angular momentum of the bodies. If, as suggested by Barut and Kokus, the angular momentum of a body is proportional to the non
randomness of all of the particles spin, then the
same mechanism which would add mass to an
individual electron decreasing its observed redshift would also increase the angular momentum.
The common ground. The changes to
standard physics required to explain astronomical quantization would also answer most objections to Earth expansion. Let us now look
for theories that would describe those changes.
Mass creation and the leptonic theory of
matter. The initial appeal of the leptonic theory is its simplicity. The standard theory of particles has electrons, neutrinos, quarks of six fla-

vors each of which has three colors, gluons,
plus all of the corresponding antiparticles, plus
photons. The leptonic theory, as envisioned by
Assim Barut (I am most familiar with Barut’s
theory having worked with him, but Hestenes
and Siddharth have similar theories) has only
photons, electrons, positrons and neutrinos. All
other particles are bound states of these four.
In the standard theory, a proton consists
of three quarks. If it is created, an antiproton
consisting of three antiquarks of the same flavor and color must also be created. In the leptonic theory, a proton is a tightly bound state of
two positrons and one electron where the binding force is primarily magnetic. Therefore we
could create a proton-electron pair (a total of
two electrons and two protons) without violating particle-antiparticle symmetry.
If matter is created in electron-proton pairs
and is created where matter exists, then there
should be evidence of hydrogen coming from
the Earth’s interior. The absence of this hydrogen was once used as an argument against matter being created in the Earth. As it turns out,
there is evidence of so much hydrogen emanating from the Earth’s interior that Hunt, Larin
and others have formulated the hydridic earth
theory around it.
The spherically rotating electron – the
Battey-Pratt and Racey model. There have
been many theories that have treated elementary particles as vortices, a piece of space (or
ether) that is rotating. These complement cosmologies with a rotating hierarchy. Moons rotate about planets, planets rotate about stars,
stars rotate about galaxies, galaxies rotate
about galaxy clusters, clusters rotate about super clusters; until finally the whole universe
is rotating. If the rotation is a simple rotation about an axis (cylindrical rotation) the theory has problems. Somewhere there has to be
a discontinuity in space. But if the axis initially undergoes a 180 degree (or integral models thereof) rotation in space (perpendicular to
its final rotational direction), we have a three
dimensional vortex in space with some interesting properties. Battey-Pratt and Racey have
shown that this type of vortex, or spherical rotation, explains the group properties of electrons and positrons (it satisfies the conditions
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of SU(2) ) and the phenomena of special relativity. In conjunction with the leptonic theory
of matter, it provides a mechanism for particle
creation and the mass of these particles would
be variable. The mass would depend on the rotation rate of the vortices. The rotation rates of
the particles would reach an equilibrium rate
with other particles as they interact with them.
A newly created particle would increase in
mass as it interacts with older particles. Since
the mass in the universe is structured in clusters, the mass of the particle would increase
in quantum jumps, explaining redshift quantization. Older particles would very slowly lose
mass as the number of particles in their ken
increases, decreasing the gravitational attraction between them. This and particle creation
would explain earth expansion. As the number
of particles in an astronomical body would increase, and as the spin of those particles increases, so would the angular momentum as
measured in new particle masses, solving the
rotation-Earth expansion paradox.
Preferred reference frame. When the infamous 2.7K background radiation is measured, there is a dipole term suggesting that we
have a relative velocity via whatever is emitting the radiation. In the standard cosmological literature it is usually glossed over that this
contradicts the cosmological principle upon
which general relativity was founded. When
Napier and Guthrie observed the quantization
of galactic redshift, the effect was most pronounced when the reference frame was shifted
to one almost identical with that which eliminates the dipole term from the background radiation. There is a preferred reference frame
and it is measurable.
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Extended Abstract

Geotectonic measurements performed by
space geodesy are usually interpreted in the
frame of plate tectonics and in this way they
confirm this paradigm by circular argument
(Koziar, 2002). However, a critical analysis of
space geodesy results reveals expansion of the
Earth in several ways.
Problems with global ellipsoidal reference frame. Space geodesy was able to construct the global ellipsoidal reference frame
which originates in the Earth’s barycentre.
However, it assumes (as plate tectonics does)
that the ellipsoid has a constant size. Since the
ellipsoid is firmly mathematically tied with the
geoid (by the procedure of minimization of the
sum of the squares of mutual distances), the
latter, as physical reality, stretches the ellipsoid
radially during expansion, so the general increase in the Earth’s radius remains unnoticed.
Problems with ellipsoidal coordinates as
a basis of geodynamic interpretations in
space geodesy.
Vertical coordinates. Space geodesy measurements are made in the Cartesian barycentre coordinates and at that stage they give the
precise real distance from the Earth’s barycentre. However, after that they are usually transformed to the ellipsoidal coordinates and only
then are interpreted. So, they record only the
changes of the stations’ heights above the ellipsoid (local vertical tectonics) but not the gen-

Fig. 1. Blinov principle (explanation in the text).

eral growth of the Earth’s radius. It is only
when they are compared directly that they
record expansion of the Earth (Table I).
Horizontal coordinates. Transformation of
the orthogonal coordinates to the ellipsoidal
horizontal ones on the expanding ellipsoid,
which is assumed constant, results in ficticious
shrinking of the plates and fictitious slowing
down of the geophysically measured spreading
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Fig. 2. Blinov principle demonstrated in horizontal
dimensions (explanation in the text).

has increased (Fig.1b). Since the plate is not
stretched (the only deformation is its flattening) the geodesic distance between the points
has not increased. Therefore, the central angle
has decreased. At the same time the geographical (geodesic) coordinates of the points have
been changed and from this change the new
smaller central angle 2 can be noticed. Now,
let us consider a situation when the change of
the geodesic coordinates of the points A and
B is recorded but the expansion of the Earth
is not taken into account (Fig. 1c). Thus, on
the base of the changed coordinates, and the
decreased central angle corresponding to that
change, the reduction of the distance between
A and B will be deduced. The reduction is fictitious, of course.

convergence in some zones at unnoticed expansion
of the basement of the plates (explanation in the
text).

Blinov’s principle demonstrated on a
plate lying on an expanding basement with
an expanding geodetic graticule. Blinov’s
principle can be demonstrated in horizontal dimensions on the geometrical model of plates
on the expanding Earth (Koziar, 1994). Let
us consider a single plate on the expanding
basement with an expanding net of coordinates
(Fig. 2a). The stable point of transformation
(SPT) of the plate is (5, 5). All the points of
the plate change their coordinates during expansion, except the SPT (Fig. 2b). Now, if the
expansion is unnoticed (or rejected) and the
change of coordinates is correctly recorded,
then the whole plate will illusively shrink (Fig.
2c). The problem of the relativity of the movement is here similar to the old one with our
Solar System. In the past we assumed that the
Earth was stable and then the Sun moved fictitiously around the Earth in opposite direction.

rate. The first illusory process illusively confirms plate tectonics and it is ruled by Blinov’s
principle (Blinov, 1987).
Blinov’s principle. The term ’Blinov’s
principle’ was introduced by Koziar (2003)
and then used by Bajgarová (2004) and
Bajgarová and Kostelecký (2005). Let us consider a section of the expanding Earth with
an inextensible plate (Fig.1a). Two points on
the plate (A and B) determine a central angle 1. After some time the radius of the Earth

The illusory shrinking of the plate (Fig.
2a,c) means that a distance between any two
points on it (Fig. 3a) will be illusively reduced
(Fig. 3b). In this situation if somebody draws
any line on the plate (Fig. 4a) and assumes
that it is a line of geotectonic convergence then
measurements of the change in the distance between any two points placed on opposite sides
of the line will confirm his assumption (Fig.
4b). Of course, this false conclusion does not
result from direct measurements but only from
comparison of distances, calculated from the

Fig. 3. Apparent reduction of the distance between
any two points on the plate at unnoticed expansion
of its basement (explanation in the text).

Fig. 4. False geodetic confirmation of supposed
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Fig. 5. Speed of the expanding basement in relation to a plate (explanation in the text).

Fig. 6. Relative speeds of the geodetic stations on the opposite sides of the ridge when the expansion of
the basement is not noticed (explanation in the text).

coordinates of the points before and after the
change. Two rules emerge from the above:
1. – The velocities, of the illusory convergent movement of two points on a plate, and the
real divergent movement of two cross points of
the expanding geodetic graticule (corresponding to these points on a plate) are equal as
scalars but opposite as vectors.
2.– Since the real divergent velocity of two
cross points of the expanding graticule of coordinates is proportional to their mutual distance, thus the illusory convergent velocity of
the two points on the plate, corresponding to
them, is also proportional to their mutual distance.
The coefficient of the proportion was called
’the Hubble coefficient’ (Koziar, 1994) and
marked by h (to differentiate it from ’the

Hubble constant’, marked as H and used in
cosmology). For the calculated annual increment of the Earth’s radius (Koziar, 1980),
equal to 2.6 cm/year, h = 4 · 10−9 year−1 .
Intraplate SLR measurements proving
fictitious character of convergence geodetically deduced in the frame of plate tectonic.
These are the measurements performed inside
plates and displaying shrinking but the plates
have no structures which can be interpreted
as a convergent ones. These are: the cratonic
part of North America (Carey, 1988; Smith et
al., 1994), Australia (Carey, 1988; Smith et al.,
1994 ), Eurasia (Smith et al., 1990) and the
inner part of the Pacific plate (Robins et al.,
1993; Smith et al., 1994). These cases will be
demonstrated in the full version of this paper.
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Illusory contraction of the VLBI net.
Japanese authors (Heki et al., 1989) calculated
the changes of the chord distances (baselines)
between VLBI stations on the northern hemisphere (northern megaplate – see Fig. 6a) and
concluded that it is uniformly contracting at the
rate 1.3 mm/year/1000 km (h = 4 · 10−9 /year).
They even suspected the contraction of the
whole Earth. However, the contraction of the
net is only illusory and caused by the expansion of the Earth. If the northern megaplate
was ideally inextensible the rate of growth
of the Earth’s radius would be 8.28 mm/year.
However, the megaplate is extensible, so the
rate is certainly higher than 1cm/year (see
Table 1).
Interplate SLR measurements displaying fictitious slowing down of the spreading rate. SLR surveys across the Atlantic display significant reduction of the value of the
spreading rate in comparison with the geophysical records (Smith et al., 1990; Murata, 1993).
Such results are inexplicable in the frame of
plate tectonics but their origin is obvious on the
expanding Earth (Koziar, 1998). It will be explained this time using vertical sections of the
former model (Fig. 2, 3 and 4). In Fig. 5 the
sections of two plates, fastened to the stretched
basement at their stable points of transformation (SPTs - screws) are presented. The speed
of the basement in relation to the edge of the
plate i.e. the rifting speed v1 , is equal to the
distance l, between the rift and the SPT, multiplied by the Hubble coefficient h. The rifting speed is, of course, equal to the speed of
spreading, calculated from magnetic stripes. If
a distance from the SPTs is halved the speed
v2 of the basement in relation to the plate is
also halved. At the stable point of transformation (l = 0) the speed v3 = 0. Let us now consider the speeds v of the points (corresponding
to the sites of geodetic stations) moving away
at both sides of the rift (Fig. 6), in situation
when changes of coordinates are recorded but
expansion of the basement (together with the
geodetic graticule) is not noticed. In this case
the measured speed will be the speed of the fictitious shrinking of the plates. And so, between
the points, lying in the vicinity of the rift, it
will be equal to the speed of bilateral spread-

Fig. 7. Precise Carey’s Arctic Paradox pattern of
the plates movement referring to his ’flower bud’
model (explanation in the text).

ing, v s . At the points placed in the middle of
the distance between the rift and the SPTs, the
speed will be halved. Between the SPTs the
speed will be zero. It must be pointed out that
on the expanding Earth (Fig. 6) the real velocity between any two points, located on both
sides of the rift, is equal to the spreading rate
at the rift. However the velocity relative to the
basement is lowered the more the further from
the rift. And these values are interpreted incorrectly by space geodesy (in frame of plate
tectonics) as spreading rates. In this way the
spreading rates are fictitiously lowered. It must
be also pointed out that plate tectonics does not
distinguish these above two different types of
velocities.
SLR measurements across the Pacific
displaying its expansion. SLR surveys across
the Pacific (both South and North) display
directly its expansion (Christodoulidis et al.,
1985; Smith et al., 1990; Murata, 1993), which
means expansion of the Earth.
Space geodesy global movement of the
plates confirms Carey’s Arctic paradox pattern. Carey (1976) noticed a special pattern of
global movement of the plates which proves
expansion of the Earth. He called it ’the Arctic
paradox’. The pattern is precisely demonstrated in Fig. 7 (referring to his ’flower bud’
model). In Fig. 7 the Antarctic plate is removed
as well as the whole oceanic post-Paleocene
lithosphere. The remaining lithosphere creates a huge ’northern megaplate’. Parts of this
megaplate move relative to their expanding
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Space geodesy global pattern of plates
movement (NASA, 2008).

Table 1. Present rates of growth of the Earth’s radius obtained by space geodesic methods.

basement according to the marked arrows. The
global pattern obtained by space geodesy is almost the same (Fig. 8), so it proves the expansion of the Earth. The collisions appearing in
the present global space geodesy models are
fictitious and will be explained in details in the
full version of this paper.
SLR Present annual increment of the
Earth’s radius. The present value of the rate
of growth of the Earth’s radius emerges from
the space geodesy surveys in several different
ways and the results are similar (Table 1). On
the other hand this rate of growth also emerges
in different ways from the geologic data (Table
2). The results are also mutually similar and
similar to those obtained by space geodesy. In
the Table 2 the last result (of present paper) is
obtained in the following way: the ratio of the
length of the section of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
to the length of the west shoreline of Africa
corresponding to it, is 1.4. So, the Earth’s radius was 4550 km at that time (before about
100 Ma) when both structures were joined together. So, the increment of the Earth’s radius since that time is 1820 km. Dividing this
value by 100 Ma we obtain 1.82 cm/year. It is
the result at a linear growth of the Earth’s radius. Because the real growth is exponential,
the real result is higher – certainly more than 2
cm/year.
Increase in the Earth’s mass –
Yarkovski’s gravitational effect. Almost
all expansionists, starting with the founder

of the theory, a Polish engineer – working
in Russia – Jan Jarkowski (1888), treat (and
recently prove) the Earth’s expansion as a
result of the growth of its mass. The recent
annual growth is of the order 1019 g/year:
2.8 · 1019 g/year (Ciechanowicz and Koziar,
1994), 1.37 · 1019 g/year (Scalera, 2003), or
most probably 6.0 · 1019 g/year (Maxlow, 2002,
2005). This rate of growth of the Earth’s mass
fits well with the mysterious decrease of the
orbit of the geodetic satellite Lageos. This
decrease is to be partially explained by ’the
Yarkovski’s (radiation) effect’. In fact it is ’the
Yarkovski’s gravitational effect’ at work.
Cosmological implications. The presented results (and the whole theory of the
expansion of the Earth) correspond with the
concept of creation of matter developed by
many physicists and cosmologists and elaborated best by Fred Hoyle. The expanding Earth
corresponds also with the Ambarcumian’s
eruptive (explosive) cosmology, which rejects
speculative hypothesis of condensation of celestial bodies from nebulas, and demonstrates
that they develop from the super-dense prestellar matter. In the case of our Solar System,
and particularly of the Earth, it is neutron
matter. The two theories are put together (but
not to the conclusion) in the book A Different
Approach to Cosmology (Hoyle et al., 2000).
The enormous increment of the volume at
transformation of the neutron matter to the
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Table 2. Present rates of growth of the Earth’s radius obtained by geologic methods.

atomic one (the ratio of order 1014), enhanced
by the creation of the new matter, fits well with
the more than tenfold increment of the Earth’s
volume since the Precambrian recorded by geological data (Koziar, 1980; Maxlow, 2002,
2005). The eruptive origin of the Solar System
from neutron matter fits also well with the fact
that our atomic matter is not older than the system itself.
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Extended Abstract

According to the plate tectonic paradigm
big ’tsunami’ earthquakes are caused by a sudden push of an oceanic plate under the opposite one. Because such a mechanism transports some rock mass towards the Earth’s rotational axis it should speed up the rotation of
our planet on the principle of conservation of
angular momentum (the pirouette eﬀect).
The shortening of the length of day
∆(LOD), induced in this way, can be calculated. The suitable method was elaborated
by Chao and Gross (1987) together with the
method of calculation of the shift of the Earthball relative to its rotational axis. The shortening of LOD calculated in this way for the
Sumatra 2004 earthquake was 2.68 microseconds (µs), and for the Chilean 1960 one was
8µs (Chao, 2005). The first value was later enlarged to 6.8 µs (Buis, 2010). For the Japanese
2011 earthquake, the plate tectonic’s ∆(LOD)
was 1.8 µs.
All these calculated values are below the
present detection level which is about 20 µs.
Apart from that the calculations are very complex, based on computer simulation. The main
part of the energy of an earthquake is treated in
the plate tectonics paradigm not as the gravita-

Fig. 1. Tension-diapiric-gravitational mechanism
of active continental margins (explanation in the
text).

tional one but as the energy of elasticity of the
plates, released at their sudden decoupling.
However, the plate tectonic model of the
mechanism of the active continental margins
is not the only explanation of this mechanism.
The other one is based on the principles of
gravitational tectonics. The whole energy of
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Fig. 2. eﬀect of the gravitational collapse (explanation in the text).

the big ’tsunami’ earthquake is in fact the energy of a gravitational collapse. This allows us
to calculate the shortening of the LOD in a
simple way which is much less ’esoteric’ – using the own words of Chao and Gross (Stroh,
2005). Apart from that the gravitational results
are for all the big ’tsunami’ earthquakes above
the present day detection level (this paper).
The general mechanical solution for fold
belts, an alternative to the plate tectonics
model, was formulated by Carey (1976). The
solution is the tension-diapiric-gravitational
mechanism (Fig.1). The precise elaboration
of this mechanism for active continental margins was done by Koziar and Jamrozik (1991),
Koziar and Jamrozik (1994) and Koziar
(2002).
The fundamental diﬀerence between the
above scheme and the plate tectonics model
of the so-called ’subduction’ consists not only
in the opposite direction of plate movement
but also in an opposite direction of reasoning leading to both schemes. The plate tectonics model is deduced in the speculative way
from the unproved assumption that the Earth
is not expanding (see Le Pichon, 1968). The
scheme presented in Fig.1 was built in the inductive way (without any global assumptions)
by analyzing all the parts of an active continental margin and the underlying mantle and then

putting them together. The expanding Earth is
a conclusion resulting from this scheme. So,
the above scheme itself is an independent proof
of the expansion of the Earth, apart from other
proofs (see Koziar, 2004; Cwojdziński, 2005)
which are beyond the scope of this paper.
The explanation of the scheme in Fig.1,
should be done in a causal (physical) sequence,
opposite to the logical one applied at its deciphering. Thus, the general stretching of the
lithosphere and upper mantle causes the subsidence on the lines of oceanic trenches and
upwelling on the lines of volcanoes. These
two neighboring and opposite vertical movements create the so called ’primary tectogenesis’ (Haarman, 1933; van Bemmelen, 1952)
– the fundamental mechanism of gravitational
tectonics. The gravitational response to the
gradually growing gravitational unbalance in
the primary tectogenesis is the sudden secondary tectogenesis, That is the catastrophic
gravitational transport of the whole region between the line of volcanoes and the oceanic
trench towards the latter. This is the cause of
the big ’tsunami’ earthquakes. The transport is
performed by gravitational spreading and gravitational sliding. So, the whole earthquake’s
energy has a gravitational origin. This circumstance allows us to calculate the shortening of
the LOD based on only two parameters of the
earthquake: its total energy and its geographical latitude. The calculations are as follows.
Moment of inertia and its change at the
gravitational collapse. Let’s take into account
Fig.2. The moment of inertia Im of the mass
m is Im = mR2n = m(R cos ϕ)2 , where ϕ is
the geographical latitude of m. The change
of the moment of inertia, resulting from the
change of distance from Rn to Rn + ∆Rn (in
the discussed case ∆R and ∆Rn are negative),
is ∆Im = Im2 − Im1 where: Im1 = m(R cos ϕ)2 ;
Im2 = m(R cos ϕ + ∆R cos ϕ)2 , thus Im =
m cos 2ϕ(2R∆R+∆R2 ). Since ∆R2 is very small
(∆R ≪ R), thus in the end:
∆Im = 2R∆Rm cos2 ϕ.

(1)

Energy of the gravitational collapse. The
energy of the gravitational collapse is
E = mg∆R,

(2)
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Table 1. Energies and latitudes of the biggest ’tsunami’ earthquakes and the corresponding shortenings
of LODs. All the values of the energy of the earthquakes are taken temporarily from the Internet. All the
results exceed the present day detection level (ca 20µ s), so the space geodetic survey should be prepared
for the measurement of the (LOD) immediately after every big tsunami earthquake, before its rotational
eﬀect is dispersed in the bigger long-term changes of the LOD.

where g is the surface gravitational acceleration which dependence of the latitude is very
small and can be omitted. In our case the E
is the total energy of the ’tsunami’ earthquake.
In the equation (2) there is the product m∆R
which appears also in the equation (1). This
circumstance allows us to connect the process
of changing of the moment of inertia, caused
by the gravitational collapse with the energy of
this collapse. We do not know separately the
values of ∆R and m and the more, we do not
know their spatial distribution (the frontal part
of the gravitational overthrust is even uplifted
as in the landslides) but fortunately we know
the product of these values:
m∆R = E/g

convenient to express the law using the period
of rotation T . Thus 2πI1 /T 1 = 2πI2 /T 2 that is
I1 /T 1 = I2 /T 2 , and in the end
I1 T 2 = I2 T 1 .

(4)

The law of preservation of angular momentum expressed by the change of moment
of inertia (∆I) and change of the period of
rotation (∆T ). Of course ∆T applied to the
Earth is ∆(LOD) we are looking for. The equation (4) can be written in the form: I(T +∆T ) =
(I + ∆I)T that is IT + I∆T = IT + T ∆I. In the
end I∆T = T ∆I, hence
∆T = T ∆I/I.

(5)

(3)

which is the bridge between two aspects (rotational and energetic) of collapsing masses.
This is the essence of the solution presented
here.
Angular momentum and the law of its
preservation. Angular momentum L is equal
to Iω, where ω is an angular velocity ω =
∆α/∆t. The law of preservation of angular momentum has a form I1 ω1 = I2 ω2 . The angular
velocity is tied with the period of rotation T
(which applied to the Earth is our LOD) by the
equation ω = 2π/T . So, for our purpose it is

In our case I is now the moment of inertia
of the whole Earth IE and ∆I is its change ∆IE
equals to the change of the moment of inertia
of the small collapsing mass m, because at the
moment of the collapse ∆IE = ∆Im .
Shortening of the length of day (∆T ) expressed by the energy of ’tsunami’ earthquake (E). Taking into account the equations
(1) and (3) we obtain ∆I = 2RE cos2 ϕ/g.
Putting this expression in equation (5) we obtain
∆T = 2RET cos2 ϕ/IE g,

(6)
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– that is exactly what we were looking for.
The equation (6) can be written diﬀerently:
∆T = E(2RT/IEg) cos2 ϕ. The expression in
parenthesis is constant for all big ’tsunami’
earthquakes, called further ’the coeﬃcient of
the shortening of LOD’ and marked S . So,
S = 2RT/IE g.

(7)

In practice, it is enough to multiply the
energy of the ’tsunami’ earthquake E by this
constant coeﬃcient S and cos2 ϕ to obtain the
looked-for shortening of the LOD. Thus ∆T =
ES cos2 ϕ.
Calculation of the coefficient of the
shortening of LOD. The constant parameters independent of earthquakes used here are:
R = 6.38 · 108 cm, T = 8.64 · 104 s, IE =
8.1 · 1044 gcm2 , g = 9.81 · 102 cm/s2 .
After putting them to the equation (7) we
obtain
S = 1.38 · 10−34 s3 /gcm2 .
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Extended Abstract

The series of gigantic ring-morphostructures (some thousands km in diameter) had
been discovered and studied on the East of
Asia:
1. – The arched uplifts (Amur, Aldan, YanoKolyma, East-China).
2. – The oceanic and marine geodepressions
(Arctic, Bering, Okhotsk, Sea of Japan,
Corean and others).
The arched-uplifts had been created in
Precambrian and tested a tectonic rise in
Mesozoic-Cenozoic, which inheritedly continue at the Present. The tectonic rise of these
megamorphostructures had been stipulated by
inculcations of granitoid massives as well as
by isostatic lifting of the upper blocks of Earth
crust (Ufimcev, 2001).
The oceanic and marine geodepressions
(the gigantic Arctic geodepression and geodepressions of marginal seas of Eastern Asia) had
been created in Upper Paleozoic-Mesozoic and
tectonic subsidence is characteristic for them
also at the Present.

These geodepressions occupy a vast territory on the East of Asia and formation of them
in geological Past took place in the conditions
of a stretching of the Earth crust. This morphotectonic phenomenon of global rank may
be best explained by a process of expansion of
the Earth.
The marine and continental geodepressions
are the most active morphostructures of the
East of Asia (Khudyakov, 1971). They determined a geodynamic activity of this region in
the past geological epochs and do it now. So,
the marine geodepressions are the large seismoactive morphostructures, that had been confirmed by the lots of seismodislocations on the
shores of the marginal seas of Eastem Asia.
The seismic activity of marine geodepressions
had been determined by intensive tectonic subsidence of them. In the conditions of expanding Earth this process will be continued also
in the nearest geological future (hundreds and
thousands years) and it is necessary to take it
in to account for human activity on the shores
of marginal seas.
The other regional dangerous geological
process – the abrasional destruction and tectonic subsidence of the margins of mainland
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under sea level. This process had been caused
also by intensive tectonic subsidence of marine geodepressions, which invade the mainlands margins. In the conditions of Expanding
Earth this process will be continued in the nearest geological future and it is dangerous for
population also.
The analogous morphotectonic phenomena
and processes are characteristic for the northern margin of Euroasia, where the gigantic
Arctic geodepression tested a tectonic subsidence from Upper Paleozoic (Pogrebitsky,
1976, 1981) and it continue at the Present.
This process of global rank determined formation of the vast arctic shelf of Northern
Enroasia and North America, as well as a tectonic inclination of the surface of Euroasia
from south to North, that was important for the
formation of river-net and for a main watershed between Northern, Pacific, Indian oceans.
Thus, on the East of Asia a main morphotectonic process acting now - the tectonic subsidence of the oceanic and marine geodepressions and destruction and tectonic subsidence
of the margins of mainland.
The analogous process is characteristic
also for other continents of World. It had been
stipulated by global process of an expansion of
Earth.
The process of destruction of continental
margins are nonfavourable and dangerous for
population of Earth and therefore it must be
study in detail, especially for sities and seaports.
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Extended Abstract

The western Mediterranean region is
worldwide considered a typical example of
subduction-related environment, consisting in
backarc basins and fold-and-thrust belt chains
conjugated to the presence of magmatic occurrences and deep earthquakes. Actually, the
base of a subduction model, that is a large
amount of crustal shortening and/or consumption, is missing. In addition, the predicted geometric relations between the overriding and the
subducting plates are inconsistent.
Subduction is a geologic process in which
one edge of one crustal plate is forced below the edge of another, such as the descent of the Pacific plate beneath the Andean
plate along the Andean Trench. Such definition does not apply to the thrust belts which
surrounds eastward and southward the western Mediterranean basin. In fact, the AdriaticIonian plate does not descend westward beneath the Tyrrhenian lithosphere, but it is shortened by the progressive nucleation of crustal
blocks which override eastward one above the
other.
Lavecchia (1988), Lavecchia and Stoppa
(1996), Bell et al. (2005) and Lavecchia and
Creati (2006) fully addressed the points which
make difficult to fit an orthodox subduction
model in Italy with recent mafic alkaline magmatic provinces, tectonic features and geomet-

ric configuration of the Benioff plane offshore
Calabria.
Notably, several problems with the application of subduction to Italy are also stressed by
authors who absolutely supports the subduction. Lustrino et al. (2011) points out that the
development of the Alpine belt is completely
missing of any magmatic arc; Doglioni et al.
(1999) observes that the overall crustal thickness in Calabria is completely inadequate to
justify the scraping off of an eventually subducting Ionian lithosphere: Chiarabba et al.
(2005) recall as the Benioff plane is inadequate
in size, shape and stress deformation pattern.
Plate convergence is sufficient to
build mountains, but not necessary. In the
Mediterranean case the extension of the
lithosphere is the trigger of the plate interference which in turn is driven by underlying
asthenosphere expansion. The latter could
be explained by the progressive eastward
growth of a plume head trapped within the
transition zone (410 to 670 km) and feed from
the D” thin boundary layer at the mantle/core
transition (2900 km). The plume head would
progressively release metasomatising radiogenic fluids in the overlying asthenosphere,
this also explaining the unique composition
of the Italian mafic alkaline suites, and would
cause the stretching and thinning of the over-
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Fig. 1. Block-diagram showing the hypothetic geometric interplay in the western Mediterranean wide
rift among the structures of the lithosphere, a large plume head trapped within the lower asthenosphere
(after Lavecchia and Creati, 2006) and a LILE and solid C-rich reservoir at the core-mantle boundary. The
sketch, especially regarding the mantle-core structure, is absolutely hypothetic, but in scale, with no vertical
exaggeration.

lying lithosphere. Therefore, it is difficult to
classify the Mediterranean rift as active (e.g.
driven by mantle asthenopshere upwelling) or
as passive (driven by the lithosphere tectonics).
In fact, the surface temporal and spatial distribution between tectonic extensional feature
and magmatic features and the absolute lack
of large basaltic plateaux show that the mantle
upwelling is a consequence and not a cause
of the crustal extension, but on the other hand

that the lithosphere stretching is not driven by
far field extensional forces, but rather by deep
mantle processes.
Therefore, in the Mediterranean case, I
consider more correct to speak of an asthenosphere expansional process driven by a periodic release of light material from the Earth’s
core to the mantle with increased global plume
activity. May be this process capable to determine a net variation of the Earth diame-
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ter? Based on the Mediterranean small study
area, I cannot neither exclude nor support the
classic idea of a Constant Diameter Earth, as
the prevailingly expansional processes in the
Mediterranean might been compensated by an
elsewhere prevailing compression.
Just focusing on the Mediterranean region,
and based on the construction of a lithospheric
transect from France to Calabria, a net stretching of nearly 600 km region may be computed
which would be occurred in the course of 30
Ma years, corresponding to an extension percentage value of 15-20% and to a strain rate
of nearly 2cm/y. This implies that also if we
would assume a progressively increasing Earth
diameter model, we would assume a slow expansion model.
To conclude, and to stimulate a discussion, I propose an hypothetic 3D block diagram
across the western Mediteranean area, built
down to a depth of more than 3000 km. In such
a model, each of the major Earth strata plays
its own specific role. The extremely dense core
does not change its composition and does not
undergoes any expansion, but tends to accumulate K and carbonate rich elements within the
D” layer, from where they are episodically released within the mesosphere and carried up to
the transition zone at the asthenosphere base.
Localized lower mantle-derived volumes (e.g.
the Mediterranean head plume) progressively
grow, thus permanently increasing the asthenosphere volume.
The overlying lithosphere does not expand, but significantly stretches in order to accomodate the underlying asthenosphere volume increase. Consequently, intraplate volcanism would predominantly result from compositional not thermal anomaly. The lithosphere
remains brittle enough to produce at some locations relatively deep thrust earthquakes by
faulting, such as within a subducted oceanic
plate.
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Extended Abstract

Increased gravity is one of the most important evidence that could prove the theory of
Earth Expansion. Only two books have been
published on increase in gravity up to now (independently). One of them is by Mr. Stephen
Hurrell as ’Dinosaurs and the Expanding
Earth’ and the other as ’Relationship between
Gravity and Evolution (The Theory of the
Increasing Gravity)’ that I’ve written it.
Mr. Hurrell have studied about the effects of increased gravity on animal skeletons, but I’ve researched on the effects of increased gravity on the blood/fluid circulatory
systems in animals and plants. Before studying the effects of gravity increase on the body
size of animals and plants, we should have
some information about the relationship between blood/fluid circulatory system and body
size of animals and plants.
In this case, I’ve done a very important discovery that have been published for the first
time in my articles and my book and have
not been published any written before, reference to it. I’ve explained for the first time in
my book why a Grasshopper (insect) small
and can’t be bigger than its size and why a
Crayfish (crustacean) is bigger than it. Also,

why Eryophide (acaria) is even smaller than
a grasshopper, while all of the three are in
Arthropods group. Why an Octopus is bigger
than a Bivalve mollusk, while the both are from
mollusks. Why an Earthworm is bigger than a
Nematode worm, while the both are in worms
group. Why a Lizard is smaller than a horse
if both are in Vertebrates group. Also why a
mouse can’t be as big as an elephant if both are
in the class of mammals. Why a Sycamore (angiosperms) is bigger than a Fern or a Horsetail
or a Lycopodium, while the all are from land
plants.
This great and important discovery helped
me to explain the relationship between gravity
increase and body size of animals and plants
better than ever, and express the theory of increasing gravity strongly and more clearly.
The affirmation of increasing gravity is
only possible by this important discovery and
affirmation of expanding earth is highly dependant on the theory of increasing gravity. I
have prepared two graphs (charts) on changes
in body size of land animals and land plants
on earth over millions of years. One for land
life animals and the other for land plants. The
two graphs are indicating increasing gravity
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Fig. 1. a) Land animals size during the time. b) Land plants size during the time. ’Y’ axis represents
body size of the biggest species in each category at a specified time. ’X’ axis is the indicator of the time
or indicates the amount of gravity at any time. Fall of the diagrams (decreasing slope) indicates that body
size of species are getting smaller while the gravity is increasing. Force of the gravity on the blood/ fluid
circulatory system will prevail. Climbing of the diagrams (increasing slope) indicates that species are getting
bigger as the result of evolution and as blood/ fluid circulation system gets powerful. The force of blood/fluid
circulation system will overcome the force of gravity. If the circulatory system of blood/ fluid would not
been evolved, diagrams had had only a decreasing slope and all animals and plants, under the effects of
increased gravity, were small millions of years ago and now we couldn’t see any big animals and plants.
Evolution of an animal or plant is possible under the effect of changing environmental conditions and
selection of more adapted individuals to new situations by natural selection. The main factor driving the
evolution of circulatory system is increasing of the gravity. Means, if the gravity had not been increased,
the blood and material circulatory system wasn’t needed for development. The other important thing to be
mentioned is that the peak (Max.) point of the diagrams are different from each other that is associated with
the pressure amount of the Earth’s atmosphere. Importance of each theory is in predicting and forecasting
the future.As you can see this theory provides a good prediction of future and evolutionary process of
animals and plants according to these charts (new categories and the type of their blood/material circulation
system).

(Expanding Earth). Of course, these diagrams
are explicable just with the help of my most
important discovery about the relationship be-

tween blood/fluid circulatory system and body
size of animals and plants. Many question
can be asked about these two diagrams as I
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hope it happen in the workshop in the case of
analysing by questions and answers.
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Extended Abstract

A very important geophysical contribution to the quantification of Global Expansion
Tectonics has been the completion of oceanic
magnetic mapping, plus radiometric and
palaeontologic age dating of crusts beneath all
Earth’s oceans. This oceanic mapping places
finite spatial and temporal constraints on the
plate motion history within all the ocean
basins, back to the Early Jurassic. From an
Expansion Tectonic Earth perspective, historical modelling has already shown that all continents can be manually fitted together on
a substantially smaller radius Jurassic Earth.
Modern oceanic mapping therefore provides us
with a unique opportunity to latitudinally and
longitudinally constrain plate reconstructions,
and to quantify a rate of crustal generation during the subsequent intervals of time.
Archaean to Recent reconstructions. My
Archaean to Recent research (Maxlow, 2001)
represents the first time that plate reconstructions have been completed back to the
Archaean, for any global tectonic concept. The
basis of this research is a set of twenty-four
spherical models of the Earth, twenty-three
covering the Archaean to Recent and one projected to five million years into the future
(Fig.1). The primary base map used during
construction of each model is the Geological
Map of the World (CGMW & UNESCO,
1990), which provides a comprehensive global

coverage of both continental and oceanic timebased geology. The construction of these models relies on the fundamental premise that
crustal lithosphere is cumulative with time, and
historical markers, preserved in the oceanic
and continental geology, represent a means
to accurately constrain both palaeoradius and
plate reconstruction, from the Archaean to
Recent.
The oceanic magnetic mapping shown in
Figures 1 demonstrates that all oceans are increasing their surface areas away from the midocean-ridges. This also includes the Pacific
Ocean, which has been traditionally considered a sink for disposal of excess lithosphere,
generated within each of the remaining oceans.
What should be explicitly noted here is that,
conventional plate reconstructions on a static
radius Earth consistently show an increasing
misfit of this oceanic mapping, moving back in
time, along each of the mid-ocean-ridge plate
margins. Because of this misfit, none of this
mapping, or supporting bathymetric information, is currently used for conventional plate
tectonic reconstructions beyond the Pliocene.
Post-Triassic models of an Expansion
Tectonic Earth were reconstructed by successive removal of young oceanic crust, parallel
to the active mid-ocean spreading ridges. All
plates were then restored to a pre-spreading, or
pre-extension configuration along each plate,
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Fig. 1. Spherical Archaean to Future Expansion Tectonic models. Models show the relative increase in
Earth radius during Earth history, and include continent and oceanic geology. (Geology after the CGMW
and UNESCO Bedrock geological map of the world, 1990).

or continental margin respectively, at reduced
Earth radii. During the Triassic, continents
are shown to envelop the Earth as a complete pan-global Pangaean Supercontinental
shell, at 52% of the present Earth radius
(Fig.2). Marginal and epi-continental sedimentary basins, marine plateaus, and remnant ancient oceanic crust then merge to form a global
network of sedimentary basins surrounding
each of the continents, cratons, and orogenic
zones.
Quantification of an Expansion Tectonic
process back to the Archaean requires an extension of the fundamental cumulative lithospheric premise, shown by the oceanic lithosphere, to include all continental crusts. In
contrast to the accepted notion that continents act as rigid plates, continental crust
on an Expansion Tectonic Earth is reconstructed on Pre-Jurassic models by using the
primary crustal elements of cratons, orogens,
and basins. Expansion is shown to occur as

crustal extension within an established network of epi-continental rifts, orogens, and sedimentary basins.
During construction of pre-Jurassic
Expansion Tectonic models all continental
crust is progressively restored to a preextension, pre-orogenic, or pre-rift configuration, by simply removing young sedimentary
rocks and continental magmatism. During this
process the spatial integrity of all orogens is
retained until restoration to a pre-orogenic
configuration is required, and the integrity of
all cratons is retained until all pre-orogenic and
non-orogenic basin sediments and continental
magmatism are removed. Once all young basin
and pre-orogenic sediments are removed, a
primordial proto-Earth is achieved during the
Archaean, comprising assembled cratons and
remnant basement rocks.
Pre-Jurassic Expansion Tectonic models
demonstrate that each of the continental tectonic regimes, comprising cratons, orogens,
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Fig. 2. Detail of the Permian Pangaean Supercontinental Earth model at about 52% of the present Earth
radius. Colours represent the various ages of continental crustal rocks and the blue lines represent the
outlines of ancient coastal shorelines and seas.

and basins, have maintained an intimate spatial integrity throughout the Precambrian and
Palaeozoic, prior to Late Palaeozoic continental rupture, break-up, and dispersal of continents to the Recent. During the Archaean
to Early Proterozoic a network of intracratonic Proterozoic sedimentary basins, coinciding with the present-day distribution of
Proterozoic orogenic basement rocks, is established. This network represents zones of primary crustal weakness, and forms the loci for
subsequent continental crustal extension, basin
sedimentation, Proterozoic and Palaeozoic intracratonic mobility, and also represents the
loci for post-Permian continental break-up and
opening of the modern oceans.
Mathematical modeling of the oceanic and
continental surface area data demonstrates that
the Earth is undergoing an exponential in-

crease in palaeoradius, commencing from a
primordial Archaean Earth of approximately
1700 kilometres radius. The current rate of
increase in Earth radius is calculated to be
22 mm per year, and less than 100 microns per year throughout the Archaean and
Early Proterozoic. Earth expansion during the
Archaean to Late Mesoproterozoic is shown to
increase by approximately 60 kilometres during 3 billion years of Earth history, prior to a
steady, to rapidly accelerating increase in Earth
radius during the Neoproterozoic to Recent.
Extrapolating Earth expansion to 5 million
years into the future demonstrates that expansion is consistent with continued spreading and
elongation along the present-day mid-oceanridge axes.
In contrast to conventional postNeoproterozoic plate tectonic reconstructions,
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Fig. 3. Detail of the Archaean to Mid-Proterozoic Earth model at about 27% of the present Earth radius.
Colours represent Archaean crustal rocks and remnant Proterozoic basement rocks.

which rely on random global amalgomationdispersal-amalgomation
cyclical
events,
Archaean to Recent Expansion Tectonic
reconstructions are geologically constrained
by the spatial configuration of continental and
oceanic tectonic regimes. During the Mesozoic
and Cenozoic, all continents are further latitudinally and longitudinally constrained, with
only one plate-fit option, by using published
oceanic geology and bathymetric data. These
reconstructions are then readily extrapolated
to the future, as required.
Geophysical and Geographical Data.
To quantify the crustal reconstructions on
Archaean to Recent Expansion Tectonic models, comprehensive studies in space-based
geodetics, palaeomagnetics, palaeogeography,
palaeobiogeography, palaeoclimate, and metallogeny were undertaken. This was used to
investigate the spatial and temporal distribution of a broad range of global geological, geophysical, and geographical data, within the es-

tablished tectonic framework of the conceptual
Expansion Tectonic Earth model.
Modelling palaeomagnetic and spacebased geodetic data shows that, by removing the imposed constant surface area and
constant radius premises from geophysical
and geodetic observations, the data is consistent with Earth expansion. In particular,
published palaeomagnetic data, when used to
plot palaeopoles on expanding Earth models, results in a cluster of diametrically opposed north and south magnetic palaeopoles
for each Expansion Tectonic model. These
models show that the north palaeopole was located in eastern Mongolia-China throughout
the Precambrian and Palaeozoic. As the continents slowly migrated south, during subsequent Earth expansion, there was an apparent northward polar wander through Siberia to
its present location within the Arctic Ocean.
Similarly, the Precambrian and Palaeozoic
south palaeopole was located in west central
Africa, and, as the continents slowly migrated
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north, there was an apparent southward polar
wander along the South American and West
African coastlines to its present location in
Antarctica.
Geographical and biogeographical data
sets, when applied to Expansion Tectonic
models, are shown to quantify the location
of all palaeopoles and palaeoequators determined from the unconstrained palaeomagnetic
data. The distribution of latitude dependent
lithofacies, including glacials, carbonates, and
coal, as well as faunal and floral species, is
shown to coincide precisely with the established palaeopoles and palaeoequators for each
Expansion Tectonic model. For climate and biotic indicators, a distinct latitudinal zonation,
paralleling the established palaeoequator, is evident. A northward shift in the climate zonation also suggests that an inclined Earth rotational axis, inclined to the pole of the ecliptic, may have been well established during the
Palaeozoic, persisting to the Recent.
Conclusions. The extensive Expansion
Tectonic research, briefly summarised here,
demonstrates that the concept of Global
Expansion Tectonics, defined as an increase in
crustal surface area as a result of an increase in
Earth radius throughout Earth history, is indeed
a demonstrable and viable global tectonic process. Geological, geographical and geophysical data, when displayed on spherical models
of an Expansion Tectonic Earth, empirically
quantify an Archaean to future Earth expansion process, and expansion is shown to better
explain the spatial and temporal distribution of
all modern global data.
The reconstruction of oceanic and continental geology on Expansion Tectonic models demonstrates that all crustal plates can
be latitudinally and longitudinally constrained,
with only one plate fit-option on an Earth at
reduced palaeoradii. Post-Triassic reconstructions of crustal plates in particular, constrained
by oceanic magnetic mapping, consistently
show a plate fit-together accuracy in excess
of 99% fit for all plates. Pre-Jurassic continental crustal reconstructions demonstrate that
all continental tectonic regimes have retained
spatial integrity throughout a Precambrian and
Palaeozoic phase of crustal extension, prior to
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Late Palaeozoic continental rupture, Mesozoic
continental break-up and subsequent dispersal
to the Recent.
By shifting your geologic perception from
a static radius Earth to an increasing radius
Earth the randomness of plate tectonic reconstructions, based on complex Euler rotation poles, apparent-polar-wander paths and
amalgamation-dispersal cycles is then completely eliminated. Continental development
on an Expansion Tectonic Earth is instead
shown to be progressive and evolutionary, with
all continental and oceanic regimes retaining
a predictable spatial integrity throughout Earth
history.
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Extended Abstract

Research demonstrates that the concept of
Global Expansion Tectonics, defined as an increase in crustal surface area as a result of
an increase in Earth radius throughout Earth
history, is indeed a demonstrable and viable
global tectonic process. Geological, geographical and geophysical data, when displayed on
spherical models of an Expansion Tectonic
Earth, empirically quantify an Archaean to
future expansion process, and expansion is
shown to better explain the spatial and temporal distribution of all modern global data.
Expansion Tectonic Earth models show
that a granite-greenstone proto-crust encompassing the entire Earth at a primordial radius
of approximately 1700 kilometres was well
established during the Archaean. A network
of intracratonic sedimentary basins coinciding
with Proterozoic basement rocks (Fig. 1) also
show that primitive seas, an atmosphere and an
erosive cycle were also well established during
the Palaeoproterozoic to Phanerozoic.
This assemblage of continents and crustal
elements on Expansion Tectonic Earth models provides a means to investigate the spatial and temporal distribution of metals and hydrocarbons across adjoining cratons and continents. Recognition and understanding of past
distributions then enables modern search and

genetic relationships to be extended beyond
the present day type locality. This investigation of the global spatial and temporal distribution of metal and hydrocarbon deposits on an
Expansion Tectonic Earth represents the first
time that such a study has been undertaken.
Metal Distribution. The correlation of
Precambrian metallogenesis and tectonic development on an Expansion Tectonic Earth is
categorised in the following tectonic settings:
1. – Late Archaean stabilisation of continental crust (2.9 - 2.6 Ga) characterised by high
global heat flow and magmatism.
2. – Intracratonic rifting, extension and tensile fragmentation of the proto-Archaean crust
(2.5 - 2.0 Ga) consisting of stages of early
rifting (2.5 - 2.3 Ga) with Au-conglomerate
basins, BIF basins, layered intrusions hosting
PGE, Cr, V-Ti-Fe and Ni-Cu; Early Proterozoic
greenstone belts (2.5 - 2.0 Ga) with vein Au,
sulphide Cu-Au deposits; and late rifting (2.1 1.9 Ga) with layered intrusions hosting Ni-Cu,
PGE and Cr.
3. – Basement crustal extension and rifting (1.95 - 1.8 Ga) generating ophiolite associated Cu-Co-Zn massive sulphide deposits
( 1.95 Ga), oceanic island arcs (1.93 - 1.85 Ga)
with Ni-Cu deposits and continental arcs (1.9
- 1.8 Ga) with Zn-Cu-Pb-Ag-Au volcanogenic
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Fig. 1. Spherical Archaean to future Expansion Tectonic Earth geological models. Models show relative
increase in Earth radii, showing both continental and oceanic geology ranging in age from the late-Archaean
to Recent, plus one model projected 5 million years into the future (Geology after CGMW & UNESCO,
1990).

massive sulphide (VMS), porphyry Cu-AuMo, BIF and Kiruna-type Fe deposits.
4. – Cratonisation, basement crustal extension and intracratonic rifting (1.8 - 1.6 Ga)
characterised by rifted basins with sedimenthosted Zn-Pb-Cu and granitoids with Sn, Mo,
W, Cu, Fe and REE.
5. – Formation of vast, elongate, slowly
sinking basins (0.8 - 0.6 Ga) characterised
by metalliferous carbonaceous argillites and
marls, often associated with bedded phosphorites, Cu-Pb and Zn-Pb base metals in a predominantly stratified hydrosphere.
Metallogenic modelling of selected
Precambrian metal deposits is shown in Fig.
2 plotted on a Neoproterozoic Expansion
Tectonic Earth model. Deposits within continental Greenland and Antarctica beneath
present-day ice-sheets are unknown. Localities
of mineral occurrences representative of each
mining district are major, economically viable
deposits only and a distributional bias may

exist between developed and less developed
countries.
Metallogenic
distribution
on
the
Precambrian Expansion Tectonic Earth
(Fig. 2) can be broadly categorised as granitegreenstone associated deposits related to
Archaean cratons, and rift, sediment, or granite associated deposits related to Proterozoic
basement and intracratonic basin settings.
The figure shows a broad global metallogenic
provinciality coinciding with cratons and
intracratonic settings, and regional metallogenic settings are shown as clusters of specific
metal deposits. The types of metal deposit
occurring in each setting are related to the
original tectonic regime and are subsequently
modified by orogenic, magmatic and erosional
processes.
On Expansion Tectonic Earth models tectonic settings are shown to be inter-related
and characteristic metallogenic epochs correlate globally. Tectonic development suggests
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Fig. 2. Precambrian metals on a Neoproterozoic Expansion Tectonic Earth. Metals shown include:
Chromite in layered intrusions and ultramafic massifs; Nickel in ultramafic assemblages and gabbroic intrusions; Volcanic-associated and sediment-hosted base metals; Metamorphic associated sediment hosted
and massive magnetite iron ores; Uranium in weathering profile sediments and roll-fronts; Alkali granite
and porphyry hosted copper, tin and tantalum; and Vein and conglomerate associated gold.

a common heritage for both lithosphere and
metals where crustal development is dominated by horizontal motion, including basement extension and ensialic orogenesis associated with high heat flow. Characteristic peaks
in the abundance of specific styles of metallic
mineralization on an Expansion Tectonic Earth
reflect the evolution of the hydrosphere and atmosphere, the secular decrease in global heat
flow and the changing crustal rheology with
time.
Similarly metallogenic modelling of
prominent Phanerozoic metal deposits show a
broad global metallogenic provinciality coinciding with cratons and intracratonic settings,
to regional settings shown as a clustering of
specific metal deposits. The Phanerozoic metallogenic distribution highlights the abundance
of porphyry-associated metals concentrated
within orogenic belts. On an Expansion
Tectonic Earth these Phanerozoic orogenic

belts crosscut and displace pre-existing
Precambrian metallogenic provinces and a
common time-dependant mantle source for
metals is evident.
Coal Distribution. The Late Palaeozoic
coal age followed the evolution of vascular
plants during the Late Silurian. The distribution of Palaeozoic to Triassic coal, in conjunction with Permian-Carboniferous carbonate reef deposits is shown on the Permian
Expansion Tectonic Earth palaeogeographical
model (Fig. 3). On Expansion Tectonic Earth
models the Carboniferous to Triassic is a transitional period of Earth history coinciding with
opening of the modern oceans and regression
of epi-continental seas. On these models this
period represents a major shift in sedimentary
deposition, from epi-continental depocentres
to marine and marginal continental basin depocentres.
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Fig. 3. Late Palaeozoic to Triassic coal and Permo-Carboniferous carbonate reefs on a Permian Expansion
Tectonic Earth.

The distributions of coal and carbonate deposits (Fig. 3) show two broad zones paralleling the palaeoequator. Euramerican, east
Australian, Antarctican, Indian, South African
and South American coal deposits are located
in a mid-southern to equatorial latitude belt
while Russian, Siberian, Chinese and Western
Australian deposits are located in a mid- to
high-northern latitude belt.
This mid-southern and high-northern latitude distribution of coal and equatorial to midnorthern latitude distribution of carbonate deposits on an Expansion Tectonic Earth suggests
a northward shift in temperate and equatorial
climatic zonation. The shift in climatic zonation also coincides with observations from Late
Palaeozoic glacial distributions where an inclined Earth rotational axis in conjunction with
a south polar ice cap is suggested.
Oil and Gas Distribution. For hydrocarbons to be generated and preserved within a depositional environment there must be suitable
organic-rich source rocks and suitable reservoir rocks. The most favoured source sedi-

ments are early basin deposits, forming at the
peak of transgression following a trans-basinal
unconformity. The source sediments are generally older than the reservoir rocks and may be
separated by formations devoid of recoverable
hydrocarbons.
Studies show the organic content of sedimentary rocks are at a maximum during the
Cambrian-Ordovician, Carboniferous, Jurassic
and Tertiary ages, and at a minima in SilurianDevonian and Permian-Triassic rocks containing concentrations of evaporite deposits.
Hydrocarbon occurrences are considered to
correlate with source sediment maxima, where
worldwide percentage-by-weight distribution
of crude oil and natural gas is greatest
in Mesozoic reservoir rocks, followed by
Cenozoic and Palaeozoic.
The distribution of Palaeozoic, Mesozoic
and Cenozoic oil and gas resources is shown
on the Mid Cretaceous Expansion Tectonic
Earth model (Fig. 4) coinciding with peak
Cretaceous development. The distribution of
both oil and gas deposits coincide with devel-
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Fig. 4. Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic oil and gas on a Mid Cretaceous Expansion Tectonic Earth.
opment of major Phanerozoic epi-continental
to marginal basin settings, with deposits extending from high northern to high southern
latitudes. A broad zonation of deposits is evident, straddling the palaeoequator and extending from low southern to mid-northern latitudes, again suggesting a northward shift in climatic zonation.
When viewed in context with eustatic and
transgressive-regressive sea-level changes oil
and gas development coincides with periods of
sea-level transgression and maximum surficial
areas of epi-continental seas. These conditions
generate the most favoured early basin source
sediments, forming at the peak of transgression following a trans-basinal unconformity.
The Cretaceous in particular coincides with a
period of post-Late Palaeozoic glacial melting, rapid opening of modern oceans, generally
warm climatic conditions and rapid biotic diversification.
Summary. The distribution of metals and
petroleum products on an Expansion Tectonic
Earth showed that their global distribution

clusters into distinct provinces, and the timing
of formation coincides with well established
global tectonic events. The recognition of these
ancient metallogenic and petroleum provinces
on the present Earth then enable mineral search
and genetic relationships to be extended beyond their known localities. The distribution of
metal deposits and the nature and styles of mineralization in time and space also suggests that
there has been an evolutionary trend in the concentration of metals, as well as diversity in the
various types of mineral and petroleum occurrences.
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Extended Abstract

Waveforms of teleseismic events occurred
at epicentral distances ranging from 30◦ to 90◦ ,
and recorded by 3-component stations installed
across the northern and central Apennine
chain, were analyzed using the receiver function technique to determine the first-order
structure of the crust.
Receiver functions are time series obtained
by deconvolving the vertical component of the
seismogram from the horizontal component rotated into the radial direction (i.e., along the
great-circle path connecting the source and
the receiver). Deconvolution removes from the
seismogram much of the source and propagation path effects and enhances the near-receiver

effects (e.g., Langston, 1979). The resulting
signal is composed by the direct wave P followed by P-to-S converted waves (and mutiples) that are produced at any major velocity
discontinuity beneath the seismometer (Fig. 1).
The most significant conversions occur at
the Moho and at the 410- and 660-km boundaries. The time separation between the first P
arrival and the converted waves depends on the
depth of the velocity contrast (h), on the velocity structure in the layer between the velocity
contrast and the Earth’s surface (VP , VS ) and
on the incidence angle of the P wave (i.e., the
ray parameterp).
tPs−P = h/[(1/VS2 − p2 )1/2 − (1/VP2 − p2 )1/2 ]

Fig. 1. Left: geometry of ray paths for the direct
P wave and the converted Ps waves generated by a
teleseismic wave interacting with a velocity discontinuity; right: corresponding receiver function.

This method is most frequently used by
seismologists to identify the Ps Moho and thus
infer crustal thickness.
The receiver functions shown in Fig. 2
are computed at arrays of stations extending across the northern and central Apennines
from the Tyrrhenian to the Adriatic coastlines. Waveforms computed at the northern
Apennine stations show early Ps Moho arrivals
beneath the Elba island and Tuscany, while this
phase is progressively more delayed beneath
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Fig. 2. Profiles of stacked receiver functions computed across the northern (right) and central (left)
Apennines. Waveforms are aligned with the direct P arrival (i.e., the first positive pulse) at 0 s. Receiver
functions of events with similar epicentral distance and backazimuth are stacked for each station to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. Arrowheads indicate the Ps Moho phase. Circles in the relief map indicate station
sites.

the eastern half of the array, moving from the
Adriatic coast toward the Apennines. A double conversion is observed in the central portion of the array, beneath the Val Tiberina. In
central Italy, the Ps Moho -P delay time increases
from the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic coastline toward the core of the chain.
In the simplest approach, Moho depth was
estimated from the Ps Moho -P delay, by assuming a bulk crustal P-wave velocity and a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 (Zandt and Ammon,
1995), due to lack of information concerning
crustal shear-wave velocity. With respect to
Italy, most of the events usable for this kind
of studies are from the NE quadrant, which
implies that the Moho interface is ”sampled”
mostly from the NE.
Beneath the Elba island and Tuscany the
crust-mantle boundary is flat and shallow,
ranging from 20 to 25 km, while it deepens significantly from 28 to 52 km from the Adriatic
coast toward the northern Apennine arc (Mele
and Sandvol, 2003) (Figure 3). The double
P-to-S conversion produced beneath the Val
Tiberina graben corresponds to velocity contrasts estimated at a depth of 20 and 52 km.
This observation is consistent with the partial
overlapping of the Tuscan/Tyrrhenian Moho
above the Adriatic Moho. The depth of the
lower discontinuity has been computed by using a P-wave velocity of 7.9 km/s (Mele et

al., 1998) in the uppermost mantle between the
two interfaces. In central Italy we have found
that Moho is shallower (22 km) beneath the
Tyrrhenian margin of the peninsula and deepens to 33 km toward the East. Larger crustal
thicknesses characterize the area of highest topography of the Apennines, while in the foreland area (Adriatic Sea) crust is as thick as 32
km (Mele et al., 2006; Di Luzio et al., 2009)
(Fig. 3).
The depth of the crust-mantle boundary estimated in the above mentioned studies of teleseismic receiver functions are consistent with
the interpretation of DSS data in the western side of Italy and along the Adriatic coast.
On the contrary, results are not consistent in
the Apennine region where receiver functions
show that Moho is significantly deeper both
beneath the northern and central Apennines,
highlighting a trend of westward downgoing of
the Adriatic crust (Fig. 3).
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Extended Abstract

From the quantum pushing gravity (Q.P.G.)
defined in the frame of the Micro-quanta
paradigm, it has been derived also for planets
(as well as for the galactic Bok’s globules giving rise to new stars) the Gravitational power.
Related calculations open new insights on the
physics of solar planets.
The astronomers observed some decades
ago that the infrared internal emission from
the giant solar planets is much higher (7-10
times) than the emission of inert bodies cooling in space. This agrees with the predicted
Gravitational power, which in the case of the
Earth results about 60 times the classical heat
flow estimated through the measured temperature gradient within the continents, extrapolated to the seafloor under the Oceans (about
70% of total surface).
This bias points out once again the problem of the high terrestrial seismic activity
that can hardly be attributed to the thermal
stresses produced by the classical average heat
flow crossing the crust (0.09 w/m2 ). The new
Gravitational power is able to explain both the
seismic activity and the oscillations of the surface temperature, such as the rapid warming
named Dansgaard-Oeschger events, which are

recorded from 11.500 yr up to 45.000 yr B.P. in
the Ice-cores obtained by drilling in Greenland
and Antarctica.
This rapid warming (for instance up to 8◦ C
within a few decades or less) has been found
to be due to the thermal expansion of the Earth
interior (core + mantle) heated by the gravitational power. Of course the expansion of the
fluid mantle produces, after some periods of
time, an elastic stress on the solid crust which
attains the tensile strength. This produces a
generalised fracture of the crust enabling the
pressurised fluid mantle to easily penetrate, in
particular, the thin crust under the Oceans, so
they becomes responsible of the greatest part
of the heat flow radiated in space by the planet.
This picture means that any small warming of
the surface temperature corresponds to a local
fracture happened in the region where the Icecore has been drilled.
The average period between two D-O
events, calculated according to the above physical model of the Earth, resulted of the same order of that observed (about 1500 yr) from various Ice-cores drilled in Greenland as well as
in Antarctica. Thanks to the work of Raisbeck,
Jouzel, et al., which established the synchro-
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nism between the D-O events found in North
hemisphere and that found in the South hemisphere, it has been possible to make a correspondence between the D-O warming events
and a generalised crust fracture which produces the largest crust warming.
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Abstract

This paper explores the conditions under
which the Earth Expansion hypothesis in geology was marginalized while its rival, Plate tectonics, came to be accepted by the majority of
geologists.
I will first examine the empirical findings
that were mustered in support of each of the
hypothesis and will argue that none of these
when viewed independently, could really serve
as a crucial experiment. I argue that a crucial
experiment in the geological sciences is an observation to which a certain interpretation becomes generally accepted by the public, an acceptance after which other interpretations are
neglected along with their guiding assumption.
Duhem stated convincingly that there are
no crucial experiments. He claimed that since
the verdict of an experiment always apply to
large bodies of assumptions rather than to one
individual hypotheses, scientists have a great
deal of discretion in adjusting their theories to
the empirical findings.
Nonetheless, it is often the case that certain
empirical findings are perceived as if they constitute crucial evidence refuting one hypothesis and supporting another. To understand how
this happens one must examine various factors
such as timing, the social status of the competing scientists and the socio-institutional environment.

I will show in this paper, that the general
acceptance of the subduction hypothesis as described in papers by Isacks, Oliver and Sykes,
demonstrated all these features, and constituted a crucial experiment marginalizing the
fast Earth expansion hypothesis.
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Extended Abstract

A central tenet of plate tectonics is that
the lithosphere of the Earth is composed of
rigid blocks sliding over the asthenosphere
relative to each other and only deforming at
their boundaries (Morgan, 1968). Assuming
that Earth’s surface area remains constant, and
knowing that there is continuous accretion of
fresh oceanic lithosphere at mid-ocean ridges,
early plate tectonics theorists concluded that
a process for recycling lithosphere must exist
(Le Pichon, 1968). Earlier work based on seismic data by Wadati (Wadati, 1928) and Benioff
(Benioff, 1949) identified oceanic trenches as
places where two lithospheric blocks meet,
with an upper block overriding a lower block.
Carey was the first to identify these megathrust zones or Wadati-Benioff zone (WBZ)
as places where the destruction of lithosphere
could take place (Scalera, 2003), but the concept only became widespread with a paper by
Isacks, Oliver and Sykes (Isacks et al., 1968).
According to this concept, known as subduction, as two plates converge, the plate with the
denser lithosphere (usually oceanic) sinks below the lighter plate, into the upper mantle.
Recent plate tectonics theorists argue
that subduction is the driving mechanism of
plate tectonics and triggers mantle convec-

tion (Stern, 2004). According to this view the
downgoing oceanic slab is getting denser by
eclogitization due to the high-pressure found
at depths greater than 100 km, and drags the
whole plate into the mantle in a manner similar
to a tablecloth sliding off a table entrained by
its own weight. Thus upwellings at divergent
boundaries are perceived as a consequence of
subduction-induced plate dragging and mantle
convection rather than as a driving mechanism.
This mechanism implies that the lithosphere must be sufficiently resistant to communicate the dragging force from the trench to the
mid ocean ridge without breaking apart, and
Doglioni argues that the subduction-induced
drag is unsupported (Doglioni et al., 2007;
Doglioni et al., 2006). Doglioni suggests instead that the driving mechanism might be related to other phenomenon like tidal despinning (Riguzzi et al., 2009).
So, as surprising as it is for a theory that is
popular and largely considered as mature, there
is currently no real consensus on the driving
mechanism except for the clear role of mantle advection. In short, there is still a missing
link between actual plate motion and mantle
convection, even if dynamic models that ally
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Fig. 1. Classical plate tectonics interpretation of Wadati-Benioff zone (left pane) and auxotectonics interpretation (right pane).

both have been recently proposed (Stadler et
al., 2010).
In contrast, the structure of WBZ is now
well known thanks to an abundance of seismicbased studies. It is now well-established that
shallow earthquakes are associated with thrust
faults, intermediate earthquakes down to the
410km discontinuity are distributed in double
benioff zones and related to the dehydration
of hydrothermally altered oceanic lithosphere
(antigorite serpentine), and deeper earthquakes
also forming double seismic zones down to
the 660km discontinuity are due to metastable
olivine (Green II et al., 2010). The fluids released by dehydration of the progressively
buried slab migrate in the mantle wedge above
and induce partial melting by decreasing the
melting point of peridotite. The heat carried by
magma rising from this region is sufficient to
modify the thermal structure of the wedge and
determine a narrow pathway through which
both wet and dry melts reach the surface to
form a volcanic arc (England and Katz, 2010).
If the structure of WBZ is now relatively
well known, the geodynamics aspect is much
less well understood. First, detailed conver-

gence rates along a trench are difficult to measure directly because obviously the boundary
is most often undersea. As a matter of fact,
convergence rates are derived from spreading
rates at mid-ocean ridges in plate tectonics
models like NUVEL1A (Demets et al., 1994).
Divergences between modeled (NUVEL1A)
and measured (GPS) convergence rates are explained in terms of shortening or extension of
the upper lithosphere block (Doglioni et al.,
2007).
The recently identified global easterly
mantle flow is thought to be at the origin of
this shortening or extension depending on the
orientation of the slab relative to the mantle flow (Crespi et al., 2007). Locally, seismic
anisotropy reveals mantle flows beneath subducting slabs, induced by trench migration and
parallel to the trench axis (Long and Silver,
2008). Recent modeling work suggests upward
mantle flows an order of magnitude faster than
plate motion in the mantle wedge (Jadamec
and Billen, 2010).
Other data suggest upward motion in the
mantle wedge along the slab. For example,
high-pressure metamorphism shows that slab
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Fig. 2. Displacement of the lithosphere in the eastern Mediterranean Basin measured by GPS.
fragments first buried to depths greater than
100 km in the mantle can be rapidly exhumed back to the surface (Agard et al., 2009).
Furthermore, geochemical evidence shows that
some fragments have gone through this cycle
of burial and exhumation twice (Herwartz et
al., 2011). This suggests a very active role for
the mantle wedge in the geodynamics of the
WBZ. Additional clues for an active role of the
mantle wedge appear when a mantle referenceframe based on hotspots is chosen. In this reference frame, some slab like that of the Hellenic
WBZ appears to slide out of the mantle, but is
overtaken by the overriding lithosphere that finally buries it down under its weight (Doglioni
et al., 2007). Thus, the absolute displacement
in this case is overthrusting with an active role
of the overriding lithosphere, and not underthrusting/subduction. This example will be further discussed below.
In a short essay, Kugler determined rules
to make the distinction between overthrusting

and underthrusting for detached thrust sheets,
foldbelts and lithosphere (Kugler, 2007). If
the tearing margins (tear faults) of a detached
thrust sheet delimit the downthrown sheet, this
has been the active sheet and the mechanism
has been underthrusting. If the tearing margins
delimit the upthrown sheet, this has been the
active sheet and the mechanism has been overthrusting. Kugler’s analysis of most foldbelt
and lithosphere boundaries shows that overthrusting is vastly predominant over underthrusting.
For lithosphere overthrusting, the driving
mechanism evoked is an initial uplift resulting
from a diapir overshooting its isostatic equilibrium point, which leads to spreading/gravity
gliding and the formation of a tectonic flow.
Spreading at the diapir surface leads to extension at the heart but compression and overthrusting at the front of the tectonic flow.
Morever, chanelled flows are bordered by
transverse faults. Horizontal displacements are
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Fig. 3. Eastward mantle flow in the Scotia Sea and multidirectional extrusions of mantle in the Philippine
Sea highlighted by the local age of the ocean floor (red=younger and blue=older).

limited to that of the tectonic flow away from
the uplift center. Thus, only the lithosphere on
the flow path is buried in the mantle and recycled.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The left pane
represents the classical plate tectonics scenario. Left lithosphere is sliding toward the
trench and sinks into the mantle to be recycled so that the distance between a and b is
decreasing. A return flow is at the origin of
back-arc extension so that the distance between b and c increases. But no correlation
exists between the convergence rate and the
extension rate, and overall, distance between
a and c decreases, i.e., the surface decreases.
The right pane represents the auxotectonics
scenario (from greek auxein = growth) originally proposed by Carey (1976) and recently
renewed by some authors (Scalera, 2005). In
this case, a mantle diapir asymetricaly rises
and spreads over the lithosphere on the left.
The lithosphere is progressively pushed down
by the head front of the spreading mantle, and
finally forms a WBZ. The trench and arc migrate away from the upwelling as the flow progresses. The result is that the distance between
a and b decreases whereas the distance be-

tween b and c increases, both being correlated.
On balance, there is no decrease in distance between a and c. It follows that recycling at WBZ
is negligible and cannot balance accretion of
fresh lithosphere at mid-ocean ridges. The inescapable conclusion is that Earth is growing
in surface area and thus in volume.
The eastern Mediterranean Basin illustrates the auxtotectonics interpretation of WBZ
formation particularly well, as the region is
densely populated by GPS stations, allowing
a good coverage of lithospheric displacements
(Fig. 2). Figure 2 shows an Aegean tectonic
flow running among the stable easternMediterranean Basin, heading toward the margin of
Africa. The north Anatolian megatransverse
fault marks the northern border of this tectonic flow whereas the Hellenic WBZ delimits
the front head. Since the measured displacement is faster in Anatolia compared to eastern Turkey, there is relative extension between
these two regions, a hint that the center of uplift is located there. As a side note, lithospheric
flows are now well-identified as key concept
for the geodynamics of active regions like the
Tibetan Plateau (Bai et al., 2010). Similarly, a
whirlpool flow is proposed as a key element
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of the formation of the Alpine Arc (Collombet,
2001). The Anatolian/Aegean tectonic flow described here probably belongs to a large system extending from Europe to Asia and to the
origin of the Alpine-Himalayan orogens during
the last 30 million years.
Other regions of interest are the Scotia
and Philippine seas. According to seafloor age
and fault types, the Scotia Sea is a relatively
young intrusion of Pacific mantle into the
South Atlantic (Fig. 3; left pane). One particularity of this lateral intrusion is that the eastern
extremity consists of a fresh burgeoning mantle extrusion. The back-arc ridge of this feature
is perpendicular to the general eastward flow
which head front spreads in directions covering almost 180◦ . The situation is similar in the
Philippine Sea, with the Mariana trench delimiting the head from of a burgeoning mantle extrusion (Fig. 3; right pane). According
to seafloor age, the Mariana burgeon arose as
former extrusions to the west became inactive. This suggests a diversion of channeled
mantle upwellings. Multiple fresh mantle extrusions are present in this tumultuous region
(Banda, Palau, Sulu) with different spreading directions, overprinting older extrusions.
Comsumption of the old Pacific lithosphere
(<150 Ma) is very marginal along the Mariana
extrusion to the west and Bismarck overthust
to the south.
Altogether, these observations are incompatible with large scale recycling of the lithosphere as required by the plate tectonics, but
fully compatible with an Earth of growing surface dimensions.
Acknowledgements. I thank Steven Athearn for his
critical reading of the manuscript.
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Extended Abstract

It is generally accepted that passive continental margins start as rift valleys and many
of their morphotectonic features are inherited
from the early rift valley stage. They evolve
from rift valleys, through a Red Sea Phase
when oceans first appear, to ocean-facing passive continental margins. In this paper I shall
extend the discussion of morphotectonics to
Active Continental Margins
Rift Valleys. Many rift valleys are on the
crests of swells, and a broad uplift is a precursor of faulting, as in the Rhine Graben.
Elsewhere there is a rise to a broad swell many
kilometres away from the actual rift valley
fault, as in the Lake Albert rift. Thick sediments accumulate in rift valleys, and their
bedrock floor is often below sea level. The
Albert Rift valley has about 1700 m of sediment: Lake Baikal is underlain by 7 km of sediment. The relative movements of up or down
are often hard to decipher, but it can sometimes
be worked out in relation to drainage evolution.
Symmetry is very variable along the length
of rift valleys. Sometimes massive downfaulting of the rift valleys are associated with the
great uplifts of their margins, as at Mount
Ruwenzori, bordering the southern Albert Rift,
and the Flaming Mountains in China bordering the Turfan Depression. Widespread plains
(palaeoplains) existed before rift valleys were
initiated, and are usually still present, though

Fig. 1.

Features of a South American margin.
1. Deep Sea trench. 2. Altiplano on Western and
Eastern Cordilleras. 3. Inter-Andean trench.

some believe there has been substantial erosion
and surface lowering.
Volcanic activity is associated with some
rifts but not all. The Gregory Rift, may be
termed ’all-volcanic’. The Lake Tanganyika
Rift has no associated volcanic activity. Rift
valleys may display more than one tectonic
movement, and many experienced a renewal of
uplift in the Pleistocene.
The Red Sea Phase. We have only one example of this phase, the Red Sea itself. The
Red Sea rifting and extension started at 21-24
Ma. Bordering the Red Sea, as in Yemen, the
highlands form an extensive plateau at about
2200 m, the highest parts corresponding to areas of Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics. A
distinct great escarpment can be traced from
southern Yemen northwards for over 1000 km
periodically for another 1000 km to the Gulf of
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Fig. 2.

Features of an Island Arc margin. 1.
Continent, with coast-parallel rift and coast-oblique
rift. 2. Back-arc basin. 3 Island arc with parallel and
oblique rifts. 4. Deep Sea trench.

Aqaba. In the northern Red Sea it is believed
to have retreated by up to 100 km since the
Miocene.
Passive Margins. The classical Passive
margin has an inland plateau or palaeoplain, a
sea-facing great escarpment, and coastal lowlands. There may be a few tensional faults
on land, but any major faulting is usually offshore. Erosional great escarpments can occur on igneous, metamorphic or sedimentary
rocks. The great escarpment of the Western
Ghats of India is continuous from the metamorphic and igneous rocks in the south to the
all-basalt Deccan Plateau in the north, with
no change in form and similar distance to the
sea. They are very irregular in plan, caused
by scarp retreat and located many kilometres
inland of any original fault scarp. Great escarpments are absent in some passive margins
including southern Australia, Argentina and
parts of Brazil.
Swell uplifts are preserved on some passive margins, like eastern Australia and Natal,
running roughly parallel to the coast. These
marginal swells are absent from some margins like western India and the east coast
of Madagascar. They may have never been
present, or could have been removed by scarp
retreat.
Some major rivers existed before the formation of the rift valleys and may be inherited by later passive margins. River reversal in
eastern Australia is similar to drainage modification by the rift valley swell in the Western
Rift in Uganda. The drainage patterns of east
Australia point to down-warping to the Pacific.

On the south coast of Western Australia the
swell known as the Ravensthorpe Axis results
from down-warping to the south, and drainage
was reversed to the Southern Ocean. The ancient drainage came from the south, when
Australia was connected to Antarctica, and the
old dendritic drainage pattern has been inherited.
Some passive margins have evidence of
multiple uplifts: two in Scandinavia, three in
Greenland. Eastern Australia reveals an old uplift when the new continental margin formed
about 80 Ma ago, plus a later Plio-Pleistocene
Kosciusko Uplift in the southeast. Extensive
volcanic products may be preserved at passive
margins like the Deccan Traps of India. The
Indian Ocean opened after volcanicity ceased.
Younger volcanoes may erupt after the formation of the passive margin, as in eastern
Australia, indicating continuing extension.
The planation surface may be warped down
to the coast and offshore. Offshore sediments
on passive margins rest on a bedrock surface,
and the unconformity between them is The
Break-up Unconformity. Some think the unconformity surface is the down-warped equivalent of the palaeoplain on the continental interior. In southern Africa the connection has been
made between the African Surface inland and
the sub-Cretaceous break-up unconformity offshore. In the northeast USA the sediments offshore of the Appalachians are also Cretaceous.
We can also attempt to match the geomorphology of opposed passive margins. Both
Brazil and Namibia. Both have impressive
great escarpments, and both have ignimbrite
over basalt. Another possible match is between
the Angavo in Madagascar and the Western
Ghats of India. As well as matching geology
there is one major gap in the Western Ghats escarpment, the Palghat Gap, which matches the
Ranotsara Gap in Madagascar.
Active Margins. In contrast to the passive
margins it is common to designate the ’other’
margins as ’Active Margins’. These are mainly
around the Pacific, where it is supposed in plate
tectonics that subduction is subjecting the margins to compression. But extension, including
rift valleys, is also common on active margins.
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Fig. 3. Diagrammatic cross section of Northern
Cordillera Volcanic Province. Continental crust
overlying mantle is pulled apart, and lava erupts
through conduits to form lava flows in the rift at the
surface.

Here I provide a quick survey of the tectonics
around the Pacific.
The dominant feature of the western margin South America is the Andes, of which
Gansser wrote ”Above all we lack indications of compression along the oceanic and
continental crust interface. Along the coastal
belt block faulting has been the most important tectonic process since the Mesozoic...
.” For most of its length the Andes consists
of two cordilleras (actually plateaus, the altiplano) with an Inter-Andean depression between them. A line (sometimes a double line)
of volcanoes runs the length of the Andes.
Most of the volcanoes are Plio-Pleistocene,
with a few going back to the Miocene. Except
for middle-Colombia the volcanoes are located
about 250 km inland from the marginal ocean
trench.
In Chile the Andes have three units: the
Coastal Cordillera, Central Valley graben, and
Andean Cordillera. The Coastal Cordillera
may be considered a large horst with a granodiorite core. The Central Valley graben, between the Los Angeles fault and the Pocuro
fault, is an area 20-30 km wide containing flatlying volcanic rocks that are block faulted. The
Pocuro fault zone extends for over 1200 km
and has a vertical displacement of at least 2000
m. The extensional features of Chile extend
into Argentina as several extensional basins
filled with volcanic and terrestrial sediments.
In Peru the basins between the Eastern
and Western Cordillera, including the Lake
Titicaca Basin in the south and the Pampa
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de Junin in central Peru are of tectonic origin, largely due to normal faulting. In Ecuador
the central part consists of the Western and
Eastern Cordillera, both notably flat plateaus,
with an Inter-Andean depression in between.
Major Quaternary volcanoes like Chimborazo
and Cotopaxi lie on the altiplano. The QuitoCuenca depression is part of the intermontane
graben, and extends into the Cuaca Basin of
Colombia.
In Colombia the Andes were uplifted in
the Tertiary. Here they are divided into three:
eastern, central and western cordilleras with
long grabens in between. Active volcanism
is restricted to a narrow strip in the Central
Cordillera.
Western North America exhibits ample evidence of tension, but the situation is much
more varied than in South America. The Basin
and Range Province and the Balsas-Mexicala
Basin in Central Mexico were block faulted,
and some of the grabens contain as much as 3
km of Eocene and Oligocene red beds, still horizontal or gently dipping. The Great Valley between the Coast Ranges and the Sierra Nevada
is a complex half graben with great thicknesses
of Cenozoic sediments.
The exceptional Basin and Range is a
unique extensional zone without a dominant
graben. It consists of tilt blocks, with extension
of 850 km in the last 40 Ma. To the south Death
Valley is a complex graben where the crust
between Lake Mead and the southern Sierra
Nevada has been extended by as much as 240
km.
North of the Basin and Range Province is
The Northern Cordilleran Volcanic Province
(NCVP), a belt of volcanoes extending to
Alaska in a corridor hundreds of kilometres wide. It includes over 100 Quaternary
volcanoes, with many monogenetic cinder
cones and a few big volcanoes, mainly in
the south. Running through the NCVP is a
remarkable trench: the northern part is the
Tintina trench, the southern part is the Rocky
Mountain Trench, divided into a Northern
and Southern section. Eardley wrote: ”From
western Montana northwards through British
Colombia and the Yukon a long single trench
extends from the Basin and Range province.
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It is most surely of downfaulted origin and
is called the Rocky Mountain Trench.” The
Rocky Mountain trench extends for approximately 1600 km. For much of its length the
trench runs through plateaus (palaeoplains)
such as the Yukon Plateau. The nearest analogue for the Rocky Mountain trench is the
Inter-Andean depression. Published cross section of the NCVP looks almost identical to diagrams of the Red Sea, the classic extension
area that is continuous with the East African
Rift Valleys, so we have come full-circle.
Extensional features continue into the East
Asia continental margin. In Kamchatka the
Central Kamchatka Valley is a 50-80 km
wide graben that extends for over 800 km.
Volcanicity continues today and numerous
calderas and volcano-tectonic depressions follow the graben. The Cenozoic China margin
appears to have been dominated by extensional
tectonics demonstrated by the omnipresent rift
basins. In Vietnam lies the continental Song
Ba Rift which is bounded by strike-slip faults
that were reactivated as extensional faults in
Middle Miocene time.
The Western Pacific is the region of Island
Arcs, separated from the mainland (if there is
one) by back arc basins which are themselves
spreading sites. Sometimes there is evidence of
extension on the island arc itself.
In the Aleutian arcs there are reports of
both on-shore and offshore graben. The St.
George Basin is over 300 km long, 30 to 50
km wide, and filled to the brim with over 10
km of upper Mesozoic and Tertiary deposits.
In Japan there are two well known instances of large graben: the Beppu-Shimabara
graben in cenral Kyushu and the Fossa Magna
in central Japan. The former possibly goes
back to the early Miocene, and the latter to
the latest Miocene or Pliocene to recent. They
are associated with widespread volcanic activity and contain large calderas.
In the Philippines the Oas Graben is subsiding at 1 to 2.5 cm/yr. The famous Mayon
Volcano has its centre located on the northern
fault of the graben. On the island of Luzon
the Cagayan Valley Basin, 200 km long and
40 km wide, contains as much as 9 km of

sediment mainly derived from the bounding
Isabella Range and the Central Cordillera.
Sumatra has a central graben, produced by
a tensional regime strongly overprinted by a
dextral wrench component. The Sarulla graben
in North Sumatra is a Plio-Pleistocene basin
with several major volcanic centres. The alternating highs and transverse depressions of Java
suggest extension. Borneo has graben such as
the Mukah graben and the Igan-Oya graben.
On the ocean side of arcs there is a deep
trench. A similar trench lies of South America,
but is absent in North America. Trenches are
generally bounded by what appear to be normal faults, and Menard (1964) wrote ”Almost
everyone who sees an echogram of the side
benches and bottom troughs of trenches believes they are produced by normal faulting...
the topography of the trenches suggests tension.” Hatherton wrote of ”the conflict between the theoretically compressional nature
of plate boundaries [in plate tectonics] and the
apparently tensional nature of the trench itself.” Worzel (1976) has challenged the subduction hypothesis, and claims that the geophysical data are consistent with a subsided
block at the trench.
Conclusions. Continental Margins all reveal a large amount of evidence for extension,
and the conventional or plate tectonic division
into Active and Passive Continental margins
hides a lot of evidence. The abundance of tensional or extensional features is not consistent
with the subduction hypothesis. Seafloors are
spreading, including back-arc basins. Rift valleys are the chief manifestation of extension in
continental interiors, but there are other inland
rifts and graben, even in places like Tibet. If
all the continental margins are also spreading,
then extension seems to be a universal feature.
If extension occurs all over the world then the
only explanation can be that the Earth is expanding.
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In the blurb for his book on dike swarms
Srivastava (2011) wrote: ”Dikes signify crustal
extension and are important indicators of
crustal stabilisation events ... .” More positively
Hoshino (1998) wrote: ”Volcanism does not
take place in the compressional crust.” This
truism requires much more emphasis.
Dikes and volcanoes. It has long been
known that most lava is intruded as dikes,
which may split into individual outlets at the
surface. In Hawaii eruptions often start along a
linear ’curtain of fire’ which in a matter of days
gives way to points of eruption. In other places
it is thought that dikes give way to individual pipes that reach the ground surface. dikes
can be shown to be space-filling. Their matching walls have moved apart and lava filled
the space. This is described in many books,
and a very readable account, with examples, is
Holmes book of 1965.
The amount of extension can be quantified in some places. Holmes records (p.250):
”Along a fifteen-mile [24,140 m] stretch of the
coast of Arran, for example, a swarm of 525
dikes can be seen, the total thickness of the
dikes being 5,400 feet [1647 m]. Here the local
extension of the crust has been more than one
mile in fifteen.” [6.8%]. The Mull (Scotland)
dike swarm has a total thickness of over 1000

m and indicates a stretching of the crust in the
affected region of 3.8%.
The large volcanoes of South America occur along distinct lines. Why the single chain
of southern South America gives way to a double chain at latitude 30◦ S is not clear, but there
appear to be definite lines at depth governing
the location of these huge central volcanoes.
Volcanoes in Mexico also fall onto two lineaments. One is E-W, including Popocatepetl,
Colima and Barcena (born 1952). The second lineament is NNE and includes Jurillo and
Paricutin (born 1943). Such lineaments suggest
major dikes at depth.
It would seem that the volcanic intrusion
is permissive. That is, dike rocks come in to
fill a space created by tension. We should not
imagine a thin dike, just metres wide, forcing its way into a crack and pushing aside a
plate many thousands of kilometres across. It
seems improbable that applied pressure, by a
dike with a thickness of metres, could push a
slab a few kilometres thick and thousands of
kilometres wide. Rather there is some force
pulling the plates apart and the dikes come
in to fill the space created when a crack appears. For example in Iceland subsidence in the
central rift contemporaneously with spreading
suggests that the dikes are permissively filling cracks as the island is pulled apart (Decker
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and Einarsson, 1971). The dikes are not the
driving force. Also, intrusion of dikes is periodic. In part of northern Iceland an 80 km
wide fissure swarm underwent 5 km of extension between 1975 and 1985 (Steinhorsson and
Thoraninsson, 1997).
The significance of dilational dike intrusion. dike intrusion and dilation of the crust is
common around rift valleys, mid-ocean ridges,
and in places like Iceland, and (at an earlier geological time) Scotland. These presumed areas
of extension present no problem.
But many volcanoes are found in areas
which are popularly regarded as areas of compression, and certainly so in plate tectonic hypothesis. The most obvious one is the Pacific
”Ring of Fire” – a distribution recognized long
before the invention of plate tectonics. All
around the Pacific there are volcanoes, suggesting that the Pacific Rim is a region of extension, not compression. This is supported
by many other writers. The dominant feature
of the western margin of South America is
the Andes, of which Gansser (1973) wrote:
”Above all we lack indications of compression along the oceanic and continental crust interface. Along the coastal belt block faulting
has been the most important tectonic process
since the Mesozoic... .” In a general paper on
the tectonic style of Chile Katz (1971) wrote:
”Geological evidence ... indicates extension in
this area since at least the Miocene... extensional stress dominates the upper crust over
an area 200-400 km wide.” In North America
the Basin and Range Province consists mainly
of tilt blocks rather than rifts, with extension
of 850 km in the last 40 Ma. (Elston, 1978).
Extension in China is reported by Teng and Lin
(2004) who wrote: ”In summary the Cenozoic
China margin, excluding the Cenozoic China
Collision zone, appears to have been dominated by extensional tectonics demonstrated by
the omnipresent rift basins.”
The second set of ’anomalous’ volcanoes
are those of island arcs. In plate tectonics these
are attributed to subduction, but there is a lot of
evidence of tension in island arcs, as they have
lots of rifts, graben and half-graben, as shown
in the following examples. In the Aleutian arcs
there are both on-shore and off-shore graben.

In Japan there are several instances of large
graben or rifts. The Beppu-Shimabara graben
in cenral Kyushu and the Fossa Magna in central Japan are associated with widespread volcanic activity and contain large calderas. The
Fossa Magna is a great rift lowland that traverses the widest part of Honshu from the Sea
of Japan to the Pacific. It contains many volcanoes which started eruption about 1.5 Ma
ago. In the Philippines lies the Oas Graben and
Mayon Volcano has its centre located on the
northern fault of the graben. On the island of
Luzon the Cagayan Valley Basin is a graben
200 km long and 40 km wide. Bishop (2000)
wrote ”Tectonic stress and extension ... formed
rifts or half-graben complexes along much of
the southern margin of the Sunda Shelf ... .”
Java has a structural configuration of alternating highs and transverse depressions. Sumatra
has a central graben, and Williams and Eubank
(1995) wrote ”The structural style in Central
Sumatra is produced by a tensional regime
strongly overprinted by a dextral wrench component. Compression does not appear to have
been a dominant force.” The Sarulla graben
in North Sumatra is partly filled with volcanic
sediments. Borneo also has half grabens and
grabens such as the Mukah graben and the
Igan-Oya graben.
Behind island arcs lies an extensional backarc basin. The spreading pattern is often complicated and does not explain the curvature of
the arc, which remains a mystery. But the arc
is located between a spreading back-arc basin
and a spreading ocean, and it should be no surprise if it is an area of extension too.
Explaining dikes and volcanoes in ’compressional’ areas. How might the many volcanoes in allegedly compressional area be explained away? There seem to be two possible
ways to explain volcanicity in compressional
areas: non- dilational eruptions, or elaborate
plate tectonic scenarios.
Holmes (1965, p. 263) refers to volcanic
intrusions, mainly necks and plugs, with ”walls
or other boundary surfaces that were not
pushed aside and could never have been in contact” and describes them as non-dilation intrusions, in contrast to the dilational intrusion of
dikes which indicate extension. Some magma
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reaches the surface as pipes, most obviously
in diamond pipes. Their ascent, topped by
gas-rich fluidised magma and virtually drilling
their way up, is not the subject of the present
paper, which is concerned with the vastly more
common, usually basaltic dike-fed volcanism.
It is not reasonable to appeal to nondilational eruptions to produce the volcanoes
of the Pacific Ring of Fire, or island arcs, and
indeed dikes are well-known throughout the
area. The non-dilational hypothesis fails to explain the linear arrangement of many volcanoes, and of course there are many exposures
of dikes in the Pacific borders and in island
arcs.
A second possibility is to find complex
plate tectonic scenarios. An example is provided by Adams et al. (2005) who describe
an Eocene dike swarm in British Columbia. In
their abstract they first say ”These dikes were
emplaced in a subvertical north-trending orientation coincident with inferred Eocene crustal
extension ...”, but later write: ”Therefore, it is
inferred that the subducting oceanic plate influenced subcrustal mantle wedge metasomatism in the region. Decompression partial melting of this metasomatised lithospheric mantle was initiated by coupled rapid unroofing,
regional transpression, slab rollback, and slab
window development to the south.” I confess
that I don’t really understand this, but it sounds
like special pleading to me. It is not an explanation that could be applied in general around
the Pacific and Island arcs, and a myriad such
ad hoc explanations would be required.
Conclusion. In conclusion, the world distribution of volcanoes does not support the
idea of subduction and compression around the
Pacific Ocean, or at island arcs. To maintain the
view that volcanoes can erupt in a compressive zone requires suspension of belief in the
Hoshino dictum that ”Volcanism does not take
place in the compressional crust.”
The plate tectonic hypothesis depends entirely on subduction at ’active’ continental
margins and island arcs. Such subduction is
presumed to cause compression. But the distribution of volcanoes, actually concentrated on
these margins, suggests that they must be areas
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of extension. So I conclude that plate tectonics
is impossible.
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There are different concepts of the Earth
expansion. They are based on the astronomical and geological data (Scalera and Jacob,
2003). However, up to now it is not clear the
size and the origin of the expansion. The possible expansion size is often determined from
the size of the oceans because many concepts
of the expanding Earth explain the formation
of the oceans by the rupture and spreading of
the oceanic lithosphere. But there is not enough
foundation if such large expansion is possible during the short period of time (from the
late Paleozoic) and if the oceans with different tectonosphere (the crust and upper mantle)
have the same origin. The expansion sources
are not clearefied too.
The most differences are observed between
the Pacific and the other oceans. Its midoceanic ridge is located not in the central part
of the Pacific but at its margin. The edges of
the continents around the Pacific Ocean form a
proper arc (Bostock, 1997), along which a ring
of the earthquake epicenters, the Benioff zones,
are formed (Fig. 1). The Pacific Ring intersects at the right angles another global ring of
the earthquake epicenters – the MediterraneanAsian belt. The Benioff zones around the
Pacific are the higher seismic velocity zones
cutting the whole mantle (Bijwanrd et al.,
1998).

Fig. 1. Two global rings of the earthquake epicenters (black points) (Bostock, 1997). The ring may be
result of the Earth expansion.

The large depth of the anomalous Pacific
tectonosphere is proved by the gravity field.
Around the Pacific Ocean there are two circular gravity anomalies: positive and negative
ones. The origin of the positive anomaly can
be explained by the topography influence, as it
covers the mountain regions, surrounding the
ocean. It is impossible to explain the negative
anomaly ring with the surface topography be-
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Fig. 2. The system of the mid-oceanic ridges and of
the planetary destruction zones which are symmetrical above the South Pole. They are now the major
channels of the Earth degassing (Syvorotkin, 2002).

cause it crosses the completely different regions: the central part of Eurasia, the Indian
Ocean, the eastern parts of the North and South
America. Such global anomaly can be caused
by the deep heterogeneity of the planet (Choi
and Pavlenkova, 2009).
Thus, the Pacific Ocean is a global structural feature of the Earth that determine its division into two hemispheres with a lowered
(the Pacific Ocean) and a raised (the continental hemisphere) surfaces. That is not an accidental feature of the Earth, the same structure
is characteristic of the other planets. The Moon
and the Mars also highlighted the hemispheres
with the prevailing high and low relief (Araki
et al., 2009).
All these structural features make doubtful
the explanation of the Pacific Ocean origin by
the Earth’s expansion. Only the rings of the
earthquake epicenters (Fig. 1), which are the
deep destruction zones, may be considered as
a result of the expansion.
The other oceans have another origin. The
most important difference of the Atlantic and
Indian oceans as regards the Pacific once is
the regular system of mid-ocean ridges (MOR)
and the absence of the corresponding subduction zones: all surrounding continents have
passive margins. That contradicts the platetectonic conception of the oceans formation
and confirms their formation as a result of the
Earth’s expansion.
The important feature of the AtlanticIndian rift system is its symmetry about the
South Pole. It forms a ring around Antarctica

and the series of the fracture zones drift apart
from this ring along the meridians with about
the same distance between them, 90◦ (Fig. 2).
Three of these zones are the mid-ocean ridges.
The fourth zone runs along the meridian 155◦
from the western shelf of the Australian continent, through the Philippine Trough to the
Sakhalin Island (Syvorotkin, 2002).
The MOR system form shows that from the
late Paleozoic time up to now mostly the southern hemisphere expanded. The astronomical
data also show that the Southern hemisphere
expansion continues nowadays with about 10
mm/year (Fig. 3), and now it is somewhat
expanded relative to the northern hemisphere
(Barkin, 2002).
The questions arise how to explain the differences in the oceanic tectonosphere structure
and differences in the ocean origins. Another
question is what is the source of the Southern
hemisphere expansion.
Now several Earth’s expansion sources are
considered (Scalera and Jacob, 2003). Among
them an important role belong to the transformation of the Earth’s inner structure and to formation of the core and outer spheres. For instance, the Earth radius increased after the core
formation. It may be supposed that the global
rings of the earthquake epicenters – the Pacific
and Mediterranean-Asian belts – were formed
at that time.
An important energy source of the matter
transformation is the Earth’s degassing (fluids
advection). The main source of the deep fluids advection is the Earth’s core with the high
content of hydrogen and helium (Larin, 1995;
Gilat and Vol, 2005). The Earth degassing has
leded not only to the formation of the atmosphere and hydrosphere, but to the formation
of the thick continental crust and the continental ”roots” in the upper mantle. The continent ”roots” as regions of high seismic velocities in the upper mantle were discovered
by the seismological and seismic studies beneath all continents (Gossler and Kind, 1996;
Pavlenkova, 1995). They extend to depths of
300-400 km, that is, cover almost the entire upper mantle. According to Lutz (1994) the continental crust was formed from the mantle matter
saturated with fluids. Letnikov (2000) showed
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that the long process of the silica, alkalis, fluids and incompatible elements removal in the
crust, should lead to the depletion of mantle rocks and their crystallization. The longer
this process continues, the thicker the continental ”roots” become. Further gradual cooling
makes the upper mantle more stable, promoting the formation of the lithosphere less permeable than that in the oceanic areas. In general, these matter transformations made the upper mantle thicker and may be resulted in the
Earth’s expansion. But these transformations
are not regular in time and in space.
The greatest volume of the continental
crust is related to the Proterozoic time (Lutz,
1994). During this period the area of the increased fluid flows may be assumed in the
Southern hemisphere, because according to the
paleomagnetic data all the continents were located at that time in that hemisphere. In the
areas of the modern oceans, where the fluid
flows were weak, only some separate spots of
the intermediate type crust were appeared. This
type of the crust was distinguished in all oceans
(Pratt, 2000).
The formation of the thick continental
”roots” in the southern hemisphere has led to
asymmetry of the planet. The Earth’s sphere
heterogeneity shifts their centers of the masses
relative to each other and therefore a significant dynamic compression appears between
the spheres. These stresses are three orders
of magnitude higher than the tidal stresses
(Barkin, 2009). During the Paleozoic, there
was a change in the position of palaeomagnetic poles. According the fluid-rotation concept (Pavlenkova, 2005) this did not happen as
a result of the lithosphere plate movements or
the polar wander. The continental hemisphere
can led to turning the whole mantle around the
liquid core or the upper mantle relative to the
lower one. Such mantle rotation explains the
palaeomagnetic data and it does not contradict with the observed global regularities in the
structure of the Earth’s upper spheres.
Moving of the large upper mantle heterogeneity from the Southern hemisphere to the
north led to the new displacement of the mass
centers of the individual Earth’s spheres and
to the deficit of the mass in the Southern
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Fig. 3. (a) According to the astronomical data the
Earth has the pear form (the black line): the southern
hemisphere is larger than the northern ones, (b) the
velocity of secular variations of the latitudinal circle
lengths in mm/year (Barkin, 2009).

hemisphere. As a result the next important
phase of the global tectonics begins: the expansion of this hemisphere and the formation of
mid-ocean ridge system symmetrical about the
South Pole. This process corresponds with the
geological data, the mid-ocean ridges started to
develop from the south and to increase then in
the northern direction.
Thus, the following crust and upper mantle structural features may be considered as the
obvious evidences of the Earth’s expansion.
(1) The most reliable evidences are the
mid-oceanic ridges as a result of the oceanic
lithosphere stretching or spreading.
(2) The regular system of the mid-oceanic
ridges, symmetrical above the South Pole, proposes the larger expansion of the Southern
hemisphere from the Paleozoic time up to now.
The latter is confirmed by the astronomical
data.
(3) There are not enough grounds to propose the same origin (by the lithosphere
spreading) for the Pacific Ocean. It is an original global element of the Earth which testifies
the other planets division into two hemispheres
with the lower and higher relief.
(4) The Pacific and the Mediterranean rings
of the earthquake epicenter zones are the
global distraction zones, which might be created by the Earth’s expansion.
(5) The Earth’s degassing and correspondent mantle matter transformation is an important source of the Earth expansion.
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Extended Abstract

Oil and Ore Deposits Origin. Despite of a
long history of scientific efforts, the processes
of formation of large oil and ore deposits are
unclear yet. Below the new approach to this
problem developed from the examination of
distribution laws of stock values of ore and hydrocarbonic deposits is presented.
The Gutenberg-Richter recurrence law
plays a tremendous role in the seismology.
None of the models can be suggested in seismology if it disagrees with the G-R relation.
The G-R law shows the power-law dependence
of a number of earthquakes N with energy exceeding the given energy E value (and similarly with the seismic moment values M)
N ∼ E −β

and

N ∼ M −β

(1)

where β is the exponent of the power distribution law characterizing the giving set of data.
The G-R law is the first empirical powerlaw distribution with a heavy tail (when β ≤ 1)
that has come in a wide use in the science.
Later on the analogical empirical distributions
were found to be typical of many other natural
processes. In particular, it was found that the
power distribution law appears to be typical of

stock values of hydrocarbonic and ore deposits
(Tutcotte, 1997). Latter this finding was confirmed and widely used for the case of hydrocarbonic fields (Burshtein, 2006; among others).
The detection of a character of a distribution law gives possibility to clarify features intrinsic to the given process. Thus, the power
law distribution is believed to be the characteristic feature of essentially non-equilibrium dynamic systems of different nature. Hence one
can expect that hydrocarbonic and ore deposits
form in result of highly non-equilibrium dynamic processes. This suggestion is supported
by typical features of processes of oil generation and accumulation.
– Firstly, the thermodynamic potentials of
oil components are well above those of scattered organic matter (SOM) supposed to be initial material for the formation of hydrocarbons.
It means that the massive oil generation hardly
could result from SOM through the equilibrium process.
– Secondly, hydrocarbonic deposits have
a clear tendency to locate near the deep fault
zones that also testifies for the non-equilibrium
character of their origin.
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Fig. 1.

Close correlation of difference of average concentrations of elements in the upper and the
lower crust with characteristic values of large ore
deposits. Red points indicate cases of strong enrichment in the upper crust, blue points correspond
to the lower crust enrichment, black points – without noticeable change in concentration at the upperlower crust boundary.

In the alternative widespread model the oil
generation is a longtime temperature driven
process, and the formation of oil fields is expected to occur in result of longtime process
in a non-disturbed tectonic situation when the
oil losses along the high penetrative fault zones
are minimized. These expectations disagree
definitely with the tendency of location of oil
fields near the fault zones. The highly nonequilibrium character of oil generation is supported also by evidences of occurring of mantle derived components in the hydrocarbonic
fields. The non-equilibrium character of process of formation of hydrocarbon deposits is
supported also by the detection of modern replenishment of oil and gas fields.
Moreover, the average rate of the replenishment was found to be proportional to the stock
value of a given oil or gas deposit (Muslimov
et al., 2005; Rodkin, 2006). Note, that this tendency means that a positive feedback needed
for realization of the power distribution law
typical of oil and gas fields does exist.

On the other hand the close interconnection
of oil fields with sedimentary areas and with
SOM is quite convincing. One can suggest
that the oil forms entirely or partly from SOM
through the ”mechanism” of non-equilibrium
reactor in which matter and energy are supplied into the reactor zone and the end products
are extracted from it; otherwise, because of
their thermodynamic instability, the new forming hydrocarbons would be gradually disintegrated with the final formation of equilibrium components: methane, carbon dioxide,
and graphite. Because of the moderate temperatures of the process of oil formation the input of the energy and initial components and
the output of reaction products can occur only
in the form of the deep fluid flow. Thus the
zones of major oil formation can be suggested
to be enriched by SOM and the active raising deep fluid flow should be expected here.
Geotectonic structures, which are best suited
to these conditions, are deep sedimentation
basins and major deep thrust zones. In both
these tectonic situations the subsurface materials transform into the more deep ones under the
action of temperature, pressure and the deep
fluid.
Discussion. The similar situation connected with the transformation of substance
between different chemical reservoirs of the
Earth’s crust appears to take place in the case
of formation of ore deposits. For the statistical analysis the data from data base ”Largest
Deposits ” (2006) are used. The data on different ore types with a number of largest deposits
sufficient for statistical analysis were used, and
it was found that the power distribution law
well describes the empirical distributions of
stock values. If to present the data on deposit
stocks in linear coordinates the points, related
to the largest deposits, turned out to be isolated. However being represented in the double
logarithmic coordinates the data points turned
out to be continuous and practically rectilinear with values of the power law exponent β
changing from 0.7 to 1.4. This result testifies
for the similarity of processes of formation of
deposits of different size, including the largest
ones.
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Realization of the power distribution law
supposes implementation of rather specific
conditions. In the case of oil and gas fields
the avalanche-like model similar with that used
in modeling of earthquake regime (Pisarenko
et al., 2010) can be used. Moreover, the mentioned above positive feedback between the replenishment rates and the stock values will result in generation of the power distribution law
(Rodkin et al., 2008).
In the case of ore deposits the evidence
of their modern replenishment are also available. However, in general, the mechanism of
rapid avalanche-like formation of ore deposits
isn’t justified; in any case, such a mechanism
hardly can be considered typical. For the purpose of interpretation of the obtained power
distribution another model is to be suggested.
Below the power distribution law of ore deposit stocks is suggested to form from the lognormal distribution law, supplemented by a relatively weak positive feedback.
The Figure shows the values of difference
of average concentration of different elements
in the upper and lower crust reservoirs (according to Taylor et al., 1985) data compared with
the characteristic values of large ore deposits of
corresponding ore type (Tkachev et al., 2006).
A close correlation of these values is obvious,
and this correlation is stronger than at comparing the deposit stocks with concentrations of
corresponding components in the upper or the
lower crust, taken separately. One can suggest
that the process of large ore deposits’ formation could be a product of transformation of
large volumes of the Earth’s crust from one
crustal (or mantle) reservoir into another. The
physical mechanism of separation and concentration of ore components could be the process of separation and outcrop of relatively
less compatible components in the processes
of metamorphic transformations and melting
of rock (Frank et al, 1989; Urusov et al., 1997).
The model of formation of deposits as a
by-product of transformation of lithospheric
blocks with random block sizes gives birth to
a distribution law of deposits’ values, close to
a long-normal one. A transformation of this
distribution law into the empirically observed
power distribution law assumes the existence
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of a positive feedback, ensuring the preferable
accumulation of ore material in larger deposits.
Such mechanism could result from correlation
of linear sizes of transforming volumes of the
lithosphere. In a particular case of transformation of the upper crust block in the deep thrust
zone such correlation answers the empirical
correlation that thicker thrust zones are characterized (in average) by larger amplitudes of
thrusting.
The presented model is supported by a few
new correlations revealed in data mining. The
correlation between the typical size of deposits
and the exponent of the power distribution law
was found. The clustering of ores (elements)
that have tendency to meet together in the same
deposits testifies for their splitting into clusters
consisting of elements enriched or in the upper
or in the lower crust.
Another possible mechanism of positive
feedback could be realized in the model of
ore deposits’ formation by transmagmatic fluid
flows, when an ore-bearing fluid, spreading
through a stiffening magma, heats it improving
this way the transport possibilities of the given
fluid-spreading channel. Such mechanism of
deposits’ formation appears to be in a good
accordance with the unique Norilsk cluster of
ore-bearing deposits.
The suggested model clarifies both the possible mechanism of realization of empirically
observed power distribution law of a number
of ore deposits from their stock values and the
nature of the close correlation between typical stock values of different ores and the difference of concentrations of the corresponding
ore component in the upper and the lower crust.
The presented results testify for the connection between processes of formation of
large oil and ore deposits with the processes of
transformation of large volumes of the Earth’s
crust and the mantle.
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Extended Abstract

There are commonly accepted ideas of impactites whose origin is explained by the impact metamorphism that takes place when the
cosmic bodies fall onto the Earth’s surface.
Such structures (astroblemes), in which the
impactites and impactite breccias were found,
are Popigaiskaya, Zhamanshin, and Karskaya
(Masaitis et al., 1976; Gurov and Gurova,
1996; and others) structures. Nevertheless, the
detail geological-petrographic study of some
of them shows that they are of endogenous
origin and related with the features of cryptovolcanism whose development is governed by
swift ascent of deep-seated fluids of the hydrogen or hydrocarbon profile, detonation explosion of these compounds at depth, melting
of basement rocks, and formation of structures
on the Earths surface (Marakushev et al., 1993;
Sakhno, 1999).
This explosion structure category includes
El’gygytgyn Crater Lake in North-East Russia.
The El’gygytgyn Lake caldera is located in
the central part of the Upper-Anadyrskaya
megastructure composed of the CretaceousPaleogene volcanic complexes of basic, midbasic, and acid composition. Their thickness
is more than 3 km. The basin, in which the
caldera lake is situated, is of an isometric form,
about 17 km in diameter, is placed at 500 m

above sea level, and is surrounded by a ring
chain of mountains with the elevation above
the basin floor of more than 400 m in the western sector and about 100-200 m in the southeast and south. In the basin center there is a
lake bowl filled with water, 12-14 km in diameter and 175 m in deeep, with steep underwater slopes in the north, west, and south. Its
deep-water area is 8-9 km in size on isobath of
150. On the inner and outer slopes of the basin,
most of the sections of volcanogene-lava and
pyroclastic formations, represented by basalts
to rhyolites of the Late Cretaceous age, crop
out.
In the basin and beyond it, the impactites
and impactite breccias and bombs were found
on the slopes and in the deposits of the lake terrace as well as in the fluvial deposits. We found
these rocks first in 1976 on the southwestern
slope in its middle part, where they occur as
porous and dense varieties with abundant well
preserved fragments of different rocks (often
with acute corners): basalts, rhyolites, dacites,
and volcanic complexes making up the basins.
They are cemented with glass that, as a rule,
shows a fluidal structure and is represented by
the alternation of lenticules and dense layers
of black and light color. The glass composition corresponds to that of rhyolite-dacites, but
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Fig. 1. Location crater rim and bathymety Lake El’gygytgyn (by Niessen et al., 200 7) and late Mesozoic
rocks (Sakhno, 1999,2007). 1, 2, 4 – ignimbrite (riolitic and dacitic compositions); 3 – basaltic and andesite
lavas and tuffs; 5 – position in the crater rim El’gygytgyn of impactites (breccia, glasses and glasses bombs);
6 – contours rim crater and top of mountain.

marked variations of the petrogene oxides, microelements, and REE are observed.
In the impactites there were found diaplectic glasses on quartz with the replacement
of them by lechatelierite, chrome-bearing garnets, and chromous spinels. In some glassy
fragments, high concentrations of sulfur (0.460.63 weight %) were determined.
Study of petrochemical and geochemical
composition and REE spectra as well as the
analysis of isotope data (Nd, δ18 O, and Sr)
showed that the impactite glasses have similar parameters. The age of the impactite glass,
dated in different parts of the caldera, is 3.5-3.6
my.
Geological-geomorphological, petro-geochemical, and isotope data allow the conclusions as follows:
El’gygytgyn caldera has volcanic nature
and is related with an explosion of great power
that can be explained by the energy of endoge-

nous ”shock” from below resulted from the
chemical interaction of the ascending deep fluids of hydrogen and hydrocarbon composition.
All impactites have acid composition and stable ratio of many components including alkalis. If it is supposed that the rocks ”targets”
according to geological data are characterized
by the composition of basalts to rhyolites and
impactites – only rhyolite-dacite, then it contradicts to the cosmic origin of the caldera.
In the opinion of supporters of cosmic origin
of the caldera and impactites, the presence of
planar structures of minerals and findings of
dense phases of silica contradicts to their endogenous nature. The mechanism of the chain
reaction of combustible mixture may be proposed as a model of endogenous explosion
to achieve high temperatures and pressures. A
special feature of this reaction is a spasmodic
increase of the chemical reaction rate to high
values and explosion when the limit of igni-
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tion of rather little change of pressure is overwhelmed. The explosion energy at the hydrogen and oxygen interaction is several orders
higher than in volcanic eruptions from the intermediate focuses under volcanoes as a result
of the adiabatic effect. The explosion phenomena in the hydrogen-oxygen reaction have been
studied experimentally. A complicated process
of hydrogen combustion is a combination of elementary stages that appear with the activity of
atoms and radicals on the scheme
H2 + O2 → H2 O + O
H2 + O2 → 2OH
OH + H2 → H2 O + H.

A branched chain is formed resulted in the
chain reaction and explosion when high pressures and temperatures arise. At such pressures, high-bar phases of silica, diaplectic
glasses on quartz, and impactite melts and
breccias are formed. The latter originate when
melt forces its way through the basement rocks
and intakes fragments whose age (U − Pb
SHRIMP on zircons) is 588-470 and 257 my.
Explosions at depth produce shock waves in
the rocks of different elasticity depending on
the setting. The process of selective melting of
minerals is developed enough to form dense
phases and is accompanied by the appearance
of excessive monomineral melt (Marakushev
et al., 1993). It is especially characteristic
of quartz in which the appearance of planar
structures and diaplectic melts are well diagnosed. The isochors reaction is accompanied
by the appearance of melts that are more stable phases. In the diaplectic glasses on quartzes
there remain vacuole microinclusions filled
with water (as the products of hydrogen combustion).
Modeling of gas reaction process on the
basis of data on the composition of gases on
impactite glasses made it possible to obtain
high temperatures and pressures. Experimental
works proved that at high gas reduction degree
and at high pressures and temperatures H2 and
CH2 dilution in quartz is accompanied by replacement of oxygen for hydrogen resulted in
the formation of silica monoxide, and dilution
of hydrogen in silica results in amorphization
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of quartz grains (Filippov, 1967; Taylor, Green,
1987, 1988). Energetic capacity of ascending
streams of hydrogen-methane gases at such ratios is maximal at a depth interval of 20-90 km.
The models of impactogene volcanism
given above meet well (with regard to geological, geophysical, and petrological-geochemical
data) the El’gygytgyn caldera development and
the impactite genesis conditions.
This type of impactogene volcanism is a
new class and deserves special attention during
investigations of the explosion ring structures
not only on the Earth but on the circumsolar
planets also. This allows a new view to the endogenous energy manifestations that reflect the
relation with a total energetic of the Earth and
outer nuclear and to the processes resulted in
the Earth expansion.
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Extended Abstract

The International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF) is the most important combined geodetic product. It is fundamental to
support accurate geodetic and geophysical investigations and it provides a common frame
where Earth observations can be consistently
expressed and compared on a global scale.
As such, it is a fundamental product
for the Global Geodetic Observing System
(GGOS), this latter being the key project of the
International Association of Geodesy (IAG) in
the forthcoming years.
An excerpt from the GGOS web page
clearly highlights the importance of the ITRF:
”GGOS aims at providing the geodetic infrastructure necessary for monitoring the Earth
system and for global change research. It provides observations of the three fundamental
geodetic observables and their variations, that
is, the Earth’s shape, the Earth’s gravity field
and the Earth’s rotational motion. GGOS integrates different geodetic techniques, different models, different approaches in order to
ensure a long-term, precise monitoring of the
geodetic observables in agreement with the
Integrated Global Observing Strategy (IGOS).
GGOS provides the observational basis to

maintain a stable, accurate and global reference frame and in this function is crucial for
all Earth observation and many practical applications [...].”
In order to ensure an integrated use of the
GGOS for both scientific and societal applications, the ultimate goal of the geodetic community is to ensure a 1 mm accuracy level (or
better) for the global frame, with a very ambitious 0.1 mm final accuracy as target in the
near future (Gross et al. 2009).
The ITRF is a combination of solutions obtained from Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI), Global Positioning System (GPS),
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and Doppler
Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated
by Satellite (DORIS). It is responsibility of the
International Earth rotation and Reference systems Service (IERS) to ensure the best ITRF
computation. In order to do that, two ITRF
Combination Centres (CCs), the Deutsches
Geodtisches Forschungsinstitut (DGFI) and
the Laboratoire de Recherche en Godsie
(LAREG) of the French Institut Gographique
National (IGN), are nowadays in charge of
computing ITRF solutions based on different
combination strategies.
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Table 1. Percentages of TVs whose residuals (in East, North, Up and Distance) exceed 5 mm (after Sarti
et al. in press).

Co-locations of two or more techniques
at one site are essential to realize the ITRF.
Without co-location sites it is impossible to
establish a unique and common global reference frame for all major space-geodetic techniques. Co-location sites allow the comparison, validation and combination of estimated
parameters common to more than one technique. The comparison is crucial for the detection of technique-specific biases, and furthermore the combination of common parameters strengthens the solutions (Rothacher et al.
2009).
A key element of the combination is
the availability of accurate tie vectors (TVs).
These latter express the relative positions of
the reference point (RP) of the co-located instruments of the different space geodetic techniques. Missing or inaccurate TVs heavily influence the performances of the combination
and can remarkably degrade the accuracy of
the ITRF. Entering the combination of space
geodetic techniques, their estimate must be at
least as accurate as that of space geodetic solutions. TVs are usually determined with local
terrestrial geodetic observations (triangulation,
trilateration and levelling) and their formal precision is often better than 1 mm. Details on TV
surveying and estimation and their importance
for ITRF computation can be found in Sarti et
al. (2004).
Although a complete review on the error
budget related to TV estimation is still missing, Sarti et al. (2009) examine different aspects related to TV computation and highlight
the presence of biases that can impact the accuracy of the tie vector with no clear evidence
on its formal precision. If present, biases affecting TV estimates have a signature on the

combination process and in the post-fit residuals. In fact, the discrepancies between space
geodetic techniques and TVs are expressed by
the residuals of the combination. Their analysis
can be used to spotlight the presence of possible systematic errors affecting the TVs but also
affecting the space geodetic observations.
The most recent and accurate computation of the ITRF is the ITRF2008 (Altamimi
et al, 2011). The residuals stemming from
this computation are publicly available at the
ITRF web page: http : // itr f.ensg. ign. f r/
IT RF solutions/2008/. The magnitude of
these residuals can be larger than 1 cm, i.e.
more than ten times the formal precision of
TVs and space geodetic solution. Hence, the
residual clearly spotlight the presence of discrepancies that can be associated to potential
systematic biases affecting either the TVs or
the space geodetic solutions. Sarti et al. (in
press) examine the magnitude of the residuals
in the three local components (North, East, Up)
for the TVs formed by GPS and the three other
techniques. Their results are shown in Table 1,
where also the residuals on the TV length (distance between the two RPs) are listed. In particular, Table 1 shows the percentages of TVs
with one or more components or length exceeding a threshold fixed at 5 mm. It is evident
that approximately one third of TVs have residuals higher than the threshold. The situation is
worse for the residuals involving DORIS technique, where the percentage increases to more
than 50
As a matter of fact, the presence of biases
affecting the space geodetic techniques is recognized by Altamimi et al. (2011) when discussing e.g. the scale of the ITRF2008. In particular, the accuracy of the ITRF2008 scale is
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assessed at 1 ppb which is certainly an improvement with respect to the previous ITRF
release (ITRF2005). This result shows the improvements related to the efforts made in the
mitigation of biases by every technique but
also shows that VLBI and SLR frame scales
do remain considerably different.
The origins of biases affecting each space
geodetic technique are, most of the times,
strictly technique dependent. They can be related to mis-modelling of the observable or
non-modelled effects which are currently unknown or disregarded. A very interesting example is offered by GPS and VLBI techniques
when taking into consideration the relative position of the electronic RP (where the observable is acquired) and the conventional RP (the
geometric RP). These two RPs are different
and the ability to link them accurately certainly has an impact on the technique-specific
frame. Examples for GPS are given by Schmid
et al. (2007) while in the VLBI case the impact
of telescope structure deformations induced by
gravity on the scale are given by Sarti et al.
(2011).
The examples provided above highlight
the presence of systematic errors affecting the
computation of the global frame. Further investigation is needed in the near future to dominate the different biases affecting each space
geodetic technique. Co-locations sites and accurate TVs are crucial elements in the investigation and future ITRF improvement resides
in improving the consistency between TVs in
co-location sites and space geodesy estimates
(Altamimi et al. 2011).
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Extended Abstract

Introduction. Albeit the majority of the
geoscience community is oriented in favour of
a compressional origin of most fold belts – in
full respect of the paradigm of plate tectonics –
many clues can be collected that contradict this
framework.
Especially significant has been the indication of the coseismic displacement of the instantaneous Earth’s rotation axis in the occasion of the great Sumatran earthquake (Scalera,
2007) and Honshu earthquake, but indication
that plate tectonics is a too simplistic model in
disagreement with many aspects of the natural
reality came from the geomorphologic studies
of the great orogens, which attribute to their
evolution a young age of uplifting and a preceding phase of planations that are at odds with
respect to the continuous acting of the subductive process.
Seismic profiles perpendicular to the Sunda
arc have not confirmed the expected nearly
planar slippage surface. Also our traditional
image of the Wadati-Benioff zones as plane
or spoon-like patterns of hypocenters is today
out-of-date after a close inspection of the 3-D
large scale plots of the hypocentres locations
along entire thousand-km-long Pacific active
margins. Clusters and filaments of hypocenters
are recognizable instead of regular patterns.

These clusters taper downwards, leading to the
idea of a deep origin in narrow regions of disturbance.
Besides other important facts that witness in favour of surfaceward movements
of deep material coming from a key region for geodynamical researches – namely
the South American Pacific margin region –
additional important information came from
Mediterranean area as that concerns geomorphology, earthquake hypocentral pattern,
geochemistry and Paleogeography (Scalera,
2010). As consequence of all the preceding
evidence, the need for a new noncollisional
model for fold belt evolution become unavoidable.
The proposed noncollisional model involves global expansion, rifting, isostasy, surfaceward flow of deep material – like megadikes –, gravitational spreading, and mantle
phase changes, overcoming the difficulties of
old diapiric models. The topographic uprise of
the belt can be linked to the volume increase of
an isostatically uprising mantle column which
segments slowly overcome a solidus-solidus
boundary of the temperature-pressure phase diagram. In the depths, buoyancy forces caused
by the effect of the Clapeyron phase boundary curve slope can help the uprising and out-
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Fig. 2. Mediterranean and European geologic cy-

Fig. 1. a) The Mediterranean is characterised by
four intermediate and deep earthquake spots: South
Tyrrhenian, Aegean, West Turkey, Vrancea. Few
deep hypocentres of uncertain location are present
under Gibraltar. This view is from NE. b) A zoom
with vertical scale exaggeration of the geographical position of the four deep foci clusters, their narrowness and azimuth are not compatible with conceivable mechanical processes linked to a very long
front of subduction between Africa and Eurasia.
The black circles on the surface represent the volcanoes that have erupted in historical time. Tyrrhenian
foci from CSI-INGV catalogue and Aegeum and
Vrancea from Engdahl Global Catalogue of relocated Hypocentres. The few low quality deep
Gibraltar foci are from the USGS (2006) web catalogue extraction facility.

pouring process. The obtainable topographic
heights are consistent with the values of volume increase that are associated to the main
mineralogical phase transitions. In this view,
a discontinuous upward movement of mantle

cles. Like the tree rings, the old Proterozoic terranes
are encircled by a series of progressively younger
facies spanning from Paleozoic (Caledonian orogen, Ercynian orogen) to Mesozoic (Alpine orogens, still in act. An inspection of the map without prejudices leads to the conclusion that Africa
was always slowly detaching from Eurasia and
that this process has created the series of old orogens and basins progressively added to the Baltic
Shield. During this slow detaching, the last phase
of the Mediterranean opening is still active. In analogy to the Laurentian fragments of north England,
some European Hercynian fragments are today dispersed in the Mediterranean (Sardinia and Corsica;
Calabria; Kalibides on north Atlas). But also fragments of Africa (like Adriatic microplate) have been
left behind during the moving away of Africa from
Eurasia.

materials can be linked to the observed discontinuous evolution of the orogens and to the
widespread observation of uplifted coastal terraces. The model is in agreement with the Pwave and S-wave high-velocity anomalies revealed by seismic tomography under most orogens and arcs.
Overthrusts and underthrusts – of which
copious geological documentation exists –
should not be confused with large scale subduction. The outpouring of the material on
the surface produces gravitational nappes and
their overthrust on the sediments of the preexisting trough, forcing them on a burial path
which emulate the subduction process, but
without reaching depths greater then 50-70
km. Phenomenon like metamorphism, mixing,
migmization, upward transport of fragments
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Fig. 4. The mega-dikes structure underlying South

Fig. 3. The geodynamic of the new model of the
active margins. The positive anomalies of seismic
velocity underneath the trench-arc zones – revealed
by tomographic methods – are interpreted as intrusions of isostatically surfaceward transported material (a mega-dike) which still has not changed phase.
In this case the isotherms are also transported toward the surface thus locally influencing the depth
to which the phase transition occurs. The effect of
the Clapeyron curve slope is a protuberance of lower
density material that is created in the denser transition zone. The buoyancy of this protuberance, together with the excess of volume involved in phase
transitions toward less-packed lattice, contributes to
the outpouring of material on the surface, namely to
orogenesis. This ”mountain building” force can become more efficient at the end of a spreading phase,
when all the high density metastable phases are converted – also with emission of seismic energy – to
more open packed lattice.

of the buried lithosphere etc. are possible at
the boundary between uplifting material and
down-pushed crust and lithosphere. The possibility that lenses-like HP-UHP exhumed fragment could be mechanical product of nonlithostatic overpressures at the same boundary
and of great earthquakes occurrence at depth
not exceeding few tens of kilometres should be
considered.
The hydrocarbons associated to orogenic
periods are scrutinized and it is found that
the proposed thrust-fold belt model can better
harmonize the abiogenic/biogenic processes of

American Andean margin is revealed with the 3D
plotting of the hypocentres of the new catalogue of
the relocated events (Engdahl et al. 1998). Similar
structures of the hypocentres distributions can be
observed in a number of other orogenic belts (Japan,
Sunda, Himalaya, Mediterranean ... etc.)

hydrocarbons origin. Both could be created in
the dynamic forge of the thrust-fold belts evolution.
Finally, the main factor in causing the bifurcate evolution of the orogen toward either
a true fold belt or in a continuously enlarging
depression leading to a true marine expanding
ridge and oceanic sea-floor generation could be
the rate of rifting – low rate or high rate respectively – between the two lithospheric fragments. Indeed, it should be considered possible that trenches, mature thrust-fold belts and
mid-oceanic ridges could be different moments
or expressions of the evolution of an unique
orogenic process linked to mega-dikes isostatic
rising.
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Introduction. Astronomy was influential
on the affirmation of mobilism in Earth
science. It is sufficient to recall that in
Observatories frequently in the past took place
combined duties of astronomy, meteorology,
geomagnetism, seismology. The ideas circulated among insiders not as specialized as today: the work of Schiaparelli (14 March 1835 4 July 1910) was ranging from mathematics to
astronomy, geophysics and the history of science, the latter built on deep knowledge of ancient linguistics (Celoria, 1910; Gabba, 1947).
At least four were the Schiaparelli’s conjectures (Schiaparelli, 1883, 1891; Gribaudi,
1902) on the causes and consequences of the
motion of the pole.
Modern geodynamical conjectures and
data. In an asymmetrically expanding Earth
framework (Hilgenberg, 1974; Carey, 1976;
Owen, 1976; Scalera, 2003, 2006, 2010a;
among many others) we have to expect a
region where the litospheric tissue more intensely undergone the process envisaged by
Schiaparelli, were a communication between
deep interior and surface of the planet is established. Because the maps of the expansion rates
of the oceans (Larson et al., 1985; McElhinny
and McFadden, 2000) show a maximum ex-

pansion rate on the Nazca region, we should
expect that eventual peculiar phenomena related to this planetary expanding side would
be observable on the Pacific margin of South
America.
During his trip on the Beagle, Charles
Darwin (1840) wrote about the eruptions associated to the Conception earthquake of
1835. Lorenzo Casertano’s survey (1962) following the 1960 great Chilean earthquake
found some unclear evidence of a link between eruptions and the seismic event. Scalera
(2008) using the data available in 2006 in
the Smithsonian Institution Catalog of volcanic
eruptions revealed grounded evidence that
South-American Wadati-Benioff zone earthquakes with magnitude greater than 8.4 are associated to an enhanced rate of volcanic eruptions, but still it was impossible to determine
the causal chain between the two phenomena.
An average return period of about 45 years
was deducible from the data for the time window 1800-2010. After 2006, the Smithsonian
Institution has greatly increased the completeness of the catalog (Siebert et al., 2011) adding
the new eruptions for the 2000-2010 interval,
but also adding a 60% of new entries in the list
of the Andean volcanoes. The occurrence of
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Fig. 1. Using the complete Smithsonian catalog of
eruption data of the Andean belt from 1800 to 2010,
the triennial number of eruptions along the time axis
has been plotted. All the non-discredited data have
been used. Cusps of eruptions coinciding with the
occurrence of great-magnitude earthquakes are confirmed, and an additional peak is correlated to the
2010 Maule quake (M=8.8). At the moment no explanation exists for all the large fluctuations and
marked minima in the eruption rate. But it must be
stressed that a number of strong seismic events exist that does not correlate with peaks of the triennial
rate of eruption, leading to the conclusion that different processes can cause strong earthquakes, but only
a sub-set of them can cause the volcano-seismic
events. In 1994, the occurrence of very deep and
strong seismic event in Bolivia (M=8.2; depth=641
km, data USGS, 2007) is preceded by a decennium
of increased rate of eruptions.

the Chilean Maule earthquake of 27 February
2010 (M=8.8) – occurred at five decades from
the 1960 one – has been the occasion to rework all the data in searching for additional
clues able to indicate a preferred causal direction eruptions-earthquakes or earthquakeseruptions or from a third more general cause
(e.g. a mantle movements) to both eruptions
and earthquakes.
A series of papers deal with the triggering of eruptions by earthquakes at different
distances from the hypocentral region (Uffen
and Jessop, 1963; Latter, 1971; Carr, 1977;
Barrientos, 1994; Linde and Sacks, 1998; Hill
et al., 2002; Manga and Brodsky, 2006; Walter,
2007). The possibility of a triggering of earthquakes by volcanic activity has been proposed
by a scant group of people (Critikos, 1946;
Kimura, 1976; Acharya, 1982; among others),
and the mutual influence of volcanic activity

Fig. 2. Rate of eruptions for year on the three volcanic districts of the Andean Pacific margin for the
events of a) 2010, b) 1960, c) 1906 and d) 1868.
Passing from the oldest volcano-seismic correlation
event of 1868 to the recent one of 2010, the maxima
migrate from a position on the time axis following
the earthquake to a position preceding the seismic
event. This can be caused by uncertain information
about the date of onset of the eruptions in historical times. The precursory increasing rate of eruption
must be confirmed with future occurrence of correlation events.

on great earthquakes occurrence and viceversa
by Coulomb stress time variations has been investigated by Nostro et al. (1998) on Southern
Italian region.
Interaction between volcanoes and earthquakes has been hypothesized carried by at
least three physical phenomenons: static stress
variations, viscoelastic relaxation, dynamic
stress induced by seismic body waves and
surface waves. These physics interaction processes are considered as the ”final steps” and
the earthquakes and volcanoes are credited to
be mutually linked through their action (Nostro
et al., 1998; Hill et al., 2002).
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The Polar Motion is explained by plate tectonics hypothesizing a subtraction of mass due
to the melting of the ice cap in the Northern
Hemisphere on the Canadian Shield. This slow
deglaciation cannot be extrapolated to more
than 1My in the past, while we need to reconnect it to the very ancient True Polar Wander
(TPW). TPW is ascribed to advections of mass
related to geoidal shape, which pattern we cannot know in the deep past (Steinberger and
O’Connel, 1997). The anomaly can be resolved
in the expanding Earth schema by assuming an
emplacement of mass – extruded from the interior – in the Southern Hemisphere on a migrating Nazca region (Scalera, 2006). In this interpretation the TPW path through geological
time – with its stasis at 50 My and subsequent
inversion of sense (Besse and Courtillot, 2002)
– is naturally linked to the North-to-South migrating position of the region of maximum
planetary expansion and unbalanced emplacement of mass in the global paleogeography
of the expanding Earth framework (Scalera,
2006). The crossing of the equator at about 50
My causes the observed stasis in the TPW path.
Passing from the older coincidence events
to the 2010 one (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), it is clear
the trend – as soon as the data have become
more precisely located on the time axis – of
an enhanced rate of eruptions before the main
seismic event.
The 1868 event – In this case (Fig. 3d) we
are out from the lacking of data characterizing
the 1835 event, but in 1868 no aeronautics was
available to perform surveying of the Andean
volcanoes. The news was collected only by visual witness by whether inhabitant of localities nearest the volcanic apparatuses or people passing for a direct inspection. The dates
of the eruptions may be was confused with the
observation dates, displacing the events many
months ahead and possibly one or more years
ahead. This could be the case of a small group
of eruptions of uncertain date grouped in 1869.
The peaks of eruptions after the quake, in Fig.
3d can be an artifact.
The 1906 event – This event (Fig. 3c) is
indeed a pair of great earthquakes (Ecuador,
January 31, M=8.8, Lat=01.0N, Lat=81.5W;
Chile, August 16, M=8.4, Lat=33.0S,
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Lon=72.0W) that occurred on the same year
separated by very long distance (3500 km).
In Fig. 3 only the southern district appears
to have a peak of eruptions correlated to the
earthquakes. This time the maximum is one
year after the seismic event but the growing of
the eruptions amount starts in the same year
of the quake. Then the real distribution on the
time axis can be different and considering the
reasons explained above in the preceding 1868
case, it may be that some of the real onsets
have occurred many months before and also
one year before.
The 1960 event – The earthquake occurred
(1960, Chile, Lat=38.0S, Lon=72.3W, M=9.5)
in the times of more modern scientific instrumentations (seismometry entered in a more advanced status) and surveying facilities (quick
transportations, airplanes, helicopters, – But
difficulties in landing to directly observe the
lava flows or debris was cited by Tazieff still in
1962). This time (Fig. 3b) the maximum eruption rate is in the same year and the growing
of the rate starts before the quake occurrence.
We can state that a real jump from two to six
eruptions has occurred from 1958 to 1959.
The 2010 event – This time (Fig. 3a)
all the onset dates of the eruptive events are
known thanks to improvements of satellite,
aeronautical and land remote digital surveillance methods. The rate of eruptions occurred
in the northern and southern volcanic district
increased from one-two erup/year to five in
2009 and we expect that an enhanced rate will
be revealed until the end of 2010. The northern volcanic district was particularly active in
the interval 2007-2009, while – unexpectedly
– the central district with its one or two eruptions/year does not contribute to the constitution of the volcano-seismic correlation event.
It is then to be considered as well grounded
the statement of a precursory behavior of the
northern and southern volcanic activity in this
case.
The clue of a possible synchronicity – On
the same plot in Fig. 4 I have represented both
the secular polar motion (from 1846 to 2009;
data of PM from IERS web facilities) and
the time of occurrence of the volcano-seismic
events of correlations. It is possible to see:
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Fig. 3. The secular Polar Motion (PM) from 1846 to 2009. The data 1846-1899 are not omogeneos with
the 1900-2009 series and their loop cannot be interpreted. The path is the result of the application of running
averages on the PM data. Both the volcano-seismic correlation events of 1960 and the recent one of 2010,
occur after ten years from a five-year period of stasis of the secular PM (1945-1950 and 1995-2000). This
possible synchronicity must be confirmed or confuted by next centuries of data.

i) – Only three volcano-seismic events can
be correlated to the series of PM data 18462009, namely the events of 1906, 1960 and
2010 (Fig. 3).
ii) – The PM data preceding 1900 are not
homogeneous with the 1900-2009 ones.
iii) – The seismo-volcanic events of 1960
and 2010 occur about 12 years after a fiveyears window of stasis of the secular PM (a
very low velocity, witnessed by the extreme
proximity of the annual averaged points in the
plot. Albeit the data are not against the same
mutual pattern between the event of 1906 and
the PM data of the last decade of the XIX century, the non-homogeneity of data do not allow
a positive conclusion.
iv) – To ascertain the reality of this further
intriguing correlation (or synchronism with the
Markowitz oscillation of PM; Poma et al.,

1991) a greater amount of volcano-seismic
events is needed.
v) – The next expected volcano-seismic
correlation will happen within 40-50 years.
Conclusions. The possibility to reveal a
number of never suspected integrated phenomena on the side of the maximum asymmetrical expansion of our planet is a further heavy
evidence of both the Schiaparelli’s envisaged
communication between surface and deep geologic realms and a more general evidence in favor of an expanding Earth. However, the planetary expansion schema continues to constitute
a formidable challenge to Astronomy and fundamental Physics.
Obviously a part of these arguments (especially the conjecture of synchronicity) claims
for a confirmation or confutation by longer
time series of data.

SCALERA: Volcano-seismic correlation and secular PM
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Extended Abstract

The Earth expansion problem is rather a
controversial topic related to diﬀerent research
branches. Whether the Earth is expanding or
contracting at present attracts various scientists’ attention and the determination of the expansion rate might have significant influences
in science. In this study, we just focus on the
variation of the Earth’s radius in the recent several decades (∼ 30 years), and show that both
geodetic and gravimetric observations support
the conclusion that the Earth is expanding at a
rate about 0.2 mm/yr in recent decades.
In the first line, we use spatial geodetic
data under the frame of ITRF2008 (see http :
// itr f.ensg.ign. f r/IT RF solutions/2008/).
In this frame, there are 1572 recordings at
present from various stations (including GPS,
VLBI, SLR, and DORIS). Due to discontinuities of many recordings, only 930 recordings
at 930 stations are available for present study.
In another aspect, stations that are very close
to each other (e.g., the distance between
any
√
two stations is smaller than 10 3m) might
be considered as one, and consequently they
are merged to one station by weighted average

in this study. Then, there are 841 stations left
(see Fig.1).
To calculate the expanding (or contracting) rate of the Earth, the most straightforward
method is to estimate the vertical (or radial)
velocity of every point on the surface of the
Earth, and then to estimate the Earth’s expanding rate based on the averaged vertical velocities of all the observation sites (stations) with
corresponding weights which are determined
according to the corresponding observation accuracies. Based on the stations provided by
ITRF2008, we construct a spherical Delaunay
triangular irregular network (SDTIN), consisting of spherical triangles which just cover the
whole surface of the Earth, and the vertical velocity of a triangle could be expressed by a representative vertical velocity, and then the expanding rate of the Earth could be estimated
by the representative vertical velocities of all
the triangles which construct the SDTIN. In
this study, based on the information of the plate
boundaries and orogen belts (Cf. Fig.1) provided by the plate model PB2002 (Bird 2003;
http : //peterbird.name/publications/2003
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Fig. 1. Distribution of 841 stations from ITRF2008. Any two stations whose distance is smaller than m are
merged to one station, and consequently this figure does not show the distribution of the original stations but
that of the stations of which some have been merged. Stations lying in the orogen belts (denoted by yellow
polygons) are denoted by red squares, and other stations are denoted as blue squares. Plate boundaries are
denoted by green lines.

PB2002/2003 PB2002.htm), the stations located in active tectonic zones (e.g., orogen
belts or zones) have been removed from our
calculations. Another concern is that the absolute values of the vertical velocities of some
stations are beyond 0.02m/year (see Fig.2), and
so large vertical movements of such kinds of
stations are not related to the Earth expansion
but tectonic activities such as earthquakes, volcanoes, etc. Hence, such kinds of stations are
not included in our calculations.
After removing the stations locating in the
orogen zones and the stations whose vertical
velocities are larger than 0.02m/yr, there are
625 stations left (see Fig.1 and Fig.2), and they
are taken into account in estimating the expansion rate. Our calculations show that the Earth
is expanding at present at an expanding rate
0.24 ± 0.04 mm/yr. Details are referred to Shen
et al. (2011).
In the second line, we further improve the
study of Shen et al. (2008) who provided a
preliminary result showing that the Earth is

expanding at a rate about 0.3mm/yr based on
temporal gravimetric observations.
The parameters related to the temporal
gravity field used in this study are listed in
Table 1, where the second-degree harmonic
coeﬃcients C 20 , C 21 , S 21 , C 22 , S 22 , (expressed in Earth-fixed system) are provided
by EGM 2008. The secular variation rate
of C 20 is provide by IERS 2010 (Petit and
Luzum,2010). To derive the secular variation
of C 21 and S 21 , the secular variation rate of
the mean polar data and equation (6.5) of
IERS2010 (Petit and Luzum,2010) are used
(ftp:
//tai.bipm.org/iers/conv2010/chapter7/
annual.pole). The secular variation rates of C 22
and S 22 could be calculated by the iteration
approach given by Marchenko and Abrikosov
(2001; see equations (84)-(90) therein).
In the Earth’s principal inertia axis system
(e.g., Munk and MacDonald 1960), the principal inertia moments (PIMs) of the Earth, A,
B and C , are linked to the second-degree harmonic coeﬃcients (A20 , A22 , etc., expressed in
the principal inertia axis system), which are de-
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Fig. 2. Distribution of vertical velocity and distance from plate boundaries.

termined by the second-degree harmonic coefficients C 20 , C 21 , S 21 , C 22 , S 22 .
Set I = (A + B + C)/3 as a simple average
of the principal inertia moments of the Earth,
our calculations show that the variation rate of
the simple average of the principal inertia moments has the value ∆I/I∆t = 5.24 · 10−11 /yr.
Then, if roughly estimating the expansion rate
by assuming that the Earth is a uniform sphere
with the average radius a = 6371 km, average
density ρ ≈ 5.54g/cm3 at initial time, we obtain that the Earth’s radius increases at a rate
0.17 ± 0.01 mm/yr.
More realistically, if the Earth is taken
as a spherically stratified model, e.g., the
Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM,
Diziewonski and Anderson 1981) is used, then
the expansion rate is a little larger, and with
diﬀerent assumptions the results are diﬀerent
(Shen et al. 2011). However, our investigations
suggest that the Earth’s expansion rates range
from 0.17 ± 0.01 mm/yr to 0.21 ± 0.02 mm/yr.
These conclusions coincide not only with our
results based on the space-geodetic data, but
also with the results provided by many previous studies (e.g., Carey, 1976; Chen, 2000;
Scalera, 2003; Shen et al. 2008; Shen and
Zhang 2008).
Nowadays, some scientists support and
some are against the conclusion that the Earth
is expanding. Nevertheless, huge amount of
geodetic data (deformation, gravity, etc.) justify a renewed eﬀort to claim for observables
that can support a varying Earth radius. This
study uses space-technique-observed secular
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deformations and secular gravity field variations (second harmonic coeﬃcients), showing
that the Earth is expanding at the rates 0.24 ±
0.04 mm/yr and 0.18±0.01 mm/yr respectively
(see Table 1).
As a question, one serious concern is stated
as follows. How it is possible, if the Earth’s radius increases, to evaluate the GPS (or VLBI
or other techniques) baseline variations using
for the past years the same radius of today?
An answer might be that the GPS and VLBI
are geometric Cartesian methods in which a
pure square Cartesian reference frame is used
without use of the Earth’s radius. However, being the Earth like a rotating platform, the position in the space is determined by electromagnetic signals’ speed and time, then the determined distances are related to the Earth’s radius. Solution of this problem is open.
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Table 1. Relevant parameters (Marchenko and Abrikosov, 2001; Groten, 2004) used in the calculations in
this paper. The second-degree harmonic coeﬃcients of potential are from the gravity field model EGM2008.
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Extended Abstract

Continuous felsic (minerals containing SiAl plus Large Ions Light Elements, LILEs) addition by magmatic activity during the continental crust building implies efficient migration of light elements from deep-seated levels to the surface on billion years scale. This
process is the counterface of subducted LILEs
which requires appearance of specific minerals
able to increase the slab density, but preserving LILEs and volatiles (Cl, F, S, OH, CO2 ).
If this process has been experimentally reproduced, minor attention has been paid to stabilisation of volatile-bearing minerals and expansion caused by LILEs-rich minerals presence
in the deep mantle. This process is likely to
occur during adiabatic decompression of fluids
rising from the core/mantle active interface.
Scientists are used to model Earth dynamic
starting from crustal (or lithosphere) processes
and not from the core, because classic geology
base on surface observation. However, core
is more important of the crust having much
bigger mass and being able to produces electromagnetic and gravitational fields which extends to a large distance from the Earth. Due
to its density ait is able to store in the same
volume a much bigger amount of LILEs with
respect mantle and crust.
If passage from high-symmetry to lowsymmetry minerals was largely accepted to ex-

plain iso-chemical phase transition at the major seismic discontinuity, instead the rate of
chemical changes and related stable global volume expansion remains unevaluated. Change
in chemical composition necessary to accommodate LILEs occurs by bound relaxation and
relative volume increase is of 10-20% in average. If regarded as dynamic this process
may become a first order phenomenon effective in the involved Earth volume on a geological time scale similar to that of convection cells. Many variants can be considered but
mafic minerals are the only thought suitable
in the lower mantle. Majorite and perovskite
are more important al lower mantle conditions,
forsterite/orthopyroxene and phlogopite play a
major role in the upper mantle.
Less studied minerals can add a lot of
possibilities. Carbonates are an example and
they are important as a source of volatile C
compounds which in turns mobilises LILEs
and even High Field Strength Elements (i.e.
HFSE). A substantial percentage of LILE have
to be emitted by a degassing core. 1020 kg
of solid C is stored in the deep Earth, while
the flux of C-O-H could help to evaluate the
amount of core LILE-HFSE addition to the
mantle and rate of expansion implied.
Alkali carbonates are a powerful agent of
mantle metasomatism. This process occurs at
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deep levels and it is not well geologically accounted at the surface but implies a large volume expansion of the upper mantle. The same
components are also found in ultra P diamonds
instead they are very rarely issued by volcanoes. Only a specific concourse of geological
causes which together imply geologically instant mantle decompression, concentration of
volatiles in a melt phase and explosive detachment from the source can lead to eruption or
emplacement into the crust.
Among deep mantle melts, kimberlites
contain the largest amount of both juvenile
H2 O and CO2 as hoxydrylated and carbonated
mineral phases enriched in LILE and HFSE.
At low pressure LILE bearing minerals (such
as alkaline carbonates) are highly instable and
can release enormous amount of alkali in the
lower continental and oceanic crust producing a suitable reservoir for alkali-felsic melts.
Alkalies tend to be dispersed in late stage aqueous fluid and hydrosphere and more light elements are dispersed in the external space (e.g.
light noble gases and H), but a huge amount
is still retained into alkaline igneous rocks and
sediments derived by their alteration and recycled by crustal/epigenetic processes for billion
years.
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Extended Abstract

Gigantism among plants and animals
seems to be nothing but an exquisitely perfect
adaptation to ruling environmental conditions
which are fully exploited in favour of proliferation and reproduction of the own species.
The general trend to gigantism in the evolution of living matter is known as Cope’s
rule and can be statistically documented
(Kingsolver, Pfennig, 2004). But it needs specific ecological conditions to create groups of
giant animals or plants that overwhelmingly
dominate their biotic environment. It should be
emphasized however, that it never happened in
the evolution of life that phylogenetically inferior forms evolved to gigantism after higher
ranked taxa in the evolutionary tree had already
passed through it within the same habitat. This
aspect may be regarded as normal from the bioevolutionary point of view, but it is mostly ignored that it only can happen as a response to
geo-evolutionary changes. It is out of question
that ferns or reptiles, for example, could again
become dominant sometime in the future because the external conditions, that once permitted their domination, have irreversibly gone.
Peaks in the development of arboreal
vegetation. The growth-habit named ”tree” oc-

curred in the course of a better adaptation
to environment, permitting a higher competitiveness in the struggle for limited resources
(for instance sunlight) and a better conversion
of the resources for the purpose of a longer
life-time and a higher reproductive efficiency.
These aspects are satisfactorily explained by
the so-called WBE-model (West et al., 1997).
The evolution that took place within the
arboreal vegetation of the Earth is wellknown. The fist peak occurred during the
Carboniferous, when pteridophytes dominated
the field. They are sometimes called giant
herbs because they only exceptionally developed ligneous structures. In spite of this,
Lepidodendron and Sigillaria could grow 40
metres high, and posses stem diametres of up
to two metres.
The first conifer trees occurred during the Upper Carboniferous. They dominated the landscape during almost the entire
Mesophytic. But after that flowering trees began to take their place by the Upper Cretaceous
and ruled during the Cenophytic and until the
present the arboreal vegetation. But it is not
only the reproductive strategy that changed
during plant evolution. It is also the fact that
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the wood density increased. We know nothing about the stem density of Carboniferous
pteridophytes but it is logical to suppose that
in the absence of lignine it was much lower
that that of soft conifer wood which ranges
between 0.35 and 0.55g/cm3 . And except for
some soft-lumber species, flowering trees have
wood densities significant higher than conifers,
of 0.60-0.75g/cm3 (”hard lumber”). This is because xylem rays, which are essential for the
tree stability, make up almost 20% of the wood
mass of flowering trees, compared to only 8%
in conifer wood.
According to Kerp (1996), the extinction of
till then ruling pteridophytes at the end of the
Carboniferous and during the Permian could
have occurred as a consequence of an abrupt
change of sedimentation rate and climate dynamics during this time, which both accelerated. A possible cause for these phenomena
could be the growth of the planet, which initiated at about the same time the development
of the first oceanic basins. If we assume that
this means growing mass and not only inflation, then it is obvious that ”g” must have increased, which could fairly explain why giant
pteridophytes progressively stayed on ”wobbly
legs” and had to be replaced by conifers, which
developed tougher wood strucures. Likewise
exponential Earth growth starting at about the
end of the Mesophytic initiated the decline of
conifers and the advent of the flowering trees
era.
Gigantism of the dinosaurs. It is wellknown that the biggest dinosaurs on Earth
were the herbivorous sauropods. Most of them
weighted 15-50 tons. However some species,
like Argentinosaurus, are believed to have
weighted between 80 and 100 tons, that is the
tenfold weight of an adult elephant, the biggest
terrestrial animal living today. If one considers the clumsiness of elephants, the question
of how huge dinosaurs could really move is
unavoidable. It is not surprising that it was
precisely a propulsion engineer who preoccupied himself with the riddle during the forties
of the last century. We refer to Ludwig Kort,
the inventor of the Kort nozzle, wo noted in a
self-published paper, that is now almost forgotten: ”If a unbiased observer looks at the enor-

mous skeletons of the dinosaurs, he cannot stop
thinking that in our days that sort of animal
could hardly stay upright and move...it may
well be argued that such an animal could be
viable only under a substantially lower gravitational force.” (Kort, 1949). A really heretical
idea, even today! But it should be remembered
that it came from a man who was a master of
propulsion mechanics. It took another 50 years
that Klaus Ebel, a propulsion engineer again,
leaning on his studies on the dorsal process of
the backbones of dinosaurs, concluded that it
unmistakeably proves that these animals were
rather amphibians than land animals (Ebel, in
Ebel et al., 1998). Newer studies are in support
of this idea by proving that Jurassic as well as
Cretaceus Saurischia and Ornithischia swam in
offshore waters. We assume therefore, that herbivorous sauropods spent a great part of their
life in the large shallow water areas that bordered the continents before the oceanic basins
”absorbed” the waters and desiccated the offshore regions. The sauropods might have nourished, at least periodically, by grazing seagrass
and algal meadows. The view that the voluminous sauropods spent their lives both on land
and in adjoining shallow waters, like true amphibians, depending to a great degree on the
buoyancy force of sea water is also sustained
by the fact that two of the most ”prolific” geological formations for dinosaur remains are the
Jurassic Morrison Formation in North America
and the Tendaguru Formation in Africa. Both
were deposited in a mudflat environment.
We now know that extinction of the dinosaurs lasted very long. In fact, for the
largest of them extinction began already in the
Jurassic. Therefore, we do not think that the
asteroid impact hypothesis can further be sustained. On the contrary, we assume that gradual disappearance of shallow seas provoked by
a hypothesized growing expansion rate as well
as the growth of ”g” might have been the cause
for the extinction of the dinosaurs. The weakest link in the chain may have been the herbivores with their great masses. Not only did they
loose their nutrition base, but also the portance
of the water, circumstances that let them progressively die away. It is obvious that this also
involved the extinction of their predators.
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Giants in the air. The biggest insects of
all times were the dragonflys Meganeura from
the Carboniferous, with a wingspan of almost
70 cm, and Meganeuropsis from the Lower
Permian, which even overbids this spread by 2
cm. For comparison, today the biggest insects
are butterflies and they have wingspans of only
30-32 cm. Likewise, the biggest pterosaurs
from the Upper Cretaceous, Quetzalcoatlus
and Hatzegopteryx, are considered to have
had wingspans of 12 metres, enormous as
compared to the 3.0-3.25 metres of today’s
Wandering Albatross (Diomedea exulans).
In spite of the rather well-known anatomy
of pterosaurs, until now any attempts to reproduce their flight have failed (Frey et al., 2007).
The question about how giant dragonflys
and pterosaurs could fly, knowing that under present conditions this would be impossible, was debated already in a paper that appeared exactly 100 years ago (Harl & Harl,
1911). Harl & Harl considered that the capacity to fly of giant dragonflys during the
Carboniferus and of the petrosaurs during the
Upper Cretaceous required either a lower gravity or a denser atmosphere during those periods compared with today. In a time when the
contraction hypothesis advanced to its climax
by the publication of Suesss monumental work
”Das Antlitz der Erde” (1883-1909), Harl &
Harl reasoned that contraction could well explain an increase of the gravity force during
time, but they assumed that it could have produced a reduction of the Earth radius by at
most 100 km, which they considered too small
to account for the gravity contrast they needed.
Therefore they dismissed the idea of a lower
gravity, favouring the hypothesis of a denser atmosphere as a prerequisite to fly. In a modified
form, this hypothesis lasts until today, when it
is considered that an assumed oxyigen concentration of 35% in the atmosphere during the
Carboniferous (Berner, 1999) could be a fairly
well expalantion at least for the flight capacities of the dargonflys (Dudley, 1998). But is
this truly the right explanation?
Some simple reflections. The hypothesis
of a constant radius Earth has a great problem
in explaining plausibly all sea level changes in
the evolution of the Earth. Theoretically dur-
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ing ice ages, i.e. during periods of accentuated
temperature lows, because of fixation of water
in the form of ice caps on continents, the sea
level drops to a minimum. This explanation is
valid for the last ice age and to a certain degree
for the Permo-Carboniferous ice age. But what
about the temperature low at the OrdovicianSilurian boundary? Contrary to expectations, it
corresponds to a high of the sea level. On the
other hand, a low sea level at the beginning of
the Triassic is not at all indicating an ice age
during this time. Quite contrary: it was en extremely warm period.
And another flaw of current science: the
Carboniferous rainforrest and the deposition of
coal have been taken as evidence of a high oxygen concentration of the atmosphere. Leaning
on thier rock abundance model, Berner et al.
(2003) calculated an oxygen concentration as
high as 35% during much of the Carboniferous.
A much less pronounced high in the Upper
Cretaceous-Paleogene would characterize in
their view the time of Paleogene coal formation. However, not only the Carboniferous and
the Paleogene were important coal-forming periods, but also the Lower Jurassic. It was not
as important as the Carboniferous, but it came
to about 1/3 of the Carboniferous coal production. Nonetheless, in the presented diagram,
the Lower Jurassic is a time of extremely low
oxygen content. How could this be? Evidently,
a possible cause of error might be the assumption of a constant radius Earth.
In accepting the Growing Earth model and
the increase of ”g”, one has the opportunity to
find plausible explanations not only for the decline of giant plants and animals, but also for
the variation of the mass of water with time and
resultant changes of sea level.
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Extended Abstract

The idea that the volume of the Earth has
expanded over the course of time, came up at
about the turn of the 20th century. As early as
1909, Roberto Mantovani, Italian, wrote about
Earth expansion. Later, Alfred Wegener wrote
on the ”Continental Drift”, but only after his
death, in 1933, did Ott Christoph Hilgenbergs
booklet ”About the growing globe” appear in
Berlin as the first description of Earth expansion. Hilgenberg’s lost Model-globes were reproduced therein, but under the guidance of
Giancarlo Scalera, they were reconstructed in
the INGV in 2001.
Hilgenberg saw in the little earth, which
was completely covered by the crust of the prehistorical continent Pangea, the fulfilment of
Alfred Wegener’s ideas. In his ”shelf-globe”,
which had a diameter of two-thirds of the
Earth’s actual diameter, he saw an almost certain indication therefore that in earlier times
the Earth had had a smaller diameter than that
of today. Critics, though, refused the theory because of serious irregularities. There have been
attempts to improve Hilgenberg’s globe, especially by Ludwig Brößke, but in spite of these
efforts, no convincing solutions were found relating to the area of the Pacific Ocean and so
the idea of earth expansion was replaced by the
emerging plate tectonics theory.

Fig. 1. The reproduction of the Hilgenberg globes
in exibition at the TU-Berlin. Near the globes there
is the doughter of Hilgenberg, Helge. The globes
were reconstructed at INGV in Rome in 2001, and
actually are in permanent exibition at the Rocca di
Papa Observatory near Rome.

At this point, my attention became focused
on the subject matter of expanding Earth. The
idea of a granite shell fracturing because of its
internal pressure, which then causes the generation of a new basaltic ocean floor in the
surface cracks, gave me a convincing explanation as to the origin of the continents and the
oceans. Without having any information about
the researches of my predecessors, I have been
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Fig. 2. The opening of the Pacific. The UNESCO

Fig. 3. The model ’Globe in Globe’. The Earth

World Geologic Map has been used.

is expanding and therefore all oceans are growing,
starting from a closed continental crust.

building more and more significant globes of
the expanding Earth since 1976. At the same
time I carried out extension tests that I made
in different ways, so that I could compare the
process and the fracture patterns.
In order to have a spatial demonstration,
I assembled the small balls centrally within a
clear plastic sphere with a diameter reflecting
the recent diameter of the Earth, which I then
covered with cut-outs of the continents in their
actual size.
This double-globe (globe-in-globe model)
offers not only a clear comparison between the
dimensions, but also denotes the asymmetric
development of the pattern of the mid-oceanic
ridges and the stiff form of the accretion of the
expansion of the ocean’s bottom. It is also possible to estimate the position of the rotationpoles and the development of the graticule.
That is principally according to the results
found by James Maxlow in his thesis (2001)
later on, that he obtained with the aid of exact computer plotted maps. With the support of
Maxlow’s segments of terrestrial globes, which
he placed at my disposal, I then built a counterpart of my continental double globe. I pasted
the outer globe with the cut-outs of the oceans
and the little ”inner” globe, which can be seen
through the ”windows” among the continents,
with the remaining sections of the continents.

The congruence is astonishing. It confirms the
accuracy of fit calculated by Maxlow of more
than 99%.
Last year I was able to improve on two important details of my reconstruction, obtaining
convincing results. Similarly it is possible to
work on other details, so that this globe can
be considered as palpable evidence of the correctness of the Earth expansion theory, even
though its physical causes are yet to be clarified.
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Extended Abstract

Main Objective: From Visual and Intelligent evidences my theory is very much
close with complete mechanism of Planet
Formation and Some help is required to prove
it Scientifically.
This is reverse theory for Earth Formation.
Main Point is the Earth Is Expanding and
Growing. From Visual evidence of Continents
there are so many close points that continents
have been separated from each other or we can
say that can be fit in smaller globe when Earth
was young. Same when we observe the Bark of
tree we find that Bark is separated from each
other or can be fit in smaller log of that tree,
we have seen It.
Please see the Link for More Clarification:
http://yfrog.com/gyvl87j.
In Brief: Some type of meteoroids containing amino acid and organic chemistry are seeds
of planets. Out of these meteoroids some can
germinate in Asteroids. Out of these germinated asteroids some can convert in big planets
only and rest died in the process of growth. As
one tree is a result of one seed, same one planet
is a result of one meteoroid only and Earth is
covered with thick bark. You can observe tree
log of mature tree you will see mountain formation, resin eruption as volcano. All living organ produces and need same type of minerals
like Fe, Ni, Cu, Mn, Zn ...... etc and same con-

tains Earth also. This is a very much common
factor for all living things indicate that Earth is
also a living organ like a tree and same type of
birth also.
I agree with second part of Plate tectonic
theory but as per first part the biological process of Earth is due to motion of plates because
same thing happening in log of tree.
1. – Universe is like a natural forest where
different-2 Planets are growing and last shrinking and dying. As in the natural forest where
different-2 seeds of trees and plants are germinating and converting in big trees and plants,
and after completion of their age, started
shrinking and dying.
2. – As in the natural forest Tree and Plants
produces thousands of its seeds and only few
seeds can germinate and after germination few
can convert in big trees only same as old cosmic bodies produce millions of Meteoroids
and few Meteoroids can germinate in asteroid and out of these asteroids a very few
can convert in big Planets only. Although all
Meteoroids are not seed of Planets, only few
Meteoroids are seeds, produced by old cosmic
bodies and rest are debris of old cosmic bodies. One Planet is a result of one Meteoroid
only as one tree is a result of one seed only
(http://yfrog.com/m9meteoriodj).
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3. – As seeds contains Amino Acid and
Proteins. The main properties of seed same
Meteoroids (seed) contains Amino Acid and
proteins.
4. – Plate Tectonics is the main part of this
theory. But biological process of the Earth is
responsible for the motion of plates only. At
some point on the log of tree You can see black
plates in the red core of log of tree are pushing
white crust of log toward outside extraordinary, making like mountains on log of tree.
Same Plates in the Earth formed Mountains.
Please see the attached link for more clarification (http://yfrog.com/0g72697054j –
http:// yfrog.com/h7n3e6j – http://yfrog.com/
h6r9lkj).
5. – Minerals available on Earth or we can
say mineral produced by Earth are also produced by all living things. I mean Iron, Zn, CU,
Ni, etc. Are produced by all living thing by biological process. This is very much common
factor for all living things including Planets. If
Earth is a just ball of rocks only then It can
not produced different-2 minerals like all other
living things even if it can produce different2 minerals it can not deposit its mineral in
different-2 mines that actually we have. It will
become alloys when reaching in different-2
mines. These different-2 pockets of minerals
are possible only if Earth is a living thing only
(Intelligent Point).
6. – As tree has bark around it same Earth
is also covered with bark. Continents are part
of bark of Earth. When log of tree increases
in girth its bark starts cracking and separating.
Same Continents starts cracking when Earth
started growing and expanding. There are lots
of points on continents clearly indicating that
at earlier stage of Earth they have separated
from each other (http://yfrog.com/6zpicxaj).
7. – As resin erupting from log of
tree same volcano are erupting from Earth
(http://yfrog.com/5xvalcano2j – http:// yfrog.
com/gy3nl6j).
8. – Log of tree contains core and
crust as per attached link same Earth has
core and crust. As red core of tree is hard
and termite cannot eat easily same core
of Earth is so hard that we can not dig

it easily (http://yfrog.com/5ucorecrustj and
http://yfrog.com/gh08810treebark1221170loj).
9. – This is the complete mechanism
of Planet from Meteoroids to Asteroid and
Asteroid to Planet. As same from seed to small
germinated plant and from germinated plant to
big tree (http://yfrog.com/5rasteoidplantj).
10. – Summary: Planets are living thing
like Tree and Plants and taking birth from
seeds (Meteoroids) and having biological
growth. Here universe is a soil where there
Meteoroids are germinating and converting in
Planets.
11. – Mountain Formation : Mountains are
forming on Tree like on Earth (http://yfrog.
com/h5pmzbj)
12. – Crude Oil (Mixture of Organic Compound linked with living organism) has been
formed due to Metabolism of the Earth as same
organic oil formed in the bark of tree.
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Extended Abstract

The paper presents empirical evidence
about the increase in size and mass of the Earth
throughout its geological history.
The rate of increase of radius, calculated by
counting the increments of the crustal area of
the oceans is about 2 cm/year. The parameters
of the Earth (mass, radius, length) are increasing at an exponential rate. The planet is evolving towards becoming a star. During its evolution Earth has experienced an increased tectonic activity, a rising of its inside and outside
temperature, an increasing degassing and atmospheric density, and an increase of its force
of gravity. Oceans and the bulk of water appeared in relatively recent times. Since the
Earth is an ordinary planet of a solar (stellar)
system, the observed process of evolution is
common to all celestial bodies.
The cause for these evolution is the nature
of gravity, which is a flow of energy that carries matter from the surrounding space into the
interior of the celestial bodies. The existence
of the flow of matter and energy is supported
by the increase of the size of the Earths globe,
by the experience of Shchegolev (1990) and by
four consequences of the law of universal gravitation. The increase in mass of the globe can
be deduced directly from the law of universal
gravitation in his natural (kinetic) treatment.

Geophysical advances in Earth sciences.
It is accumulation of extensive natural empirical data on the globe and nature in general,
able to reproduce Earth’s history, relying solely
on observation and experimentation. The enormous amount of physical information and data
of Earth Sciences allows to turn the current hypothetical ideas about the origins and development of the Earth in the category of empirical
generalizations, all based on irrefutable facts.
However, the empirical generalization of such
a complex problem cannot belong to one person, but it is the result of the large community of scientists who have worked studying the
structure and origin of the globe.
Early speculations about the possible
growth of the world came from the materialist
views of Rene Descartes, who believed (1950)
that ”the Gravity is not other than the fact that
terrestrial bodies are pushed toward the centre
of the Earth by a thin matter.” Under ”thin matter” Descartes intended the universal medium
(ether) that fills all space.
Developing this idea, Descartes explained
that the constant pushing of bodies toward
the Earth centre can be observed only in
the case of existence of an energy flow of
thin matter. Later, the idea of a material flow
toward the centre of the Earth was thor-
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oughly proposed by the Polish-Russian engineer Ivan Osipovich Yarkovsky (1888, 1989,
1912; Beekman, 2005), who considered the
ether and earth matter as substances of the
same nature. Naturally, the flow of matter
from outer space into the depths of bodies
was accompanied by the Yarkovsky formation
of chemical elements and the growth of the
celestial bodies. A more detailed view about
Descartes and Yarkovsky can be found in the
book by Bembel et al. (2010).
To derive the law of gravity, you can use a
modern demonstration of the fact that the gravitational field has a kinetic energy. The existence of the kinetic energy of the gravitational
field is shown in the experiment with a rocket
floating near the Earth surface. The rocket does
not makes work, and the kinetic energy of the
particles of fuel balances the kinetic energy of
the gravitational field. In the case of equality
of the two kinds of kinetic energy, with a constantly working engine, a possible fixed position of the missiles can be obtained. The energy density at each point of the field can be
designated with the quantity

After multiplying both sides of (3) on the
test mass m in the body, obtained by the elementary force F, acting on a mass m from the
field of gravity

Ed = δc2

∆M = 4πR2 δ∆t.

(1)

where δ is the mass density of the field, and
c is the speed of light. Along with this, each
point of the gravity field is characterized by the
gravitational acceleration g. Because these two
features belong to the same point, then between
them must be a relationship
δc2 ∼ g.

(2)

To give the status of equality to (2), in the
right-hand side of this expression the proportionality factor β must be introduced:
δc = βg.
2

(3)

The dimension of the coeﬃcient β follows from the expression (3). It is expressed
in g/cm2 . With these dimension, the meaning
of the β is a specific surface density of mass.
The coeﬃcient β can also be understood as the
energy density of the field of gravity per unit
of gravitational acceleration.

F = mg =

mδc2
.
β

(4)

To continue the deduction of the law
of universal gravitation, here it is used the
Yarkovsky’s concept that to any body, including the body A of mass M, rectified directs the
energy flow of matter, which has the rate c and
the energy density δc2 . In this case, refers to
the kinetic energy density of gravity. Since the
gravitational field there exists continuously in
the space surrounding the body of A, then the
flow of energy to the body must come from
all directions continuously. These conditions
make it easy to calculate the mass of the absorbed flux ∆M during a time ∆t. Absorbed
mass ∆M is the mass of the stream which
passes to the body but for the time ∆t over a
spherical surface 4πR2 , located at a distance R
from the centre of mass of body A
(5)

In this case, the average specific rate of the
accretion (absorption) of mass M will be
æ=

∆M
.
M∆t

(6)

The joint solution of equations (5) and (6)
gives an expression for the field mass δ in the
flow at distance R from the centre of the body
A:
δ=

æM
.
4πR2 c

(7)

After substituting the values of δ in (7) in
expression (4), we obtain
F=

æc mM
·
.
4πβ R2

(8)

It is easy to guess that the expression
(8) represents Newton’s law of gravitation in
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which the first fraction on the right hand side
is the gravitational constant f ,
f =

æc
.
4πβ

(9)

Within the Newtonian formulation of the
problem the quantities æand are constant. This
follows from the fact that , c, f – are common
constants, and the value of and g in (3) vary
in the same manner for the body A (inversely
proportional to R2 ). Due to that the β = const in
expression (3). If, however, β, c, and f are constant, then from (9) follows uniquely æ= const.
The unusual character ”æ” has a meaning: the
tie of Latin letters ”a” and ”e” is an acronym of
the English words ”absorption of the ether” or
”ether’s absorption”, which means the absorption of the ether. The Newton’s law of gravity
(its kinetic interpretation) directly implies the
increase of the mass of the attracting body A.
In the expression (6), the increment values can
be replaced with the diﬀerentials. As result, it
is obtained
dM = æMdt.

(10)

Separation of variables and subsequent integration gives
ln M = æt + p.

(11)

The constant p can determined from the
boundary conditions. At t = 0, p = ln Mo .
Substituting the value of p in formula (11), we
find
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these diﬀerent ways cannot be explained in this
short paper. To have diﬀerent ways in getting
the law of gravity constitutes a reliable criterion of truth in favour of the kinetic concepts
of gravity, while the theory of the potential,
not taking into account the period of time, can
not explain in what, and why is spent the enormous energy needed to missiles to motionless
sway, not producing any work. In the theory
of relativity, an inequality of the inertial reference systems can be found (Blinov, 2010),
which leads to additional energy in the process
of mental experiments (transitions from a reference frame to another). Since energy cannot
exist without matter, the appearance of energy
in the mental experiments oversteps on the absurd – the appearance of matter from nothing.
Equation (13) describes the increase in
mass of a gravitating body in the course of
time and applies not only to Earth, but also to
all other celestial bodies. Since the ether is the
only substance of the universe, and is a component of the matter woven into its structure,
it is relatively easily transformed into ordinary
substance. Transformation of the flow of matter into a (in the ordinary state) contributes to
the fact that the substance itself is a dynamical
structure of quasi-closed motions of matter.
Since the motion of the matter occurs in
microscopic quantities, and in modern physics
there is no acceptable definition of matter, it
became necessary to clarify the concept of
matter, objectify it, and providing the most
comprehensive definition.

ln M = æt + ln Mo , or ln(M/Mo ) = æt. (12)
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Extended Abstract

The essence of the paradigm.
The essence of the alternative paradigm
of Bugaev (2010) rests on empirical geologic
data and theoretical concepts of quantum reality (QR). The planets and stars form a single logical evolutionary series (star-planetary
system - SPS), starting with a vacuum embryo arising from the main QR environment.
In this embryo, or otherwise generating center, the transformation occurs of traveling QR
waves – i.e. field – in the standing QR waves –
i.e. substance.
The embryo evolves from a comet to
small planets, terrestrial planets, giant planets, which then pass into the category of main
sequence stars in the ”spectrum-luminosity”
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. This concept is
already old more than 100 years (Yarkovsky,
1889), and it is well supported by extensive
empirical material. The latter significant work
– among more than a thousand of publications
on this topic – is the monograph of Blinov
”Growing Earth: from planets to stars” (Blinov,
2003).
In the planetary phase it is created the entire spectrum of chemical elements by their
transmutation up to the transuranic ones (on
stars begins to predominate their destruction).
For the full range of geological elements –

minerals, rocks, formations, paragenesy – a
transmutation picture emerges of the evolution of matter on our planet, with a series
of complete transformation from simple starting elemental materials towards final products with more complex mineral composition
(Kolyasnikov, 1988, p. 26).
From the dual structure of the vortex system and from the existing empirical data of geology, we can assume the following scheme for
the substrate of the Earth:
1) the Earth center is generated – a vacuum
node-antinode, forming a poli-vortex;
2) two ”nucleoli” (one for each mono-vortex)
– neutron-proton plasma;
3) the inner core around the ”nucleoli” – H,
with an admixture of He, Li, BeH;
4) a layer ”R” – H-He;
5) an outer core – He is mixed with LiH, BeH,
BH;
6) the D-layer of the mantle – hydrides of Li,
Be, B, Na, Mg, Al;
7) the S-layer – the lower layer of the mantle
– a mixture of hydrides of Be, B, Na and
metal saturated with hydrogen, - Mg, Al, Si,
K, Ca, Ti, Fe;
8) the B-layer – a transition-layer of the mantle
– predominance of Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Fe in the
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Fig. 1. Model of the structure of the poli-vortexes system.
form of silicates with an admixture of oxides and metal carbides, carbon in the form
of graphite, diamond, methane, simple hydrocarbon, platinoids;
9) upper mantle (the A-layer) and the crust –
silicates and oxides doped with radioactive
and transuranic elements in particular, providing local heating, oil, water.
Development of the transmutation of matter
in the planets is accompanied by an acceleration of tectonic processes, increasing their intensity and volume, increasing eruptive (explosive) processes. Because the Mankind (and individual) is part of the ”Earth” as one of its
elements, the acceleration of its development
leads to accelerated development of mankind,
as we observe intensively in the last century.
The new theory in more details.
1) It is ecessary to distinguish in the evolution
of stars, the protoplanetary normal class, the
planetary and stellar phase.

2) The Planets are self-organizing systems
(like biological organisms), borning from
”generating points” located on the QR vacuum, growing – as planetary version of life
– through the transmutation of elements and
vacuum energy quanta, and then transforming into their opposites – the stars. Chemical
elements are created on planets and destroyed in the stars.
3) The parameters of the planets, of planetary systems, and of the processes taking
place in them, are growing exponentially in
time (type A = Ae−kt ), and the evolution
of the Earth and its elements are pulsating
and nonuniformly-accelerated (with a hyperbolic exponential acceleration at the end
of the cycle). Alternate contractions and extensions occur overimposed to the overall
expansion (the Elliott wave pattern). Each
tectono-magmatic period were born and
was dominated by certain elements, rock
formations, etc. according to the scheme injection – main stage – attenuation.
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4) The chemical composition of the planets is
distributed on a periodic law from the lightest and most stable particles and atoms in
the core (neutron-proton plasma, H2 , He,
Li) towards the most heavy and unstable
(radioactive) elements near the surface of
the Earth’s crust.
Fig. 2. Model of the ”impulse-response” finslerian
5) Overall development of geological systems
comes from the ”originating system” to the
”observable one” (secondary), subject to the
laws of periodicity, speed, symmetry, and so
on.

structure of the vortex system (so called after the
early 20 th century mathematician Paul Finsler (11
April 1894, Heilbronn, Germany – 29 April 1970,
Zurich, Switzerland)

6) Geospheres built up layer by layer in the
process of differentiation and transmutation. The mechanism of building-volcanoes,
recycling-sedimentogenesis. From bottom
to top and from past to present. The emphasis in the geological history shifts from
a leading role of nuclear-physical reactions (cold fusion) and physicochemical
processes, towards chemical and biological processess, and finally, towards sociotechnical (anthropogenic) ones.

changes from the sphenoid (tetrahedral, in
the first period of birth) to the modern globe.
Rotation, as the force of gravity, increases
so far. The vortexes of the atmosphere, hydrosphere (before that vortexes in the mantle) are responsible for origin of the boards
and spiral formation of the continents.

7) Because the stars are removed from the
galactic center, then from the birth of a stellar system to the state of here and now, the
galactic year should be lengthened. This is
accompained by a change of all the fundamental parameters.
8) Since the evolution leads to a shift of symmetry in the direction of asymmetry, the geographic and tectonic polar asymmetry of
the planets is an indicator of their structural
complexity. The same applies to the emergence of the granite layer as a manifestation of self-motion of the hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere.
9) The figure of the Earth, as well as any
planet, is caused by at least four forces
– anti-gravity (force of growth, the effect
of the primordial impulse), gravity (force
of response), the thermodynamic and electromagnetic (resulting from the interaction between impulse and response) - and

10) The basis of every matter development
form (MDF) should be elementary cells.
The elementary cells in the MDF at least
three. In each micro-objects at least three
MDF exist.
11) Thus, the development of the star-planetary
system (SPS) is hierarchically quantized explosively, periodic, exponentially accelerated, differentiated, undergoing the program
rooted in its basic structure.
12) The modern ecological crisis of the planet
is due to its entry into the next stage of
expansion and transition to a state such as
Jupiter, which is now a mini-star, because it
emits more than absorbs from the Sun.
The Physics and Geometry of QR.
Recall that there are many models of the
physical vacuum. And usually the vacuum
in physics is considered unstructured. But a
”model of vacuum with its own geometry of
quasicrystal-type does not contradict the existing physics, but allows by calculation to obtain
the ratio of electron and proton masses.
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Quasicrystals are not only particular geometric symmetries, they are real materials.
They were discovered in 1984 on a materialspecific metal alloys. They have icosahedral
symmetry and therefore have the symmetry
axis of order 5. Classic crystals can not have
symmetry axes of order 5.
A valuable model for the vacuum properties of quasicrystalline systems alllows the
presence of supersymmetry, i.e. a projection
point geometrically behave as fermions, while
the other as bosons (Golubev, 1996, p. 86-87).
How is the quasi-crystalline structure of the
quantum vacuum? The twin-flow process of interaction of an ”impulse” with a ”response”
flow will be called finslerian, after the mathematician Finsler. What is the finslerian geometric structure? It is shown in Fig. 2.
A variety of initial starting parameters create a variety of Möbius bands. It is obtained
an increasing rotating systems and a set of
standing waves around the primordial centers
and a set of traveling waves between them.
Standing waves are interpreted as particles
(from quarks) – i.e. substance – and traveling
waves as a field – the field interactions.
Standing wave number 5 and number 6
around the centers rotate in the opposite sense,
left and right (+ or -), creating a poli-vortexes
system (Fig. 1). Thus, there are three kinds of
realities: Quantum (QR), holographic (HG) is
the same field, and real (R).
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Extended Abstract

S. Carey, J. Maxlow, J. Koziar, and other
geologists have claimed that geologic evidence
clearly indicates that the Earth’s radius has
grown exponentially – due to internal matter
increase – since the beginning of its history.
Maxlow determined the increase in radius for
the first 75% of the Earth’s history was barely
measurable at a rate in the submicron to micron range per year. About 200 million years
ago the growth rate became more pronounced
as it entered the increasingly upward portion of
its exponential climb gradually growing to its
present value of about 22 millimetres per year.
He ascertained that the Earth’s initial radius
was approximately 27% of its current value
which translates into a 50-fold increase in volume (Maxlow, 2005). A number of possible
causes of expansion have been proposed and
subsequently rejected (Carey, 1996).
Expansion Tectonics – as Maxlow refers
to it – posits some mechanism to account for
matter increase within the Earth. Based on the
electric nature of our universe, it is suggested
herein that matter gain within the Earth is fed
by electrons and protons transferred by conduction to the Earth’s interior where new atoms
are formed. It is argued that such a process is
plausible and has support based on empirical
studies appearing in existing scientific literature (Eichler, 2011).

The electric universe. Our universe is an
electric one where over 99% of the matter is
in the form of plasma. Plasma currents move
under the influence of electric and magnetic
fields. Furthermore, our Earth is very active
from both an electric and a magnetic standpoint. There is a large amount of electrical activity below, on, and above the surface of our
planet. The ionosphere is a plasma current due
to the Earth’s magnetic field. From an electric
point of view, there exists a voltage potential
ranging from 200,000 to 400,000 volts or more
between the ionosphere and the surface of the
Earth wherein the atmosphere acts as an insulator, making it difficult for electric current to
travel to and from the Earth’s surface to the
ionosphere except under special conditions. In
effect, we live between the plates of a huge capacitor where one plate is the ionosphere and
the other the surface of the Earth.
A global electric circuit is known to exist and has been extensively studied. Ours is
a world where electrons and ionized particles abound whether from plasmas formed by
the electric discharge in a bolt of lightning or
plasmas present in the ionosphere due to particle bombardment from the Sun. A further
source of highly energized electrons and protons trapped by the Earth are the Van Allen
radiation belts which provide an even larger
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cross-sectional area for entrapment of incoming particles. What is suggested is that there is
no lack of incoming matter to feed the expansion of the Earth.
New matter, in the form of atoms, requires
both electrons and protons; either alone is not
enough. When we talk about matter increase
within the Earth, we must have both types of
particles present. It is important to realize that
new matter is not realized through the ”condensation” of energy as E = mc2 might seem
to imply. Conduction of both electrons and protons must be considered.
Proton conduction. There is a large
amount of both theoretical and experimental evidence for proton conduction. Many researchers in this area have been motivated by
the desire to find substances which can effectively separate charged particles in materials
having practical applications. What has been
made clear from this research is that the mechanism of proton conduction is much different
than that of electron conduction. Whereas electron current flow is generally based on freely
mobile electrons as found in metals, protons
don’t move in a similar manner. Protons migrate in a molecule-to-molecule fashion when
acted upon by a magnetic force field. Protons
are the same order of magnitude in size as
electrons, and hence individual protons conduct better than any other heavier positively
charged ions. It must be remembered that the
smallest atom is roughly 10,000 to 100,000
times larger than either an electron or a proton. Individual protons are extremely active
and tend to bind easily to atoms with outerorbit electrons which may be shared.
There are two primary modes of proton
conduction discussed in the literature. The first
mode is where the proton forms a bond with
an existing atom. For example, the oxygen in
a water molecule (H2 O) may temporarily gain
an extra proton (H3 O). Since the molecule is
capable of rotation, the extra proton (whose
bond is relatively weak) can create a bond
with a nearby water molecule and then break
loose from its existing bond with the first water
molecule. In this manner, the proton is passed
from molecule to molecule, which essentially
provides a method for proton conduction.

The second mode of conduction is where a
larger molecule exists which contains a number of tightly bound atoms. Of particular interest here is that materials exhibiting the structure of perovskite (a mineral with the same
type of crystal structure as calcium titanium
oxide, CaTiO3 ) have oxygen atoms which create an interactive electric-potential field where
a proton finds a resting spot between atoms in
a molecule. In essence, a virtual path is created
that is analogous to a virtual proton-carrying
wire, so that protons can travel from molecule
to molecule. Proton conduction is empirically
based.
Studies have been conducted with regard
to proton conduction in mantle materials. The
lower mantle, which constitutes the bulk of the
material of the Earth, is believed to be composed primarily of perovskite which, as mentioned, has been found to be a conductor of
protons. Hence there exists a probable pathway
for likely conduction of protons deep within
the Earth under the influence of the Earth’s
magnetic field, thus providing a viable method
of proton transport.
Nucleosynthesis and transmutation
within the Earth. Protons, being of like
charge, normally repel each other with a
vengeance. The problem with nuclear fusion
is trying to keep a group of charged particles
together for sufficient enough time for fusion
to occur, thus liberating energy.
Protons in close proximity encounter what
is known as the Coulomb barrier. As the protons get closer together, the force of repulsion
between them becomes exponentially greater
making it different for nuclear fusion to occur
except at extreme temperatures.
Nucleosynthesis is the formation of atoms
more complex than the hydrogen atom. It is
generally believed that nucleosynthesis of the
heavier elements only occurs in interiors of
stars where extremely high temperatures and
pressures are thought to occur, leading to the
conclusion that most of the heavier elements
found in the universe have been created in this
manner. To assume that the Earth is gaining
matter and that this may be due to nucleosynthesis within the Earth seems to fly in the face
of conventional wisdom. However, if the ge-
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ological evidence strongly suggests that the
Earth’s radius is getting larger with time due
to matter gain, as Expansion Tectonics advocates maintain, nucleosynthesis must be at play
to account for this additional matter. The solid
nature of the crust of the Earth is relatively impervious to the infusion of most matter, with
the exception being electrons and the nuclei of
the lightest elements, most likely hydrogen or
an isotope of hydrogen.
Transmutation is the changing of one element into another by radioactive decay, nuclear bombardment or similar processes. New
matter introduced into the Earth would require transmutation as well as nucleosynthesis.
According to conventional physics, both processes normally occur when high energy levels of the interacting particles are present. The
question here is whether or not these processes
could happen should high-energy particles not
be present. Over the last two decades, work
has been going on in an area of research under
the subject of ”cold fusion”. The research into
this subject is complex, with many unanswered
questions remaining.
In 1989, M. Fleischmann and S. Pons announced that they had achieved nuclear fusion
in their laboratory. They claimed that this was
done by electrolysis, using a palladium cathode with heavy water (deuterium oxide), with
the result being that the energy output, based
on measured heat, was greater than the energy input. They hypothesized that two atoms
of deuterium (a stable isotope of hydrogen)
fuse, creating a helium atom and liberating
heat in the process. Absent in their experiment were the exotic by-products normally expected when high-energy fusion occurs under
thermonuclear conditions with temperatures in
the millions of degrees. Below are summarized
the important points relevant to the discussion
here.
• – Cold fusion has been experimentally verified in a number of laboratories around
the world, including in the USA. Scientists
working with cold fusion generally agree
that there is no question about its existence.
Excess energy is released through the fusion
process, as predicted by nuclear physics,
and has been measured.
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• – Various theoretical analysis models have
been proposed to explain cold fusion.
Although fusion of deuterium to create helium (and other atomic nuclei) ends with
the same final result as hot fusion, the process by which this occurs is much different,
primarily in the absence of high-energy byproducts including radiation. Clearly, a new
physical process seems to be at work that
begs more theoretical attention.
• – It has been reported in many instances
that once the electrolysis current was turned
off, the heat generation process continued
for extended durations, i.e., hours and/or
days afterwards. Presumably this is due to
the palladium becoming saturated with deuterium, allowing continuation of the fusion
effect independently of additional power input (Beaudette, 2002).
• – Several researchers have reported that
atomic transmutation occurred in cathodes made of various materials (Beaudette,
2002).
• – Over two decades ago, it was proposed that
nucleosynthesis has perhaps been occurring
in condensed matter within planets, moons,
etc. This research, with regards to Earth, involved looking for fusion by-products, primarily isotopes of hydrogen and helium.
The principal radioactive isotope of hydrogen looked for is tritium, which has a halflife of only 12.32 years. Because of this
short half-life, tritium in nature doesn’t remain present for long and hence is quite
rare. With helium, there are two stable isotopes (3 He, 4 He) which allow for a ratio of
one to another to be calculated. The ratio
of naturally occurring isotopes of helium is
much different than the ratio produced in fusion reactions allowing detection of these
reactions. Gas analysis searches were conducted in two primary areas.
The first area included so-called ”hot spot”
volcanoes, like Kilauea in Hawaii and Alcedo
in the Galápagos, which produce magma from
plumes which supposedly rise hundreds of
kilometres from the core-mantle boundary.
These deeper volcanoes have yielded tritium
presence and helium ratios (3 He/4 He) much
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higher, by factors of tens to hundreds indicating the by-products of fusion.
The second area is that of deep volcanic
crater lakes. Towards the bottom of such lakes,
the water does not mix with the upper-layer
water so gases trapped in the bottom layers
typically remain unaffected for thousands of
years. Research has shown that the presence
of tritium (with its short half-life) and high helium ratios strongly indicates that the source of
these isotopes is from mantle degassing rather
than from the Earth’s surface. This unusually
abnormal finding has led the researchers to the
tentative conclusion that it fits with the hypothesis of what would be expected if fusion were
occurring deep within the Earth.
Conclusions. If the Earth has undergone
expansion, where did the increase in matter
come from? Any mechanism should have a
foundation in the area of experimental physics
rather than in purely theoretical physics abstractions. This paper proposes and examines
what is considered a plausible answer to this
question based upon physical processes that
have been experimentally observed. What is
required is:
(1)– a source for new matter,
(2)– a means whereby this matter can penetrate
into the Earth’s interior, and
(3)– a mechanism by which heavier elements
may be formed.
In a plasma universe, the Earth is under constant bombardment with all the necessary components to reconstitute matter from
its constituent parts deep within the Earth. The
Earth, having a magnetic field strong enough to
interact with impinging particles, gathers more
than sufficient fundamental particles, namely
electrons and protons, to account for an increase in matter internally over hundreds of
millions of years. The exact process, like the
interior of the Earth itself, involves speculation
as to its dynamics. It is argued that the avenue
of approach proposed here is plausible and deserves further research. If new matter has been
added to the interior of the Earth, there must be
an answer to the riddle of the dynamics of the
process.

While the Earth is an impenetrable solid,
there are mechanisms having an empirical basis whereby this may occur on a subatomic
level. At this time we can only speculate as
to what is going on within the interior of the
Earth. Perhaps the time has come to stop ignoring the growing geological and other evidence against Plate Tectonics and in favor of
Expansion Tectonics and begin to consider that
we may have an element-synthesizing factory
right beneath the ground on which we walk.
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Extended Abstract

Biotic methane (CH4 ) and light hydrocarbons (HC, e.g., ethane, propane) produced either by microbial or thermogenic (and probably catalytic) degradation of organic matter
in sedimentary rocks, are widespread on Earth
and form the commercial natural gas reservoirs
driving the global economy. Abiotic (or abiogenic) gaseous hydrocarbons, generated inorganically, i.e. independently of organic matter, are produced in much lower amounts on
a global scale, and are not found in economically exploitable reservoirs, apart from small
and rare (and doubtful) exceptions.
In some geologic environments biotic and
abiotic gases are mixed, and notwithstanding
the modern molecular and isotopic analytical
and interpretative tools, in some cases it is not
easy (or even impossible) to distinguish them.
Then, some confusion still exists in the terminology used in non-specialised literature to
describe the several types of abiotic gas, and
this may induce misquotations and misleading
concerning its distribution and importance on
Earth.
Abiotic HC are produced both in hightemperature (volcanic or hydrothermal) systems and in low-temperature (< 200◦ C) con-

ditions, typically related to serpentinization
of ultra-mafic rocks. A modern classification
(e.g., Potter and Konnerup-Madsen, 2003) distinguishes:
(1) HC from magma degassing and
(2) HC from inorganic synthesis (sometimes
referred to as post-magmatic HC).
Magma degassing includes:
(1a) primordial gas (primeval CH4 from meteorites) and
(1b) late-magmatic high-T reactions and mineral phase transition (including respeciation of C-O-H fluids, i.e., re-equilibration of
13
C-enriched carbon from magmatic-mantle
sources).
Inorganic syntheses include:
(2a) Fischer-Tropsch Type reactions in a wide
range of temperatures, e.g.:
CO2 + 4H2 = CH4 + 2H2 O,
and
(2b) other C reduction reactions, e.g., metamorphism of carbonate-graphite-bearing
rocks,
2H2 O + 2C = CH4 + CO2 ,
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or other reactions like
CO2 + 8FeO + 2H2 O = CH4 + 4Fe2O3 .
Inorganic syntheses generally provide
higher amounts of HC (102-104 ppmv) with
respect to magma degassing (few units of
ppmv or ppbv); therefore mantle degassing
probably is not the main global source of
abiotic HC that we can find in the crust or in
the gas seeping to the Earth surface.
A specific erroneous concept is that volcanoes always emit only abiotic and mantle
methane. Actually only craters and some kinds
of fumaroles directly connected to magma
chambers have only magmatic CH4 (1a-b);
volcanic flanks and related gas manifestations
frequently release mainly HC from inorganic
synthesis (2), and also biotic HC originated
from thermal breakdown of organic matter
trapped in the sedimentary rocks which were
involved in the volcanic plumbing system (e.g.,
Etiope et al, 2007). Accordingly, only part of
the global volcanic CH4 emission (3-7 Mt/y;
Etiope et al, 2008) should be attributed to a
mantle source.
Then, most of the abiotic HC production
and release is independent of volcanism. In
recent years there has been growing consensus on the importance of serpentinization of
ultra-mafic rocks, either on land or seafloor,
and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (serpentinization produces H2 which reacts with CO2 or CO
producing HC).
Actually, the largest emissions of abiotic
methane on the Earth’s surface have been
found to be related to low-T (< 100◦ C) synthesis environments in ophiolitic rocks, such
as in the submarine Atlantic Lost City and, on
land, in the Philippines, Oman, New Zealand,
and Turkey (e.g., Hosgormez et al., 2008).
Recent studies on the biggest abiotic gas
seep in the world, Chimaera in Turkey (Schoell
and Etiope, 2010) suggest that just 5000 m2
wide ophiolitic outcrop annually releases at
least 150 tons of abiotic CH4 ; this flux is higher
than that from large (km-scale) magmatic volcanoes (e.g., CH4 emissions from Mt. Etna and
from most Icelandic volcanoes are lower than
100 t/yr). Global HC emission from low-T abiotic gas is still unknown, but it is very likely

a small fraction of the global biotic HC emission (∼53 Mt CH4 /y; Etiope et al. 2008; 2-4
Mt C2 H6 /y and 1-2.4 Mt C3 H8 /y, Etiope and
Ciccioli, 2009).
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Extended Abstract

Sea Levels have been receding for ages;
how long we will never know. All we seem
to know is what we are told by scientists and
the media i.e. those sea levels are rising and
will continue to rise due to the melting icecaps
brought on by Global Warming.
This forecasted sea level rise, when and if
it does occurs, will be negated by the seas recession. Sea levels will not rise because they
are constantly receding. They will continue to
recede and fall just as they have been doing
throughout history and prehistory. This is a
bold statement to make in the light of popular
and generally accepted views to the contrary.
In presenting any opposite hypothesis as I
am attempting to do it is incumbent on me to,
first, establish proof that sea levels are receding. Once I have established that beyond all
reasonable doubt we than have to ask why are
sea levels receding? There could be only one
logical answer to that question and that is that
our Planet Earth is expanding or growing if you
will.
In my presentation I will illuminate the receding seas Phenomenon as it is an important part of the proof of Planetary Expansion.
I would venture to say that is perhaps the most
important element of proof that our Planet
Earth is Expanding.
Receding Seas is a worldwide phenomenon
and although the phenomena I will describe are

evident globally, I will, first of all, use examples of regions in and around Italy as these are
the likeliest areas of familiarity, for proximity,
with this assembly. The bonus being that the
examples I choose to illustrate my point, can
be easily be verified.
Rome, legend relates, was founded by
Romulus and Remus. In those long-gone
times, the adjacent coast-line was a malarial
swamp. A similar swampy, inhospitable, terrain typified virtually all the Italian coastline
fronting on the Mediterranean as well as the
Adriatic. The early city was established on
seven hills. The elevated location was doubtless selected as the best available site for maximizing the settlement’s security and prosperity. The beginnings of Rome: By T Cornell.
Between 300 B.C. and 200 A.D. approximately a spell of 500 years, Ostia, a settlement located at the estuary of the Tiber was
”Portus Romanus”, the most important Roman
port. ”Ancient Ostia” By Guido Calza.
All the grain and valuable commodities
gathered from the far-flung corners of the
Empire brought to Rome were routed through
Ostia. Barges, pulled by oxen, transported the
goods along the Tiber to Rome. In Rome large
warehouses were built on the Tiber to store
and distribute the goods. Fifty years ago, during highway construction in Rome, these warehouses were unearthed.
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Ostia, despite regular dredging to ensure
unimpeded navigation for shipping, in time
lost its battle against the receding sea, and became impassable to shipping. Its significance
in Rome’s expanding supply system declined.
Today, Ostia lies 3 miles inland, upstream,
from the Tiber’s estuary. In 103, Emperor
Trajan built an alternate harbor, a ”Portus”,
four miles from Ostia. Today, 2,000 years later
the coastline is 3 miles removed from Ostia and
Portus. The Tiber’s estuary is also now 3 miles
away. In the present day, Rome’s Fiumicino
Airport covers a portion of the site where
Portus once stood.
Two thousand years ago, the construction
of immense vats was necessary in Ostia for
sea water storage, a process in salt production,
a prominent part of the coastal’s town commercial output. The Salt Pans, as they were
called were built at sea level. When the tide
rose the sea water flowed into the vats. Sluices
were then closed to enclose the captured water. Today, these containers can still be seen
but they are now 20 feet above sea level and,
like Ostia, three miles inland. On the Adriatic,
the city of Ravenna was established on aforementioned swamps. The houses of those early
settlers were stilted above the swamps adjacent
to the sea. Today Ravenna lies 6 miles inland
from the sea.
Recanati, another town founded around
this time on the Adriatic marshes, enjoys a certain distinction as the birthplace of the beloved
tenor, Beniamino Gigli, who died in 1957. As
a student in London, I recall his remark at a
farewell concert prior to his retirement, that he
was a proud son of this town. Though once a
bustling port, it is now 6 miles inland.
These examples are representative of this
region, a relatively small portion of the Earth’s
surface. They are preliminary to what I will
show is in fact a world-wide phenomenon.
Others similar Earth movements around the
world will be described to show what I suggest
is evidence of the Earth’s expansion.
My research reveals that the further we
probe backwards into historical times and locations the more elevated sea levels are found
to be. e.g. Mesopotamia is aptly referred to
as being the cradle of civilization. It is logi-

cal, therefore, that we focus our research on
that area. That ancient setting should provide
us with conclusive evidence of higher sea levels if we are able to extract the information
we need from historical accounts. So let us
see what I have found from these examples
in Mesopotamia. Nineveh was the capital city
of the ancient Assyrian Empire. At the time
of the height of this empire, Nivea was a seaport. Today, the city is 400 feet above sea-level
and at a distance of 600 miles from the Persian
Gulf.
Babylon as well, in antiquity, benefitted
from marine access. Babylon today, is located
at a remove of 400miles from the sea at an
elevation 150 feet above sea-level. Ur of the
Chaldees is the birthplace of Abraham the
Patriarch of the Jewish People. When Abraham
lived there it was a bustling seaport on the
Persian Gulf. Today Ur is 250 Miles from the
Gulf and 120 feet above sea level.
The city of Baghdad in ancient times had
a harbor on the Persian Gulf. Today Baghdad
is 350 miles from the sea and 135 feet
above sea level. I have deliberately diverted
to Mesopotamia in my presentation from the
Italian examples I started out with, in order to
show sea levels back then in contrast to sea levels now existing in the Mediterranean, and the
connected seas.
In Egypt, the city of Ramses figures significantly in Jewish History and the Exodus story.
The location of this city was lost from historical records. For several years, Archaeologists
sought the city. Historians knew that Ramses
once lay on the Mediterranean as it was
recorded that it had a harbor. Scholars therefore
concentrated their search on the Mediterranean
coast.
Finally, in 1888, the city was unearthed
when a farmer’s plough struck a stone. The
stone bore hieroglyphs which upon being
translated revealed the site to be the location of
Ramses. The farmer’s field was 6 miles inland.
The same historical information was
known about the city of Pithom: it had a harbor.
Having found Ramses it was relatively easy to
find Pithom but Pithom had no harbor. It was
discovered close to the city of Ismailia which
is in the middle of the Suez Canal. Pharaoh
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had built a canal from a tributary of the Nile
to Pithom which gained him access to the Red
sea. Pithom was stated historically to be near to
the point where the Israelites crossed the Red
Sea. The depression of the ancient canal from
the Nile can still be seen and it ends at Pithom
indicating clearly that the Red Sea was there.
Today however the Red Sea has receded 50
miles from Pithom. I.e. 50 miles from where
the Israelites crossed.
When Saint Paul travelled in the
Mediterranean spreading the gospel he
stopped on occasion in Ephesus. At that
time Ephesus had a harbor. Today the city of
Ephesus is six miles inland. The ancient city
of Troy on the Aegean Sea had a harbor. It was
vast enough to accommodate all 1,000 Greek
ships in the invasion to capture Helen. Today
the city of Troy is six miles inland. Heinrich
Schliemann.
So I have here shown examples around the
Mediterranean, The Adriatic and the Aegean
Seas. And I have shown that Nineveh was once
at sea level. We, therefore, have to ask ourselves: How has all this happened? Why is it
that all these named locations are inland today?
What explains this sea level recession? What
forces dictates these changes in sea level?
To answer these queries it is important that
I bring another popular misconception to your
attention. All the cities I have mentioned previously Ostia, Ephesus, Troy, Ravenna, Recanati,
Nineveh, Babylon, Ur, Baghdad, Pithom and
Ramses were established on the estuaries of
Rivers for obvious reasons. A ready supply of
fresh water and access to the sea. The popular explanation for the seas recession along all
these estuaries is that the rivers silted up. I have
to point out that this explanation does not hold
up when you examine elevational disparities
over the thousands of years since then. For example if the Tigris silted up at Nineveh when
Nineveh was on the foreshore of the Gulf. The
400 foot disparity in elevation, today, cannot
be justified by siltation. This siltation explanation: a popular misconception clouds the receding seas issue because it distracts. No notice
is taken of the actual drop in sea level elevation.
The drop in level is incongruous with siltation;
there is some other insidious reason.
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Before I close: it is interesting to add that
to this day Port Authorities from New York to
Hong Kong spend colossal sums dredging their
harbours in order to keep them open. They still
don’t know that they are fighting the same insidious element Cladius and Trajan fought at
Ostia 2000 year’s ago. Receding Seas.
My Hypothesis is that Earthquakes and
Volcanic action are a manifestation of the
Earth Expansion Process. Our Earth is expanding/growing if you will. Earthquakes and
Volcanoes are manifestations of the expansion
process and Receding Seas are the proof that
expansion, is and has, been taking place.
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Extended Abstract

Rotation of Earth around itself causes a
centrifugal force on things, which is on the opposite direction of gravity and causes to decrease of weigh of them. This force is stronger
in equator, so weight of a thing in there is a little lightens then the weight of the same thing in
other point of the Earth. The escape from center force causes that while a thing has 1000gr
weight in the pole, it will be 996gr in the equator. In other words, we see about 4gr decrease
per kilogram. That’s, one person with 70 kg in
the pole, will be 69.7 kg in the equator. The
latitude of the pole is 90◦ and 0◦ for the equator. If we transfer a thing with 1 kg from latitude of 45◦ to the equator difference of weigh
for per kg will be less than 4 gr. Therefore we
see that the change of gravity on the Earth isn’t
so much and causes in significant difference in
thing’s weight.
In 1671 an astronomer group set off from
Paris (45◦ north) to Cayenne Island (5◦ north)
for a commission. Jean Richer, the head of this
group, had a precise pendulum clock with him
in this trip. He noticed that clock was postponed 21.1 minutes per 24 hours. Richer didn’t
know why. But about 15 years later, Isaac
Newton said that the reason is the difference
of gravity in the mentioned zone. After that,
pendulum became a precise facility for measuring difference of gravity in various points
of the Earth. Because in near places together,

spring-balance couldn’t show insignificant difference of gravity but pendulum cloud easily.
It seemed that pendulum can make visual differences like a magnifying glass.
How a pendulum can do such a work?
When we weigh a thing with a spring-balance,
and compare the difference of weight with
other zones, we only have done this once and
register therefore, the difference will be little and insignificant. It pendulum moves only
once, the difference of time, will be shown
much little. i.e. difference of time for moving of pendulum once in equator and pole is
significant and showed the same little difference of the spring-balance. But, when pendulum moves twice (go and return) it will delay little each time and because of gather together of these, we will see the difference twice
larger. i.e. pendulum has magnified it twice,
so we can see it easier. If pendulum moves
three times, the difference will be threefold.
Because of delay of pendulum each time (go
and return), in there times (go and return) it
will delay three times and these differences
will collect on each other and it’s shown threefold finally. So it’s possible to compare the difference of gravity in various zones with each
other. Because the of pendulum’s move (go and
return) to being the magnification more, and
can register and study much little difference
of gravity in neighbor zones simply. Imagine
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Fig. 1. The Method to reveal ancient gravity. 1) Drawing g and h on a graph and extend it (h = Weight
or height of the biggest alive that class (Mammals, Reptiles, Birds or Amphibians) in this latitude. g = the
gravity in this latitude). 2) Inputting size weight or height (weight or height) of a biggest species live near
the poles, on the graph. 3) Inputting size weight or height (weight or height) of a biggest species live near
the equator, on the graph. 4) Inputting size (weight or height) of a certain fossil on the graph. 5) Specify the
gravity for that fossil from the graph (Gravity on that time and Location). Attention: A) Animals must be
compared with their same class. B) The specified fossil must be the biggest species of the same class when
they were alive.

if pendulum go and return once per second,
has many times it’ll go and return in 24 hours
and it’s possible to obtain the magnification.
This great magnification was that noticed Jean
Richer in 1671 to the difference of gravity in
Paris and Cayenne Island. While if he wanted
to do this test even with the most precise balance of that time, he couldn’t get a conclusion
and couldn’t show any difference of gravity between Cayenne Island and Paris.
There is a set similar to a pendulum in animal’s body which show’s the little difference of
gravity with a great magnification. This set, is
the same blood circulation system with motive
factor of heart. Blood is moving like pendulum
alternately. Each round of circulation of blood
is similar to onetime go and return of a pendulum. Blood, keeps aloof from the surface of
Earth alternately like a pendulum and comes

nearer to it again and repeats this duty hundreds of time each day and night. So, the little
difference of gravity will have a lot of effect in
work of this set as well as it had in work of a
pendulum. If blood circulatory only once during the life of an animal, the little difference
of gravity couldn’t impress on it and acted as a
spring-balance. But because blood goes up and
down from the surface of Earth in thousands
of time, so like a pendulum, the effect of little difference of gravity in this set will collect
thousand of time and will be a great amount.
If animal be larger and have more blood,
this additional load will be more than this
too. Therefore we see that, with a much little change in gravity it be imposed a lot of
additional force to the animal’s heart. This is
why tall and big animals such as giraffe and
elephant can only live in equatorial points of
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Earth, because of less gravity in there (little
amount) than other places and their heart can
send blood to farther distances from the surface of Earth. So in practice we see that much
little increase of gravity has noteworthy effect
in animal bulk.
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Extended Abstract

Has the distance grown between center and
surface of the Earth? In the following contribution will be shown, that Earth very likely
expands with the universe. This contradicts
with a postulate of the standard cosmology.
Accordingly expansion only happens in very
large areas. Earth is a ”very small” area. Earth
could not expand. Earth would be too small.
Why is there still a cosmological expansion
of Earth? The above named postulate has shortcomings a) theoretical and b) observed:
a) There the cosmological expansion is
equated with the radial velocity, which is not
true.
b) E.g. Earth is subject to rotational delay.
The rate of delay is nearly equal the rate of
cosmological expansion of the universe (about
2.8 · 10−18 s−1 ). Both values match in 18 orders
of magnitude (orders of ten)!
Further measurements and calculations
match the rate of cosmological expansion.
These values include e.g.: Growth of the polar earth radius (Ruder et. al., 1990), expansion of the moon orbit (Dickey et al., 1994),
dilatory-behaviour of the Pioneer probes 10
and 11 (Anderson et al., 2001), expansion-rates
of Early-type-galaxies (Müller & Kokus, 2010;
see Fig. 1).
All these phenomena are inconsistent with
the postulate of standard cosmology. Because

the rates are nearly identical, this leads to the
assumption that all these phenomena have the
same cause. This cause can only be the cosmological expansion.
The rotation delay of Earth can therefore be
caused only marginally by tidal friction. The
size of Earth expansion is set. It amounts to
about 0.06 cm/a (per Earth’s radius). This is
distance-proportional with the Hubble constant
(72 km/s (per mega-parsec)). The rotational
delay matches the expansion of 0.06 cm/a. This
demands the moment of inertia (pirouettes effect).
The criticism on the expansion of Earth
loses its foundation concerning cosmological
expansion. Subduction and drift rates of the
continents are not relevant. The density of
Earth evolves according to the density of the
universe and is cosmologically explained. The
cause of the expansion is not explained by
Geophysics. The expansion of Earth does not
start in Mesozoic. All the examples are measured values, which are generally accepted, but
are interpreted here in a somewhat different
way.
In addition to the readings, there are theoretical values of similar size. Denis et.al.
(2006) assume a growth of Earth’s inner core.
The growth rate is calculated to be > 2.8 ·
10−18 s−1 . Runcorn (1962) calculates this rate
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Fig. 1.

Assembly of relevant distance-proportional expansion-speeds. Diagram take over from
http://www.zeitexpansion.de/.

as 3.0 · 10−18 s−1 . Schmutzer (2000) found a
growth of the Earth, which corresponds to a
rate of 3.6 · 10−18 s−1 .
Other authors assume that an acceleration happens in the planetary system, which
matches the rate of cosmological expansion.
One dissociates itself from the lower limit of
standard cosmology. That does the author. He
assumes, however, that this limit is below that
of gravity dominated systems (Müller, 2010).
The shape of Earth results from the dominance of gravitation. However asteroids ≤ 200
km and objects on Earth are dominated by
electromagnetic forces. They cannot expand.
Continents belong to those objects. The Earth

belongs to the other hand, the expanding bodies. The Calculations don’t allow other conclusions.
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Extended Abstract

When analyzing the spherical geometry of
the ocean-floor spreading magnetic anomaly
patterns, the writer determined that the Earth
had expanded from a diameter 80% of modern
value at the time of Pangaea, immediately before its early Jurassic break-up around 200 Ma,
up to its modern size.
The expansion was determined as the near
linear rate of an exponential expansion of the
Earth from around 700 Ma, assuming that the
Earth had a late pre-Cambrian complete sialic
shell. In order to show the growth of the oceanfloor during the last 200Ma, a graticule was
required to be erected in space which related
the growth of the oceanic crust and the associated displacement of the continents. The
origin of the graticule was fixed at the current 0◦ meridian and contracted in size backward in time. The reconstructions of stages of
displacement in the passive-margined oceans
(Arctic, North and South Atlantic and Indian)
were based on where the continental plates
were at the selected stages in time, in accordance with the ocean-floor growth, terminating
in their present co-ordinates. The Atlas (Owen,
1983) used this methodology in testing the
spreading patterns and continental displacement against a conventional constant moderndimensions Earth model and the expansion

model indicated by the geometry of the oceanic
crustal growth.
Such an approach was valid, but it became
clear at an early stage, that this graticule failed
to indicate the dynamics of continental displacement, albeit that the expansion indicated
by the geometry of the ocean-floor spreading
patterns is correct. The dynamics of the Earth
were speculated upon by the writer (Owen,
1992, 1995) who concluded that the inner core
was in a super-dense plasma state, similar to
that speculated upon by Halm (1935); that the
outer core was in a fluid but atomic state,
with the conventional view of a hot Mantle
producing the oceanic crust and upon which
rode the continents. It defies logic that the inner core could be in a low-temperature nickeliron-sulphur state. The Earth’s magnetic field
is more likely to be the result of differential
movements of these various ”shells” relative to
the inner core. The writer still considers this
reading to be likely, however, his concept of
a ”fixed” graticule in space is less than helpful in determining the dynamics or continental
displacement.
If one looks from the north geographic pole
along the axis of rotation of the Earth and
one assumes that this has been more or less
constant throughout the last 200 Ma, a num-
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ber of observations can be made. The atmospheric shell, today at least, rotates counterclockwise faster than the crust below, albeit
modified by the coriolis effect. The displacement of the continental crust can also be regarded similarly as a counterclockwise easterly movement of Eurasia and Africa away
from the Americas. In other words Eurasia and
Africa are dragged relatively eastward, leaving the Americas behind with the formation of
the passive-margined oceans (tensional). In the
Pacific this is complicated by continued oceanfloor spreading in this region and the requirement of marginal subduction, but it should be
borne in mind that the Andes in particular have
only formed in the later Tertiary. This contradicts the conventional view of a westward
drift of the Americas away from Europe and
Africa (e.g. Bostrom, 1971, 2000; Riguzzi et
al., 2010). However, the view of Riguzzi et al.
(2010) that the Asthenosphere is the decoupling layer which permits the displacement has
merit.
But what of the future? The writer concluded (Owen, 1983) that the Earth could
have possessed a complete sialic shell in the
Proterozoic at around 700 Ma. If so, the diameter of the Earth would have been approximately 60% of its modern size and the
history of continental displacement would be
from this complete crust to the configuration
of the Permian Pangaea. Sadly, there are no
ocean-floor spreading patterns to determine
this history of this break-up. Moreover, much
of the Palaeozoic crust is buried beneath later
sediments. But there are clues in the major
Palaeozoic orogenic belts which indicate major differential crustal displacements during
the Caledonian and Variscan (Armorican) orogens together with their new World and Asiatic
equivalents. There are geological and palaeontological matches which give a clue also to the
former positions of portions of the Palaeozoic
continental crust – for Pre-Carboniferous these
bear little relationship to the assembly seen in
Pangaea. Australia as a craton can be shown
to have migrated from a position between the
North American cratonic region and part of
China in the Devonian relatively southward to
its position in Pangaea in the Permian. Indeed,

it appears that the principal oceanic crustal
development was in the ”Pacific region” during the Palaeozoic forcing the major displacement of continental crust along the various orogens. This is heresy of course when considered against the current constant modern dimensions Earth ideas about what happened in
the Palaeozoic. To a certain extent it is heretical also to the ”fast expansion” reconstructions
which are currently more in vogue. But heresy
can lead to new advances as did the work of
Sam Warren Carey.
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Evidence of Earth expansion during the
Mesozoic and Cenozoic is provided by the
spherical geometrical analysis of ocean-floor
spreading patterns in the passive-margined
oceans generated during the last 180 Ma and
which exist. Even in the Pacific, where the
ocean crustal boundaries are sites of crustal
subduction, expansion can be demonstrated.
However, no oceanic crust of Palaeozoic age
is known, other than that caught up in orogenic
mobile belts. The reconstruction of the early
Mesozoic Pangaea according to the spreading data indicate the presence of a substantial Eo-Pacific crustal region (Owen 1983) assumed to be of oceanic type and generated
during the Palaeozoic, none of which is now
preserved. Thus continental displacement and
variations in the size of the Earth prior to
the early Mesozoic cannot be determined on
oceanic crustal generation.
However, it is possible to close the EoPacific crustal region and to produce a complete sialic shell of the Earth in a series of kinematic reconstructions. This requires the individual continental plates seen today to be broken up into their constituent Palaeozoic cratons and displaced relative to each other along
the sutures of known major Palaeozoic mobile
belts. If it assumed that the expansion of the
Earth is exponential through time, the Earth

would have, theoretically, a diameter of 50%
of modern value in the late Proterozoic. This is
not the case, as the area of the Palaeozoic terrains indicate a diameter of 56% for this complete sialic shell; a further indication of the uncertainties accompanying such non-spreading
reconstructions. Still further is the problem of
burial of these Palaeozoic and Pre-Cambrian
terrains beneath thick Mesozoic to modern sediments. Nonetheless, there are geomagnetic,
geological and palaeontological evidence to
support the reconstructions.
Four sketch reconstructions are presented
here for future discussion and evaluation stemming backward in time from the 80% of
modern diameter configuration of Pangaea
at 180-200 Ma given by Owen (1983):
73.4% (275 Ma, Lower Permian), 66.9% (375
Ma Middle-Upper Devonian), 60% (500 Ma
Lower Ordovician) and 56% (650 Ma Late
Proterozoic). The principal feature is the southward migration of the Australian craton from
a relatively northern position between the
Angaran and North American cratons, accompanied by major dextral rotations of individual Gondwanan cratons relative to those of
Laurasia. These motions are marked by the
Palaeozoic mobile belts, particularly those of
late Lower Palaeozoic (Older Appalachian,
Caledonides and equivalent orogenies) and
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the Late Palaeozoic (Newer Appalachian,
Armoricain-Hercynian and equivalents). These
displacements are not simple and involve the
formation and fusion of micro-cratons.
This brief analysis shows that such an expansion of the Earth and continental displacement during the Palaeozoic is possible, but it
does not provide definitive evidence of it. One
of the immediate objections to this notion is the
current steady-state view of the Earth’s interior with its solid low-temperature and pressure
state nickel-iron and sulphur core. This reading
is disputed by Owen (1995).
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Extended Abstract

The circum-Tyrrhenian area is the site
of extensive Plio-Quaternary volcanism.
Magmatic compositions are extremely
variable, from ultrabasic to acid, from oversaturated to strongly undersaturated in silica, and
have tholeiitic, calcalkaline, shoshonitic and
Na- and K potassic alkaline and ultra-alkaline
petrogenetic affinities (Fig. 1).
Based on age, location and major trace element and radiogenic isotope compositions,
volcanism in the Tyrrhenian Sea area can be divided into several distinct magmatic provinces
(Fig. 2):
– The Tuscany Province (14-0.2 Ma) includes both intrusive and extrusive rocks.
Calcalkaline to ultrapotassic alkaline mafic and
intermediate rocks of mantle origin coexist
with crustal anatectic magmas, and hybrids between crust- and mantle-derived melts.
– The Roman, Umbria, Ernici-Roccamonfina and Campania provinces (0.8 Ma to
present) are formed by mantle-derived potassic
to ultrapotassic magmas, ranging from mafic
trachybasalts and leucite tephrites to felsic trachytes and phonolites. Abundances of large ion
lithophile elements (LILE: Rb, Cs, Ba, Th, U,
Pb, LREE) are very high, and increase from
potassic to ultrapotassic rocks.

Fig. 1. Schematic distribution, composition and
ages of Plio-Quaternary magmatism centres in Italy.
Location of the Cretaceous to Miocene magmatic
rocks of Capo Passero, Pietre Nere, and Sardinia is
also reported. Open symbols refer to outcrops below
the sea level. Modified after Peccerillo (2003, 2005).

– The Vulture province is represented by a
single volcano whose rocks show enrichments
in both Na and K.
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Fig. 2. Magmatic provinces in Italy. Inset: distribution of volcanism with orogenic (i.e. high LILE/HFSE
ratios) and anorogenic (i.e. low LILE/HFSE ratios) compositions. Arrows indicates migration of orogenic
magmatism from Oligocene to present. From Peccerillo (2003, 2005), modified.
– The Aeolian arc (0.4 Ma to present, for
the exposed rocks) mainly consists of calcalkaline and shoshonitic mafic to silicic rocks. The
eastern sector of the arc, especially Stromboli,
shows strong compositional affinities with the
Campania volcanoes.
– The Sicily Province contains young to active centers occurring in eastern Sicily (notably
Etna) and the Sicily Channel. Compositions
range from tholeiitic to Na-alkaline. Trace element compositions are characterised by high

abundances of high field-strength elements
(HFSE: Ta, Nb, Hf, Zr, Ti), relative to rocks
from the Aeolian arc and the Italian peninsula.
– Sardinia hosts abundant Plio-Quaternary
tholeiitic to Na-alkaline volcanics, which developed after an earlier Oligo-Miocene calcalkaline stage of volcanic activity.
- The Tyrrhenian Sea basin contains many
volcanic centres, exhibiting a wide range of
compositions, from MORB-type, to calcalkaline, Na- and K-alkaline.
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Fig. 3. Multi-element patterns normalised against primordial mantle compositions for representative
Italian Plio-Quaternary rocks. Note the different shapes of patterns for the Aeolian arc and Italian peninsula
(A: orogenic-type) and for Sicily and Sardinia (B: intraplate-type).

Magmas occurring in the Aeolian arc and
along the Italian peninsula have high ratios of
LILE/HFSE. These are best shown by negative spikes of HFSE (especially Ta and Nb)
and positive anomalies of LILE (especially
Rb, Cs, Th, Pb) on multi-element diagrams
(Fig 3a). These geochemical characteristics are
typical of magmas associated with subduction
processes (subduction-related or ”orogenictype” geochemical signatures). Orogenic magmatism shows a decrease in age from the
Oligo-Miocene volcanism of Sardinia to the
Neapolitan area and the southern Tyrrhenian
Sea (arrows in inset of Fig. 2).
The Sicily and Sardinia provinces display low LILE/HFSE ratios. These characteristics are typical of intraplate (anorogenic)
rocks, and are best highlighted by bell-shaped
mantle-normalised element diagrams (Fig. 3b).
Anorogenic and orogenic volcanics coexist on
the Tyrrhenian Sea floor.
Most of the Italian Plio-Quaternary magmatism originates within the upper mantle, and
the extreme compositional variability suggests
complex mantle compositions and evolution.
Orogenic magmas were generated in extensional areas (Tyrrhenian basin and western border of central-southern Itay) behind the sub-

duction zone of the Adriatic-Ionian plate beneath the Italian peninsula. Most volcanoes developed along transversal faults that are believed to tap asthenospheric mantle sources
(Rosenbaum et al., 2007). Anorogenic magmatism partially developed in backarc areas (e.g.
Sardinia and Tyrrhenian Sea basin), shortly
following orogenic activity, but is also present
along the northern margin of the African Plate
(i.e. Iblei, Pantelleria, Linosa). Here, an extensional tectonic regime generated rifting, a feature that is uncommon in the foreland of a converging plate system.
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Extended Abstract

Introduction. It is nearly obvious that the
creation of hydrocarbons is linked to tectonogeologic processes and particularly to orogenesis. Rifting, overthrusts, erosion, deposition
of sediments, deep gas emissions, etc. all can
contribute to the burial and to the metamorphosis of biogenic and/or abiogenic materials
into hydrocarbons. But this connection with
orogenesis should be expected to be different
in the case of different gobal tectonic theories. Indeed, isolated voices have claimed the
inadequacy of plate tectonics in linearly explain a number of phenomena involved in hydrocarbons generation (Pratsch, 1978) and geological processes (Hilgenberg, 1974; Carey,
1975; Chudinov, 2001, part 3, on ore deposits;
Scalera, 2006, 2007ab,2008).
The second major font of debates is the
biogenic or abiogenic origin of petroleum, or
eventually the possibility of a mixing of the
two generation processes. While the organic
origin hypothesis was traditionally followed in
the western world, successful predictive procedures based on abiogenic origin have been developed by geoscientists of the former Soviet
Union. Progressively more numerous there are
becoming the evidence supporting the abiogenic origin of many compounds that are found
in the oil reservoirs and elsewhere (Horita &

Berndt, 1999; Sherwood Lollar et al., 2006;
Sherwood Lollar et al., 2008; Fiebig et al.,
2004; Fiebig et al., 2007; and many others),
and today it is admitted that some oil fields are
of abiogenic nature. Then, the co-presence of
both biogenic and abiogenic signatures in various rates in most hydrocarbons fields should
be considered an important clue in defining
new models of gas and oil formation. In this
short note I will try to assess the possibility of
a recently proposed model of fold belt evolution to be in agreement – and in what limits –
with the observed phenomena.
Biogenic and abiogenic field evidence.
The biogenic theory is corroborated by many
biomarkers (e.g. oleanane linked to angiosperms) with undoubted link to the flora
that existed in that geologic epoch (Mello &
Moldowan, 2005) and to the actual deposition into sediments of air dispersed organic
volatile materials or buried plants (Brooks,
1948; Hobson & Tiratsoo, 1975; among others) and remnants of animal life. Many types
of oils are indicative of a rapid deposition
of the organic source material into subsiding
basins, and this is in accord with geologic evidence. Evidence are also clear that a number
of complex substances in the petroleum have a
thermo-labile behaviour and never experienced
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Fig. 1. The relation between the distribution of hy-

Fig. 2. The relation among the distribution of hy-

drocarbons and their age. Upper Map: Distribution
of Cenozoic oil-bearing basins. Central Map:
Distribution of Mesozoic oil-bearing basins. Lower
Map: Distribution of Palaeozoic oil-bearing basins.
Redrawn and simplified from Polichtchouk &
Yashchenko, 2006.

drocarbons and others tectonically related features.
Upper Map: Distribution of mud volcanoes, drawn
integrating maps of Dimitrov (2002), Kholodov
(2002), Milkov (2005). Middle Map: Geothermal
resources of the world, redrawn and simplified from
Summaruga & Zan (1995), in which recent rifting
and hydrothermal aquifers are shown. Lower Map:
Potential geologic methane emission regions, redrawn from Etiope & Klusman (2002). Mud volcanoes have a god fit with the Cenozoic Oil Bearing
Basin. This is clue that where mud volcanoes are
present but no oil fields are mapped the region
should be better explored (e.g. the southern tip of
India). Low energy geothermal aquifers (blu areas
in Sommaruga & Zan) can be associated to oil field,
while the high energy Recent extensional regions
(green areas in Sommaruga & Zan and red areas
in Etiope & Klusman) generally are not concomitant with oil. This evidence is in agreement to the
new proposed model because the initial extensional
phases cannot produce deep or shallow suitable condition to hydrocarbons formation.

high temperatures. The depletion of 13 C in the
oil fields and in diamondoids is considered a
further evidence because the chlorophyll cycle
favour the retention of 12 C (but different explanations are possible).
Some isotopic markers are of clear abiogenic origin, and especially the presence of
Helium witness for a deep origin of the material flux. Some enrichment and depletion in
isotopic species are also considered clues of a
deep and then abiogenic origin.
Szatmari (1989) proposed that the FischerTropsch well known industrial process of syn-
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thetic oil production is the actual chain of
chemical reaction occurring in the geological
environment. It needs that - with the catalyst
action of the iron (in magnetite and hematite) CO2 or CO is reduced by an idrogen flux generated by serpentinization of lithosphere and
subduced ophiolite.
Many findings of abiogenic methane and
HCs have been reported in association to serpentinised rocks (Szatmari et al., 2005; Sachan
et al., 2007) and other geological environments
(Horita & Berndt, 1999; Sherwood Lollar et
al., 2006; Sherwood Lollar et al., 2008; Fiebig
et al., 2004; Fiebig et al., 2007). Experimental
evidence that HCs can be naturally produced
by abiotic chemical reactions is growing (Scott
et al., 2004; Martinelli & Plescia, 2005).
The old and main critique (frequently discussed starting from the second half of 19th
century; Brooks, 1948) of the followers of inorganic origin of petroleum is that the temperatures evaluated from the geologic history of
many reservoirs was not sufficient to the process of oil distillation envisaged by the first
biogenic conceptions. Many other arguments
and factual data about abiogenic origin can
be found in Hedberg (1969), Porfir’ev (1974),
Glasby (2006), Katz et al. (2008).
Many others worked adopting the abiogenic conceptions and Szatmari (1989) proposed that the industrially adopted FischerTropsch synthesis of artificial oil could also
occur in upper lithosphere. The needed high
temperature and the too oxidizing state of upper mantle is a serious problem for the validity
of the Szatmaris idea. This criticism has been
recognised by Kenney et al. (no date) who has
proposed what is considered the modern version of the abiogenic framework (Kenney et
al., 2002). In their conceptions, the hydrocarbons are formed from abiogenic methane, but
this is possible – because of the constrains of
the law of thermodynamics – only to pressures
greater than 30 kbar (depth >100 km) and temperatures > 700◦ C. If the environment is oxidizing – as it is in the upper part of the upper
mantle, the impossibility to transform carbonates or/and the organic remains of plants (carbohydrates) into hydrocarbons and oil follows
from thermodynamics (Kenney et al., 2002).
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Fig. 3.

The connection between the proposed
model (Scalera, 2007b, 2008, 2010) and various
kind of hydrocarbons generation. The convergence
of cold and hot materials, oxidizind and reducing
environments, the presence of high nonlithostatic
overpressures, and ascending fluids and catalysts,
constitute a favourable dynamical environment in
which different types of metamorphism can be realized at shallower depth, ore deposits can form near
the surface and the synthesis of biogenic and abiogenic hydrocarbons can occur at depths not exceeding few tens of kilometres.

Possible new armonic scenario of the
hydrocarbons formation. Oil and associated
phenomena can be found preferentially along
old fold belts and margins (Fig. 1 and 2) which
building models can be very different in different global tectonics theories. The fold belt
building model proposed in preceding papers
by Scalera (2007b, 2008, 2010) can be used to
judge if the several difficulties encountered by
the different biogenic/abiogenic conceptions
can be solved (Fig.3). In Fig.3 the main characteristics of the model are shown in connection
to the abiogenic/biogenic oil production problems.
The tectonic overpressures (Mancktelow,
1995; Mancktelow & Gerya, 2008), together
with the higher temperatures available in the
model of Scalera (2007b, 2008, 2010) at shallower depth, can bear a relation with the synthesis of biogenic and abiogenic hydrocarbons. Indeed Glasby et al. (1984) argued that
most HCs fields occurs in areas of higher
than normal thermal gradient, and the above
proposed model lead just to higher gradients
that are produced by the isostatic uplift of
very deep materials (from and above the transition zone). These higher gradients together
with uplifted contents of mantle metals (cat-
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alysts) and hydrogen, can favour the occurrence of the conditions leading to the development of the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. The
underthrust carbonate slabs – formerly produced in the basin-rift phase – can interact
at proper high temperature with hydrogen and
catalityc metals. Pressure range can be very
wide both because the nonlithostatic overpressures (Mancktelow, 1995; Mancktelow &
Gerya, 2008) at the boundary between uplifting material and adjacent stable or underthrust
lithosphere and occasionally because the inevitable occurrence of strong earthquakes (to
be also considered a further supply of energy)
in some periods of the thrust-fold belts building (Fig. 3 and 4). Laboratory experiments
(Martinelli & Plescia, 2005) have recently ascertained that calcareous-marly rocks to which
friction is applied produce a strong emission of
carbon dioxide and methane of inorganic origin.
The compressional state of the gravitydriven nappes, together with the general rifting environment of the proposed model and the
aperiodic activation of deep change of phase
with extrusion of material below the fold belt,
can be a substantial facilitating factor in oil migration towards the surface and its accumulation under impermeable layers, following the
slopes of the underthrust strata. A surfaceward
uplift of deep materials needs, with an associated lithospheric fracturing provided by a rifting and/or thrust-fold belt building, to trigger,
additionally, the Fischer-Tropsch reaction.
The recurrent criticism (Glasby, 2006) of
the lack of reducing condition in the upper
part of the upper mantle to be possible the
Fischer-Tropsch reaction, is then overcome in
this model by the upwards isostatic transport
of the reducing transition zone environment
(Fig. 3). Also the criticism of Kenney that the
suitable TP conditions to produce HCs can be
found only at depth greater than 100 km is
overcome by the transport of such conditions
toward the surface (Fig. 3).
While in plate tectonics the cold slab travels in contact with the lithosphere of the continental side, oxidizing materials faced to oxidizing materials, in my framework a hightemperature reducing environment of unde-

pleted mantle rises up and come in contact with
the relatively cold oxidizing lithospheric environment. It is easy to cheek that in the interposed region of thermal gradient, and of hydraulic gradient due to non lithostatic overpressures (Mancktelow, 1995; Mancktelow &
Gerya, 2008) – all at depths not overcoming
few tens of km – a continuum of very different physicochemical conditions come in existence. A number of chemical reaction are
then favoured in this sort of tectonic oxidizingreducing pile, leading to a multiple origin of
hydrocarbons. However, no evaluation of the
abiogenic/biogenic hydrocarbons rate is yet
possible.
In addition, near to the surface – in the first
few tens of kilometres – a considerable amount
of fluids (Fyfe, 1978) and of organic biogenic
material of various provenance is present in the
underthrust sedimentary layers, which can participate in a passive way (contaminant) or active way (transmuting materials, kerogens) to
the HCs forming.
We should expect that an asymmetry in
the amount and distribution of the HCs fields
should result crossing an active margin. The
cold side of these regions (e.g. the continental
side of the Apennines, the Andes, etc.) should
be more suitable for petroleum exploration, because the squeezing of fluids caused occasionally by the aperiodic overpressures towards the
decreasing horizontal hydraulic gradient. The
horizontal flow toward the warm side should
with great probability disintegrate the heavy
HCs molecules, while they should conserve integrity going toward the cold region. It should
be a matter of on-field experiments (drillings)
to test if HCs are accumulated under the axial
zone of the thrust-fold belts.
The Italian scenario of the hydrocarbons
formation. A comparison of the Italian hydrocarbon fields with some major geophysicalgeological features of the Italian region (see in
Fig.5 the volcanic, seismic, gravimetric, magnetic features) is useful to roughly test the
model. A simple comparison of the petroleum
and gas fields (data from Pieri, 2001) with the
maximum felt intensity (VIII, XI, X and XI
MCS degrees) shows a initial good agreement
of the model and the highest seismic energy
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Fig. 4. The data of locations and productivity of hydrocarbon fields in Italy are from Pieri (2001). The
maps of the MCS degrees from VIII to XI is extracted from the Maximum Felt Intensity in Italy that was
elaborated by INGV (Boschi et alii, 1995). The front of the orogen is also shown (from Bigi et alii, 1991).
The hydrocarbons are located beside the eastern side of the highest seismic energy releases. The further
adding to this map of the zones of heat flow greater than 100 mW/m2 (redrawn from the map by Della
Vedova et alii, 1991) shows that a similar warm/cold zonation exists like the one proposed in the model
(Fig.3). Highest CO2 emissions (Chiodini et al., 2004) can be of mantle origin or can be produced by the
margin of the underthrust carbonatic platform with the help of the earthquakes. Adjacent to the eastern
side of the higher degree seismicity, and following the Adriatic plate margin (revealed by a long magnetic
anomaly), the hydrocarbons has been found in commercial quantities. They can mostly or partially came
from the chemical reactions envisaged in this paper, and then pushed toward east by hydraulic gradients
and favorable disposition of microfractures and impermeable sedimentary layers. The two flesh ribbons in
the Adriatic sea represent main seismogenic faults (Basili et al., 2009) along which new HC fields may be
found.

release. The earthquakes seems to enclose an
elongated area of tectonic working in which
hydrocarbons can be produced in the depts.
and then expelled laterally toward the cold side
of the region. The ’warm side’ can be consid-

ered the region where the volcanic rocks and
the seismicity highest-degree seismicity are located (Fig. 4 and 5). On this side HCs cannot
migrate without be disintegrated. The oil and
gas could benefit of the same mechanical ac-
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Fig. 5. In a) a comparison is shown between the higher values of the maximum felt intensity (IX, X,
XI MCS degree) (Boschi et al., 1995) and all the volcanics (black areas) that are reported in ”Structural
Kinematic Map of Italy” (Bigi et al., 1991), in ”Magnetized Intrasedimentary Bodies” (Cassano et al., 1986),
and in Lavecchia & Stoppa (1996, carbonatites). The more energetic Apenninic seismicity is confined in the
gaps of volcanics, and mainly immediately west from the orogen front. Recently discovered carbonatites
(green stars) help to better define the anticorrelation between volcanics and earthquakes. Another factor of
inhibition of seismicity is the presence of minima of the Bouguer gravimetric anomaly, which are related
to greater crustal thickness and/or to different characteristics of the crust. In b) a long alignment of large
positive magnetic anomalies is recognizable in the total intensity map (Caratori Tontini et al., 2004) from
Ancona to Calabria (similar result, although higher frequencies are shown, in the map of Chiappini et al.,
2000), which seems to delimitate the western boundary of the Adriatic lithosphere, where phenomena of
extrusion of the magnetic basement are possible (Speranza & Chiappini, 2002).

tion of the high stress indicated by the earthquakes in creating microfractures (before their
coalescence in a bigger fault; see Crampin,
1999), through which these fluids can migrate
towards oil fields or the surface. This migration can become true expulsion with local firing during a seismic event. In Fig.5b (from
Caratori Tontini et al., 2004) the magnetic
anomaly elongated from Ancona to Calabria is
nearly coincident with the oil-gas fields pattern
and is the indication of the western edge of the
Adriatic plate.

covered – the actual situation seems in accord
to the proposed model in which an important
role should have the abiogenic hydrocarbons in
particular those produced by the tectonic working at the western margin of the Adriatic plate.
Deeper investigations and analyses need in determining the the real rate (biogenic/abiogenic)
of the Italian hydrocarbons.

Albeit the pattern of the oil fields does not
reflect exactly the real oil-gas distribution – in
the sense of a possible wider and different distribution if numerous new finding will be dis-
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Extended Abstract

Ernst Mach (1838-1916) was personally
educated by his father, the idealist Johann
Mach, until he enroll to the High School
on 1853 (Dragoni et al., 1999). It could be
a plausible supposition that the father’s tuition had a strong and never completely overcomed influence on the intellectual pathways
of his son. Ernst Mach became renown (Musil,
1908) with the book Die Mechanik in ihrer
Entwickelung historisch-kritisch dangerstellt
(Mach, 1883) and in particular for the criticism
of the Newtonian concept of inertia founded
on the experiment of the water in a rotating
bucket.
Albeit the criticism to the exagerations of
his time in proposing mechanical ad hoc imaginative interpretations for all physical phenomena were fully justified, he did not fully understand that the search for the causes of the natural phenomena is one among the main trigger for new progress in the sciences (Musil,
1908). His argument of an alleged simmetricity
among the rotation of the bucket with respect
to water and of the water with respect to the
bucket, with the inertial centrifugal forces produced only by the motion with respect to all the
distant masses of the universe, was adopted by
scientists and philosophers as an explanation of
the presence of ’inertia’ in the sensible world,

Fig. 1.

Ernst Mach (February 18, 1838, Brno,
Austrian Empire – February 19, 1916, Munich,
German Empire) became Professor of the History
and Theory of Inductive Science at the University
of Vienna.

and is universally called ”Mach’s Principle”. It
is considered for more than a century as the
highest expression of the philosophical rationality of the western world, but I will try to
proof that, on the contrary, it is built on a unstable ground and with uncomplete assumptions:
it is a masterpieces of captious logic of which
the same Ernst Mach had some awareness.
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The Mach’s Principle is very often misinterpreted by scientific community with an illegitimate extrapolation of the Mach words. I
can propose some critics arguments to fix my
views:
(1) – Mach’s aim was only to pose a limit, a
boundary, to the possible truthful statements
about the experiment of Newton of the rotating bucket filled with water.
(2) – He did not intend to assign particular
and still unknown properties to the distant
mass of the Universe, but only and simply to assume them as a suitable reference
frame. Indeed, Mach (1883) said: No one is
competent to say how the experiment would
turn out if the sides of the vessel increased
in thickness and mass till they were ultimately several leagues thick. The one experiment only lies before us, and our business
is, to bring it into accord with the other facts
known to us, and not with the arbitrary fictions of our imagination. (pag. 232, English
transl., 1919)
(3) – Many followers of Mach, but with a lower
philosophical level, had the unfortunate idea
to force the argument toward the possible
existence of an unclear influence of all the
distant masses on the laboratory test mass.
This is somewhat equivalent to try to restore the concept of ”action at a distance”,
so lowed by idealism.
(4) – In defining inertia, meditating about the
rotating buckle experiment is not sufficient.
It is more important to observe that a body
can be deviate from its natural rectilinear
path only by applying a force F, and that in
the time window of the action of F ”inertial
forces” appears (e.g. Coriolis forces).
(5) – The preceding point (4) is a fundamental clue that cannot be disregarded about the
local and symmetric nature of what we have
to search for.
(6) – A process that fulfills the above requested properties of locality and symmetricity is the motion of bodies in a fluid.
Theory of hydrodynamics states that a solid
body can move with constant velocity without friction in a perfect fluid. It undergoes resistance only if accelerates – per-

Fig. 2.

The Dutch mathematician, astronomer,
physicist and horologist, Christiaan Huygens (14
April 1629, The Hague, Netherlands – 8 July
1695, The Hague, Netherlands) was friend of René
Descartes. He worked about the explanation of gravity adopting a Cartesian point of view. Many others have followed his way, like Newton, Fatio, Le
Sage, Yarkovsky (1888), Hilgenberg (1976) (Aiton,
1969; Van Lunteren, 2002: Edwards, 2002; Scalera
& Jacob, 2003) in the past and many others in the
present (Blinov, 2011; Cahill, 2009; among many
others). The continuity and ineradicability of these
ideas in the sciences (Musil, 1908) are demonstration that science-methods cannot be limited by the
Mach’s philosophy.

ceiving only now the influence of the otherwise undetectable sourrounding milieu.
Symmetrically, a constant velocity wind of
a perfect fluid is not perceived by a solid
body, while if the wind accelerates, a force
is experienced by the body – perfectly analogous to a gravity force and nothing but an
equivalence principle.
Ernst Mach showed some awareness of the
incompleteness of his reasoning about inertia
by writing (1883) with a great intellectual honesty:
It might be, indeed, that the isolated bodies A, B, C . . . . play merely a collateral
role in the determination of the motion of
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the body K, and that this motion is determined by a medium in which K exists. In
such a case we should have to substitute
this medium for Newton’s absolute space.
Newton certainly did not entertain this idea.
Moreover, it is easily demonstrable that the
atmosphere is not this motion-determinative
medium. We should, therefore, have to picture to ourselves some other medium, filling,
say, all space, with respect to the constitution of which and its kinetic relations to the
bodies placed in it we have at present no adequate knowledge. In itself such a state of
things would not belong to the impossibilities. It is known, from recent hydrodynamical investigations, that a rigid body experiences resistance in a frictionless fluid only
when its velocity changes. True, this result
is derived theoretically from the notion of
inertia; but it might, conversely, also be regarded as the primitive fact from which we
have to start. Although, practically, and at
present, nothing is to be accomplished with
this conception, we might still hope to learn
more in the future concerning this hypothetical medium; and from the point of view of
science it would be in every respect a more
valuable acquisition than the forlorn idea
of absolute space. (pag. 230-231, English
transl., 1919)
And Musil (1908) considered that:
It is difficult to say whether this Newtonian
hypotheses non fingo should be taken to signify no more than a methodological attempt
to separate the secure goals of physicoanalytic enquiry from the uncertain results
of the philosophico-physical considerations
erected on the top of these – such a boundary would correspond to the level of knowledge at that time, but could gradually be
changed to incorporate the ”hypotheses”
into what had already been proven.(pag. 32,
English transl., 1982)
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dynamical treatment of the motion of a sphere
in a perfect fluid (incompressible, irrotational,
without friction, infinite extent, at rest at
infinity, no gravity or other body forces acting
on it).
The well known equation of continuity
∂ρ
= −∇ · (ρv)
∂t
with incompressible fluids (ρ = const) reduces
to: ∇ · v = 0 ; or, if the fluid is irrotational:
∇ · ∇Φ = 0,

(1)

namely the Laplacian of the scalar field Φ,
from which the velocities components can be
derived:
vx =

∂Φ
,
∂x

vy =

∂Φ
,
∂y

vz =

∂Φ
.
∂z

It is straightforward to show that, transforming
to polar coordinates, equation (1) can be written:
(
)
(
)
∂ 2 ∂Φ
1 ∂
∂Φ
r
+
sin θ
= 0,
∂r
∂r
sin θ ∂θ
r∂θ
that should be solved adopting the two boundary conditions:
( )
( )
∂Φ
∂Φ
= V cos θ,
and
= 0,
∂r r=a
∂r r=∞
with V the velocity of the sphere along the X
axis, and a the radius of the sphere.
With few algebra it is easy to show that a
solution is:
(
)
Φ = Ar · cos θ + B/r2 · cos θ.
From the boundary conditions, it is possible to
infer the two constants A and B:
A = 0,

1. Appendix

and finally

A short synthesis (from text-books of
Hydrodynamics) is shown here of the hydro-

Φ=

and

Va3
· cos θ.
2r2

B=

1 3
Va ,
2
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Now we have all the elements to derive the
kinetic energy Ek of the fluid:

Cahill, R.T. (2009). Dynamical 3-Space: A
Review. In Duffy and Levy, (eds.): Ether
Space-time and Cosmology: New Insights
into a Key Physical Medium. Apeiron, 135δΦ Va3
vr = −
= 3 cos θ,
200.
δr
r
Dragoni, G., Bergia, S., & Gottardi, G.
(eds.) (1999). Ernst Mach. In: Dizionario
δΦ Va3
vθ = −
= 3 sin θ,
Biografico degli Scienziati e Tecnologi,
rδθ
2r
Zanichelli, Bologna, 1600 pp.
( 3 )2 (
)
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Va
1
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· cos2 θ + sin2 θ ,
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4
r3
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Extended Abstract

Nearly four hundred years back when the
term ’geology’ was not even coined, the concept of Earth expansion was suggested in a
very rudimentary form by Sir Francis Bacon.
In 1620 in his book ’De la formation des planets’, he used the word ’exporeccti’, meaning in
Latin expansion, to explain the remarkable parallelism exhibited between the far-flung coastlines of Africa and South America depicted in
the first authentic map of the Earth. Exactly
one hundred years back Alfred Wegener, a
German meteorologist who seriously pondered
over this conspicuous parallelism, proposed
that initially a super-continent termed Pangaea
covered the entire Earth which was subsequently fragmented and the fragmented parts
were drifted apart forming the present continents. There were several other observers
too who expressed almost the same view but
Wegener’s contention, which was presented in
a more convincing manner, apparently seemed
to be in order and, therefore, attracted attention of the Earth scientists. However, to a number of Earth scientists Wegener’s argument appeared to be untenable, particularly, in view of
the rigid condition of the mantle which would
resist continental drifting.
This was the principal bone of contention
between Alfred Wegener, the champion of continental drift hypothesis, and the renowned

British geophysicist Harold Jeffreys, who vehemently opposed drifting. The author considers that both the scientists were partially correct, namely, the continents were once joined
together and, also that the present rigid state of
the mantle would resist movement of the continental blocks. Jeffreys further showed that even
the fitting of the broken fragments would not
be feasible in a perfect manner. In fact, if we
try to adjust the relevant two blocks showing
conspicuous shore line parallelism in a globe
of unaltered dimension, it would be found that
while in case of southern parts of the relevant
continental blocks adjustment would be possible, in their northern counterparts gap and
overlapping would result and vice versa.
It was, nevertheless, pointed out by
Hilgenberg (1933), who was a supporter of
drift theory, that if we could adequately reduce
the radius of the globe, perfect snug-fit of the
detached blocks would be attainable. The logical missing link of these burning problems of
geology, therefore, appears to be that the primordial mantle before fragmentation, drifting
of the crust or expansion of the planet, must
have been considerably fluid which in subsequent periods turned in to a rigid body and that
initially the planet must have been considerably small.
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Fig. 1. Before expansion of the planet, the solid iron core and semi-fluid mantle were juxtaposed to each
other (a). Due to expansion, the original core-mantle conjunction was ruptured (b) and along the ruptured
surface a void zone or pseudo-fluid geosphere was gradually developed (c). Hence, due to occurrence of two
solid geospheres, separated by a virtually void zone, in the deep interior, the phenomenon of reverse gravity
would prevail, generating low temperature and low pressure zones in the Earth’s core and deeper parts.
After development of the thick pseudo-fluid geosphere (d), the iron-core remained within it in a suspended
condition. Hence, at this stage in response to extra-terrestrial magnetic influences, polar wandering, pole
reversal and west-ward drift could take place which have been precisely documented over the global surface
(not to scale).

The author has shown that amongst the various concepts of global tectonics only Earth
expansion theory can satisfy the essential prerequisite for expansion, namely, adequate fluid
characteristic of the mantle during the preexpansion stage of the planet. In the concept
of unified global tectonics (Sen, 1984, 2007),
it has been pointed out that since during the
pre-expansion stage of the Earth, the planet
was virtually devoid of large oceans, the oceanforming water at that stage must have been associated with the mantle.
Drawing the results of experimental studies of silicate rocks under hydrothermal and
ultra-high pressure condition, confirming depression of melting point of such rocks (Roy
and Tuttle, 1961), the author envisaged that

originally the silicate mantle must have been
considerably fluid due to incorporation of large
quantum of ocean-forming water under ultrahigh pressure condition – a condition of the
mantle that would support Earth’s expansion,
fragmentation of crust, drifting of continents
and formation of mid-oceanic ridges and ocean
basins etc.
The process of global expansion with
widespread incidences of lava emission from
the mantle was accompanied by degassing of
moisture-rich volatiles which not only caused
the ocean basins to be filled up with water but
was also simultaneously responsible for depletion of volatiles in the mantle eventually turning that geosphere in to a rigid body as it stands
now.

SEN: Missing Links in Earth Sciences

In the deep interior of the planet too, due to
expansion or bulging of the fluid or semi-fluid
mantle, caused by tidal action, the original
core-mantle conjunction was ruptured triggering the process of expansion. Matching thickness of fluid outer core with that of the extent of expansion, strongly supports the view
that in consequence of prolonged expansion,
along the ruptured core-mantle conjunction,
the pseudo-fluid geosphere – identified as the
Earth’s fluid outer core – was gradually opened
up. This is another example of missing link of
geosciences.
The above mentioned arguments further
lead us to envision occurrence of two discrete
geospheres of rocky and metallic composition
separated by a non-solid or virtually void zone
in the deep interior of the planet. This sort internal setup of the Earth, as has been visualized in the study following the basic principle
of Newtonian concept of gravitation, forms the
third missing link of the subject, evidently supporting the phenomenon of reverse gravity in
the deep interior of the planet.
Such condition would sustain occurrence
of low temperature and low pressure zones
in the Earth’s deep interior which is in complete agreement with all the major observed
and known planetary features, including several hitherto unexplained ones, such as, very
strong magnetic nature of the core, emanation
of magnetic lines of force from the core, solid
nature of inner core, presence of hydrocarbons,
amino acid and water-bearing minerals confirming low temperature and low pressure characteristics of rocky meteorites and various low
temperature structural and textural features exhibited by of iron meteorites. Very strong magnetic nature of all iron meteorites prove beyond doubt that the inner core is a huge dipolar magnet which, after development of adequate thickness of the pseudo-fluid geosphere,
remained within it in a suspended condition.
Hence, at that stage pertaining to younger geological periods, in response to extra-terrestrial
magnetic influences, new geomagnetic phenomena, like, polar wandering, pole reversal
and west-ward drift could take place, all of
which have been precisely documented over
the global surface.
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It is also to be noted that in case of simple planetary expansion, the broken continental
fragments would tend to move away from one
another and, therefore, features like collision
of plates forming mountain belts or revamping
the crustal features as documented over the terrestrial surface would not have been feasible.
These features have been mainly caused by another important force governed by the axial rotation of the planet which, apart from the missing links, needs to be counted in a meaningful manner for complete understanding of the
Planet Earth.
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Extended Abstract

That the planet Earth is an expanded
cosmic object is indeed a scientifically
conceived and thoroughly understood phenomenon though a large number of geoscientists all over the globe still adhere to the view
that the Earth’s dimension has remained unaltered throughout the past geological ages.
Based on the expanding Earth model of
Hilgenberg (1933), the author has developed a
new concept of global tectonics termed ”unified global tectonics” which envisages that
since in the pre-expansion stage of Earth there
were no oceans, the ocean-forming water at
that stage must have been associated with the
mantle rock rendering that geosphere considerably fluid. Hence, the mantle at that stage
must have been appropriate for manifestation
of phenomena like expansion of Earth, development of expansion cracks and emission of
molten lava from mantle through the cracks
which eventually, with progress of expansion
of the planet, turned into mid-oceanic ridges
forming ocean floors on both sides of it. The
ocean basins, thus formed, were concurrently
filled up with water, the chief constituent of the
large quantity of volatiles that degassed along
with emission of lava.
While due to expansion, over the surface of
the Earth ocean bodies were developed and the

fragmented blocks of the super-continent were
segregated forming a number of continents, in
the deep interior of the planet too, due to expansion, the original core-mantle conjunction
was ruptured along which a void geosphere
was gradually developed. Such internal disposition of the planet, namely, occurrence of two
geospheres separated by a virtually void zone
would give rise to the phenomenon of reverse
gravity sustaining occurrence of low temperature and low pressure zones in the deep interior
of the planet, evidences of which are imprinted
in the solid and magnetic nature of iron core
and various features of iron and rocky meteorites, considered to be the broken fragments
of a pre-existing planet (Sen, 2007).
The inferences drawn from the planet
Earth, as briefly discussed above, can be advantageously applied to other planetary objects, especially to the outer giant planets.
According to the prevalent view, to account for
the low density of the outer planets, these have
generally been considered to be composed
mainly of hydrogen and helium. The greatest
problem under such circumstances would be to
comprehend the formation of gaseous matter
as planets, since the required force of gravitation for building up the gases, even as a small
planetary object would be absent. Further, the
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Fig. 1. Shapes of rotating solid, fluid and combination of solid and fluid bodies have been shown following
the basic principles of physics.

binding force of magnetism, which could assemble the tiny objects in to bigger unit of
iron and nickel in the initial stage and then attract non-magnetic objects too by gravitational
pull in subsequent stages, would obviously not
take place in case of hydrogen and helium. If
authentic data and information are judiciously
scrutinized and reviewed, the gas giant interpretation would be forthwith rejected.
A very strong point for rejecting the gas
theory of outer planets and also of the Sun,
considered to be composed of helium and hydrogen, is their shape which according to the
basic principles of physics for rotating fluid
bodies should have been elliptical with axis
of rotation at right angle to the equatorial axis
along which the spreading out would have occurred. This has been explained in Fig. 1 where
it has been shown that a rotating fluid body,
spinning along a vertical axis, in course of its
rotation would acquire the shape of an ellipsoid
with its major axis at right angle to the axis of
rotation. If the giant planets as well as the Sun

are constituted of helium and hydrogen their
shape would have been that of an ellipsoid instead of spherical shape.
In the present work two typical gas giants
Jupiter and Saturn has been discussed in the
light of planetary expansion. Since Jupiter and
Saturn are situated far away from the Sun, it is
expected to be much lighter than the terrestrial
group of planets or, in other words, these objects contain much higher proportion of lighter
silicate mantle in comparison to iron core, if
we consider that the basic composition of all
planets are more or less similar though they
differ in proportion. Obviously these lighter
objects were potentially suitable for colossal
expansion by spreading out their fluid mantle
which was of massive dimension compared to
that of the terrestrial planets. Such expansion
would have been possible if a suitable force of
gravitational pull from extra-planetary source
was available for a prolonged period. It may be
noted that both Jupiter and Saturn, by dint of
their relatively close proximity to each other,
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were indeed suitable for causing gravitational
pull on one another affecting the mantle of the
respective planets to swell up as discussed in
case of planet Earth. Because of planetary expansion both Jupiter and Saturn which were
initially low in density and large in dimension
compared to their terrestrial counterparts, became extremely low in density and enormously
colossal in size.
According to the present author (Sen,
1989) the materials forming the rings – now
confirmed to be composed mainly of icy particles – may not be extra-planetary objects.
The crustal surface of these two giant planets,
which are completely covered with thick layer
of clouds of volatiles, strongly indicate that
these objects too have witnessed widespread
igneous activities and degassing of volatiles
through expansion cracks like the planet Earth.
The formation of the rings can be attributed
to the high speed of rotation and extreme cold
condition over the surface of the planet which
was covered with volatiles and water ice that
came out due to degassing, associated with igneous activities. Because of high speed of rotation of the planet the icy particles would initially be detached or thrown away from the
planetary surface. Nevertheless, owing to the
strong inwardly directed gravitational pull of
the giant planets, these objects would eventually occupy a position around the equatorial
plane of the planets in the form of a ring system.
Occurrence of extremely faint atmosphere
consisting of molecular oxygen and hydrogen,
and in some cases hydroxide (OH) has been detected in the rings of Saturn which appears to
be caused by division of water molecules. The
only source of volatiles and moisture, presence
of which are now confirmed over the surface of
Jupiter and Saturn, can be mantle wherefrom
these lighter material were degassed and this
process must have accompanied by widespread
emission of lava through expansion cracks. In
other words, based on the meticulous observations on Earth it is evident that the relevant giant planets are also expanded objects, though
expansion in these cases must have been much
more massive, compared to that of the Earth.
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Abstract

In the examination of the geological evolution of Albanides, the relationship between
the Mirdita ophiolite belt and its neighboring
zones plays a decisive role. We consider this
as ophiolite problem, even for other ophiolite
belts in Alp,in the Himalayan mobile belt and
other new or ancient mobile belts. The structural position, occupied by Albanian ophiolite
belt shifted over both bordering sides shows
clearly that none overriding or sub-ducting
movement has caused this phenomenon, which
commonly is interpreted that it might happen
by collisions of the plates carried by convection flows.
Our paper confirms evidences and interpretations of the previous global studies emphasizing the absence of the Plate Tectonics mechanism. This framework confirms the expanding
Earth alternative, and sheds light on the spacetime location of Mirdita Ophiolite Zone, and
ultrabasic massifs inside and outside of this
zone.
Relevant geotectonic interpretations, confirming the Earth’s expansion, were traditionally disdained by standard theories.
Nevertheless the ideas remain in shadow even
after some exceptional publications.

We view the geological evolution of the
ophiolite belt inside the fragmentation and
opening of the prealpine basement in the
Albanides, and try to argued that, while the
volcanic activity has extinguished in Middle
Triassic, ophiolite massifs have been penetrated in form of diapirs or protrusions in different tectonic stages during Alpine tectonic
cycle.
If we accept that tectonic tension is caused
by the expanding/growing Earth process, then
relationship between structural-facial zones are
better explained. Consequently, we suppose
that expansion through growing process is
caused by transformation of the certain kind of
unknown matter, positioned as ultradense kernel inside the Earth’s core. Such mechanism of
the Earth Expansion explains better structural
position of the ophiolite belts, ultrabasic protrusions, mantle heterogeneity, and the removal
of the Earth crust blocks.
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Abstract

The Expanding Earth hypothesis maintains
that the continents, which do not expand, are
moving apart because of the growth of the underlying Earth. They are moving radially away
from the centre of the Earth as the Earth’s radius enlarges.
The Expansion hypothesis is generally rejected because of the lack of a mechanism to
bring it about, just as Wegener’s Continental
Drift hypothesis was rejected for lack of a
mechanism. We might note that the presentday favorite hypothesis, Plate Tectonics, also
has severe problems with the driving mechanisms, but these are generally overlooked.
Here I propose a mechanism for the expansion of the Earth through growing process.
The mechanism involves spontaneous
transformation of certain shape of matter.
This transformation releases particles and
sub-particles, which form plasma, and are
organized in new structures of atom-molecular
matter and radiations.
Furthermore, I propose that the transformations take place in an ultra-dense, ultra-thin
geosphere located somewhere at the bottom of
the outer core, above the transition zone to the
inner core. I call this the ’core kernel’. The
well-known different properties and behavior
of the Earth inner core supports the idea that
its boundary is of special significance

I have deduced that this mechanism can explain the formation of Earth, physical fields,
potential magma, rock formation process, and
the formation and growth of the entire Earth’s
geospheric structure, including the inner core.
I further conclude that Earth has been
growing and developing since its origin as an
ultra-dense bead in a planetary gas dusty nebula somewhere in the Milky Way. The gaseous
dusty nebula, with its ultra-dense beads, originated from a gigantic intra-galactic burst.
The core kernel hypothesis makes the Earth
core an active cosmic object, like a sun in
miniature. If this hypothesis were accepted,
it would create a link between geologicalgeophysical research and cosmic-astrophysical
research.

Recalling
a Great Friend
of Earth Expansion
Jovan Stöcklin
(Amriswil, Switzerland, 9 May 1921 – Seuzach, Switzerland, 15 April 2008)

The following autobiographical sketch has been
kindly provided by the widow of Jovan Stöcklin,
Elisabeth Steingruber, to be printed in the book of
Proceedings of the Erice’s Conference. To her the
thanks of the directors of the Workshop.
S.C. and G.S.
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Biographical Sketch of Jovan Stöcklin
(A Selfportrait conserved by his widow Elisabeth)
Jovan Stöcklin (1921-2008)
Erdbuehlstrasse 4 CH-8472 Seuzach, Switzerland

Jovan Stöcklin was born on the 9th of
May, 1921, in Amriswil, Switzerland, as son
of Walter Stöcklin, a medical doctor from
Basel, Switzerland, and Jeritza Roš from
Belgrade, Serbia. He studied natural sciences,
specializing in geology and geography, at
the University of Geneva and the University
and Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in
Zurich. Based on geological thesis work in the
Engadine part of the Swiss Alps, he obtained
his Ph.D. degree from Zurich University in
early 1949. He then found employment as an
engineering geologist in the planning of the
large Maggia Hydroelectric Plant system in
the southern Swiss Alps. Here he was charged
with large-scale geological mapping of projected dam sites and the construction of prognostic sections for tunnels and galleries.
In early 1950, Stöcklin went to Iran, the
country in which he was to spend 27 years of
his professional life. Initially, he was a member of a Swiss geological team, which under
the leadership of the renowned geologist and
explorer Arnold Heim had been invited by the
Iranian Government to organize an Exploration
Department within the newly founded National
Iranian Oil Co. (NIOC), to train young Iranian
geologists and to investigate the oil possibilities throughout the country – a territory 40

Fig. 1. Jovan Stöcklin (Amriswil, Switzerland, 9
May 1921 – Seuzach, Switzerland, 15 April 2008)
times the size of Switzerland: what a prospect
for a young Swiss geologist!
Right at the beginning, Stöcklin assisted
Heim on a 3-month expedition through the
coastal region of Iranian Beluchistan, the remotest part of the country in the extreme south-
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east, where the camel was still the only means
of transportation at that time. Later, Stöcklin
was charged with extensive reconnaissance
mapping in the Elburz Mol-intains In the north,
in the Kohrud Range in the centre, in the East
Iranian Ranges and in the Kurdish tribal region
of the southwestern Iranian Zagros Mountains.
Horses, mules, camels and Jeeps were alternatively used for transportation. In the northern foothills of the Elburz Mountains, he carried out the first systematic survey of the South
Caspian coastal basin, and he supervised the
first exploration well drilled on the Iranian
side of the Caspian coast. He also participated in the detailed stratigraphic and structural investigations and served as wellsite geologist in the Qom basin, south of Teheran,
where in 1956 the spectacular oil eruption of
Alborz-5 occurred and where in 1957 the gas
field of Sarajeh was discovered. Moreover, he
was frequently called upon by other government agencies to carry out special investigations such as technical-geological expertises
for the selection of several dam sites in central and northern Iran or a survey and reserve
estimate of the large coal deposit of Hojedk in
the Kerman Province of eastern Iran. However,
the strongest appeal had to him large-range reconnaissance work in areas which hitherto had
remained geologically and in part even geographically almost unknown, in particular the
remote desert regions of innermost Iran. Some
of these explorations amounted to expeditions
of several months duration. Among them was
a traverse on camelback of the hitherto entirely
unknown Nayband sector of the East Iranian
Lut Desert, and the first motorized crossing of
the ”Great Kavir” (salt desert) of Central Iran.
During a home leave in Switzerland he
met Elisabeth Steingruber, whom he married
in 1957. Their four children were all born and
grew up in Teheran.
In 1962, after 12 years of service with
NIOC, Stöcklin accepted an offer to fill
the post of Chief Geologist in a joint
Government/UNDP project for the establishment of a Geological Survey of Iran (GSI),
an appointment which extended his stay in the
country for another 13 years. His task was to
serve as Head of the Geology Department, the

key unit of the GSI, responsible for the supervision and coordination of all field and laboratory work related to the systematic geological investigation and mapping of the country
and for the publication of the most important
results. In this he was assisted by an international team of geoscientists with experience
in geological mapping and in such fields as
paleontology, petrography, geochemistry, engineering geology a.o., whose principal task was
to train young Lranian geologists in their respective specialities. At first, the investigations
were concentrated on the hitherto poorly investigated older rock complexes in northern
and eastern Iran. This led to thediscovery of
the thick Proterozoic-Eocambrian sedimentary
sequences of Iran on the very first field trip
of the GSI in the Zenjan area. Later, the survey work was extended over all parts of the
country. An associated bilateral project under
Stöcklin’s supervision concerned the organisation, within the GSI, of a Cartographic Section
with experts and equipment provided by the
Federal Cartographic Institute of Switzerland
and aimed at training Iranian specialists in
the preparation of coloured geological maps
for offset printing. The publication of the
”Geological Survey of Iran Reports” and of
the systematic ”Geological Quadrangle Map
of Iran” sheets were thus initiated. Another
task of the Department was relations and exchange of information with geological institutions in neighbouring countries and worldwide. This led to Stöcklin’s cooperation in
several international working groups such as
the International Stratigraphic Commission,
the International Geodynamics Project and the
International Commission for the Geological
Map of the World. In connection with these activities he undertook information tours and participated in field meetings in many countries
in the nearer and wider neighbourhood of Iran
such as Turkey, Oman, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
the Himalayan region, Southeast Asia, the
Caucasus, the Ural Mountains, Siberia a.o..
Among his publications of that period (most
of them prepared in co-authorship with Iranian
colleagues) were the first official ”Reports”
and map sheets of the Geological Survey
of Iran, the Iran volume of the International
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Stratigraphic Lexicon, and a Tectonic Map of
Iran. He acted also as co-ordinator between
Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan in the preparation of the International Tectonic Map of Asia
and the Far East, and he was a member of the
editorial board for Hollis Hedberg’s first edition of the International Stratigraphic Guide.
In mid-1975, after completion of the GSIproject, Stöcklin joined a UNDP mineral exploration project in the Himalaya of Central
Nepal. On the day after expiration of his
Iranian contract he left with his wife and children their home of many years in Teheran
and set out in his car on the overland journey
through eastern Iran - Afghanistan - Pakistan
and India to Kathmandu, where the family arrived two weeks later and settled down for the
next two years. Stöcklin’s task was to elaborate and map the geological background information for the predominantly geochemical prospecting methods used in this project.
Of his 2-year Nepal period he spent some
8 months, accompanied by Nepalese counterparts and a column of porters, trekking along
geological traverses through the 15000 sq.kms.
of the rugged mountain country of the project
area, studying simultaneously the rocks on the
ground and using, for the first time in Nepal, air
photographs for interpretation. The resulting
maps and reports were subsequently published
by the UNO and the Government of Nepal
and later served the Department of Mines and
Geology of Nepal as guide lines for the systematic mapping of the country.
In 1977 Stöcklin returned to Iran, where he
had been asked to serve as a UN adviser to the
Atomic Energy Organisation of Iran (AEOI).
He was expected to employ his previous geological experience in Iran for the exploration of
radioactive raw material to be used in a number of atomic power plants whose construction was planned by the Shah’s government at
that time. To that purpose he organized within
AEOI’s Exploration Department a Regional
Geology Section, whose task was to define potentially uranium-prospective rock formations
and areas recommendable for the execution of
systematic radiometric and geochemical programmes. Several field parties were set up and
started their work in different parts of the coun-
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try. Meanwhile, however, political unrest had
arisen in Iran and escalated into the revolution
of 1978-79. Uprisings and strikes were spreading through the entire country and ended up
in an almost total standstill of activity in all
Government Agencies including AEOI, so that
in February 1979 United Nations found itself
obliged to suspend all its Iranian projects and
evacuate all its non-Iranian experts.
Thus, after nearly 30 years of professional activity abroad, Stöcklin returned
to Switzerland, where he established himself as an independent geological consultant.
During the next 15 years, he carried out
various consulting missions, mostly evaluation studies in the field of petroleum exploration in African and Asian countries including Madagaskar, Guinea, Morocco, Yemen,
Central Asia, Siberia a.o.. Much of this was
done in cooperation with Petroconsultants
Ltd., a Geneva-based consulting group specialised in energy services.
Travelling was his great passion, ”to see the
world, this wide, wonderful world” as he noted
in his memoirs. To lead expeditions, to explore the unexplored, to penetrate into the unknown was always the strongest motivation for
him as a geologist. The remote desert regions
in innermost Iran, still largely unknown in his
early Iranian years, attracted him again and
again into their endless, mysterious expanses.
Likewise he was fascinated by the diversity and
incomparable architectural wonders of Asian
culture, the marvellous mosaic-covered domes
of Safawid Persian mosques and madressehs in
Isfahan, the stupendous sculptured Hindu stone
pagodas in southern India, the early Buddhist
cave temples of China with their unrivalled
wall paintings, the Nepalese temple pagodas
with their exquisite wood carvings. He enjoyed undertaking adventurous vacation trips
with his family over the Iranian desert roads
to the palace ruins of Persepolis, over the
Hindukush passes of Afghanistan to the gigantic Buddha statues of Bamian, through the wild
Indus gorges to the lofty mountains of Kashmir
and the Lamaist monasteries of Ladakh. And
still at high age, when retired from all professional activity, he set out with his wife to visit
the fabulous central Asian towns of Samarkand
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and Bukhara, to travel over the Karakorum
and Pamir passes to the forgotten city ruins of
Turfan gone with the wind in the sands of the
Gobi Desert of Chinese Turkestan, to the mysterious Maya pyramids overgrown by the tropical jungles of Yucatan and Guatemala.
Relaxation he found in Music and reading. He played the piano and enjoyed above
all playing the pieces of Chopin, his preferred
composer. His favorite reading were works on
history, especially on the historical events that
preceded and conditioned his own lifetime, including the history of the geographical exploration of Persia and Asia, on which he assembled a remarkable collection of antiquarian books and map prints. Last but not least,
he made his own historical research into the
genealogy and agricultural past of his ancestors in the rural district of Basel, which he unearthed in Basel’s archives.
Jovan Stöcklin is the author of many geological maps and articles dealing with the geology of Iran, the Middle East and the Himalaya.
For his explorations in Iran and Nepal he has
been awarded the Leopold-von-Buch Medal
from the German Society for Geosciences, and
he has been nominated Honorary Member of
the Société Géologique de France, the German
Geological Society and the Geological Society
of Nepal.
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Abstract. Prior to 1950, only sporadic geological observations by a few visitors were made

in Nepal. With the opening of the country to foreigners in 1950, Nepal soon came into the
focus of interest in Himalayan geology. It was the time of the classical descriptive geology
with mapping as the primary objective. Several excellent monographs and the first geological maps of different parts of the Nepal Himalaya were produced. The best results were obtained in the richly fossiliferous Tibetan sedimentary zone in the north, whereas descriptions
of the Central Crystalline zone and of the thick, unfossiliferous metasediments of the Lesser
Himalaya reflected mainly the widely differing interpretations and conflicting views of the
investigators; nappe structure vs. block tectonics was the main issue. With the advent of
plate tectonics in the late 1960s, the Himalaya became the collided range. Microstructural,
mineralogical and geochemical studies in the search for stress and heat effects of subduction
and collision on structure, metamorphism and magmatism became dominant and in Nepal
concentrated on the Main Central Thrust, which was treated in terms of post- collisional
continental subduction. With it went a shift of emphasis from field to laboratory work, from
observation to interpretation, from mapping to modelling, from fact to theory. The last thirty
years were characterised by the strengthening and diversification of geological institutions
in Nepal with the creation of a National Seismological Centre, the beginning of petroleum
exploration in the southern foreland of the Himalaya, an intensification and modernisation
of classical geological surveying and a strong engagement in the application of geology for
engineering and natural hazard assessment purposes.
Key words. Nepal – Geological mapping – Petroleum exploration – Mineral exploration –

Seismic hazard assessment

1. Earliest investigations
Prior to 1950, geological investigations in
Nepal were limited to sporadic observations by
a few occasional visitors. Nevertheless, those
first observations revealed already some characteristic aspects of Himalayan geology.
The first references to geology are found in
the voluminous Himalayan Journals of Hooker

(1854), who styled himself a naturalist and
dedicated his work to Charles Darwin.
He described his trip to the middle and
upper Tambur Valley in eastern Nepal, which
he ascended up to the Tibetan border, noting down everything that aroused his interest: flowers, trees, birds, wild animals, insects, the villagers and their agricultural activities, and also the rocks. He identified mainly
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mica-schists, gneisses and granites. He mentioned the frequent occurrence of tourmaline
in the granites and the fact that the granites
often appear as veins in the schists, parallel
to the lamination of the latter. In the Valley
of the Pemmi, an eastern affluent of the middle Tambur, Hooker noticed that mica-schists
make up the slopes below about 1500 m altitude, whereas gneisses predominate at higher
levels the first recognition of the widespread
Himalayan phenomenon of reversed metamorphism.
Twenty years later, Medlicott (1875)
walked up the old footpath leading from
the Indian border via Hetauda, Chisapani,
Kulikhani and Thankot to Kathmandu, the only
access to the capital of Nepal at that time. On
the Chandragiri Pass he discovered what has
remained till today one of the extremely rare
fossil localities known in the Lesser Himalaya.
He also studied the hills north of Kathmandu
and the Trishuli Valley. It then took 60 years
for the next geologist to visit Nepal. This was
Auden (1935) from the Geological Survey of
India, who in the wake of the Bihar earthquake of 1934 made several traverses in eastern and central Nepal. He, too, saw the fossils of Chandragiri, which he attributed to the
Early Palaeozoic (later specified as CambroSilurian). Moreover, he recognised the fossiliferous beds as forming the core of a large
synformal structure (later to become known
as Mahabharat Syncline) and as underlain
with apparently normal stratigraphic contact
by the thick metasediments that build up the
flanks of the syncline. In eastern Nepal, Auden
compared the extensive gneiss masses of the
Arun and Tambur Valleys with his Darjeeling
Gneisses of neighbouring Sikkim, which he
believed to form one or several large nappes
rooted in the Central Crystalline and thrust
south over his Daling Schists Auden’s explanation for the reversed metamorphism.
In 1939, Heim and Gansser published their
classical memoir Central Himalaya, in which
they described and illustrated in great detail
their observations of 1936 at the Darjeeling
Mountain front and, mainly, on numerous traverses in the Kumaon Himalaya in the immediate western neighbourhood of Nepal. They

confirmed the important role of thrust tectonics, which Auden had already recognised
in the nearby Garhwal Himalaya, identifying
particularly two major thrust faults, the Main
Central Thrust and the Main Boundary Thrust.
Included in their studies was the Nepal side
of the upper Kali Ganga Valley, the border
valley between Kumaon and Nepal, as well
as the Tinkar Valley in northwestern most
Nepal and the adjoining border region of Tibet
to the north. Near the Tinkar Pass in the
Tibetan zone (Tethys Himalaya), they found
a nearly complete Palaeozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary section, in which the discovery of
a rich Triassic ammonite fauna was specially
noteworthy. Apart from the above-mentioned
few, widely scattered observations on Nepalese
territory, however, all geological research in
the Himalayas prior to 1950 was made outside
Nepal.
”

2. Period of Classical ”Descriptive
Geology
The situation changed radically in 1950, when
Nepal opened its borders. Among the first foreign advisors to be invited to the country was
the Swiss geologist Toni Hagen. He still had to
use the old footpath over the Chandragiri Pass
to reach Kathmandu. During a 10-year arduous, systematic geological survey under the patronage of the United Nations he investigated
virtually the whole country, accumulating an
enormous amount of data. In the geological exploration of the Himalayas, Hagen’s pioneer
work is unparalleled. Although a great part of
his material, unfortunately also most of his geological maps, remained unpublished, his essential results appeared in several preliminary
papers and in two of the intended six final volumes, both richly illustrated. Vol. 1, entitled
Preliminary Reconnaissance (Hagen 1969), is
a kind of anticipated summary of the geology
of Nepal with emphasis on the structural aspects. Vol. 2 (Hagen 1968) represents a geological monograph (including a coloured map)
of the Thakkhola, a key area for the understanding of the structure of the High Himalaya.
Hagen developed his elaborate nappe concept
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right at the start of his investigations in the
Kathmandu Region of Central Nepal, where
Auden had recognised the synclinal structure
of the Mahabharat Range. Here, Hagen introduced the fundamental distinction between a
Kathmandu Series and a Nawakot Series. With
the former name he designated the high-grade
metamorphic and crystalline rocks which form
the bulk of the Mahabharat syncline, opposing them to the underlying Nawakot Series,
the weakly metamorphosed sediments constituting much of the broad Midlands to the north
and the narrow Suparitar Zone to the south.
Of the two rock complexes, Hagen considered
the Kathmandu Series as the older one and its
position on the Nawakot Series therefore as
due to tectonic emplacement, interpreting it as
an erosional relict of a once extensive crystalline nappe rooted in the Central Crystalline
and thrust south onto the Midland sediments.
Moreover, based on what he thought to be
repetitions within the lithological ,, sequence
of each of the two series, Hagen subdivided
each into further thrust sheets, arriving thus at
a whole pile of several Nawakot nappes followed by several Kathmandu nappes. He then
extended this nappe scheme to the whole of
Nepal, distinguishing additional nappes in the
western and eastern parts of the country.
After Hagen, other geologists soon came to
Nepal, many with a strong Alpine background
and attracted primarily to the high range in the
north with its lure of the roof of the World.
Some were attached to the mountaineering
expeditions of the 1950s, like Lombard (Mt.
Everest) or Bordet (Makalu). Many outstanding geological memoirs and maps of different sectors of the High Himalaya were produced by these investigators. Examples are
the Everest-Makalu Region (Bordet 1961), the
Thakkhola Region (Bordet et al. 1968), the
Dolpo Region and Dhaula Himal (Frank and
Fuchs, 1970) or the Annapurna, Manaslu and
Ganesh Himal (Colchen et al.,1986). Among
the most important results of these studies in the high range were detailed descriptions of the stratigraphy and structure of the
Tibetan Zone in the north, composed essentially of a conformable, richly fossiliferous
Palaeozoic- Mesozoic sedimentary sequence
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normally overlying the Central Crystalline,
the very backbone of the High Himalaya.
Quite a different picture emerged in the less
spectacular but economically more important
Lesser Himalaya (Midlands and Mahabharat
Range) with its great thickness of unfossiliferous metasediments. Here, Hagens structural
concept with its multitude of nappes became
highly disputed. Although he had recorded
carefully the rocks observed along his numerous traverses, we miss a clear, consistent stratigraphic scheme that would allow to characterise and distinguish his many nappes or, at
least, to clearly define his Kathmandu and
Nawakot Series, whose distinction formed the
basis for his whole nappe scheme. Also, the
Main Central Thrust (MCT), the postulated
tectonic separation between the two series, did
not show up in outcrop as a distinct thrust- line,
but as a transitional zone of reversed metamorphism. Moreover, this thrust zone showed frequently a very steep to almost vertical attitude
in both flanks of the Mahabharat syncline; this
and abundant normal faults of various orientation threw doubts upon Hagens concept of
nappes with long horizontal transportation.
Hagens successors in the Lesser Himalaya
thus generally rejected his profusion of nappes,
although many accepted nappe structure in
principle, attributing the enormous cumulative thickness of metasediments to stacking of
thrust sheets. They tried to define their thrust
planes as demonstrable tectonic breaks in the
normal rock sequence. This required the clarification of the Lesser Himalayan stratigraphy,
which in the absence of palaeontological support had to rely entirely on lithology and remained accordingly subjective and controversial. In western Nepal, such attempts were
made, e.g., by Frank and Fuchs (1970) and
by Remy (1975), in eastern Nepal by Bordet
(1961) and by Maruo and Pradhan (1977).
Efforts were also made to find discontinuities
in mineral content, in metamorphic grade or in
structural style as indicators of thrust planes, in
particular the MCT (e.g. Colchen et al. 1986).
Other geologists, among them many Indian
and Japanese investigators, were reluctant to
accept nappe tectonics for the Lesser Himalaya
altogether. In their view, the present structure
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could be explained by normal faulting and
block tectonics. Nadgir et al. (1968- 73) saw in
the Kathmandu Series the normal stratigraphic
continuation of the Nawakot Series, the two
forming a single, continuous sequence, with
the higher metamorphism
in the Kathmandu Series induced by
the granite intrusions and by migmatisation
(banded gneisses). For Arita et al. (1973), the
Mahabharat Range represented an uplifted autochthonous block, bounded and dissected by
numerous vertical faults; they considered the
Nawakot and Kathmandu Series as stratigraphically in part overlapping, with local migmatisation and granite intrusions solely responsible
for the differences in metamorphism.
Stöcklin and Bhattarai (1980), while mapping the Mahabharat Range in its central sector, worked out the stratigraphic details necessary to define and distinguish the Kathmandu
and Nawakot Series. A number of distinctive
lithologic marker horizons, which they traced
persistently on the ground over great distances,
allowed the shape and internal structure of the
Mahabharat syncline to be lined out in considerable detail. Complications appeared in the
northern flank and the eastern wing of the syncline, where a strong, but localised, selective
migmatisation obliterates what elsewhere was
found to be the normal stratigraphic sequence
and the normal, upward decreasing regional
metamorphism of the Kathmandu Series. The
study showed that in the Lesser Himalaya a
sufficiently detailed stratigraphy is not only an
aim in itself, but also a precondition for obtaining a clear structural picture. Moreover, it
showed stratigraphy to have its part in the control of certain mineralisations, copper in particular.
The studies of the different investigators
mentioned so far were characteristic of what
we may call the classical descriptive geology.
Field observation, geological mapping and the
description of the observed facts in terms of
lithology, stratigraphy and structure were the
main objective. The authors interpretations and
hypotheses were of secondary importance.

3. Plate Tectonics
Heim and Gansser (1939) had designated the
Tibetan zone north of the Central Crystalline
as Tethys Himalaya, describing it as made essentially of marine depositsL squeezed and
pushed up out of an old sea. With this they referred to the Tethys Sea, which had been conceived in the late 19th century by Eduard Suess
as a long-stretched, narrow seaway separating
the old Eurasian and Gondwanian Continents,
and out of which the Alpine-Himalayan chains
were born. Suess Tethys became a classical
example of a geosyncline. The history of the
AlpineHimalayan chains became the history of
subsidence, compression and inversion of the
Tethys. This widely accepted view was profoundly revolutionised after the mid-1960s by
the new theory of plate tectonics: As a geosyncline, the Tethys had been a narrow seaway;
in the plate tectonic view it became a gigantic
ocean, some 6000 km wide between India and
Tibet. Previously, the Tethys had been imagined as resulting from down-buckling of the
crust; now, it was thought to have originated
from upwelling and spreading of mantle material.
Previously, deep (eugeosynclinal) and
shallow (mio- geosynclinal) marine deposits
overlying unspecified crust were distinguished
in the Tethys; now, the Tethys became a specific oceanic feature, complete with oceanic
sediments and oceanic crust. In the geosynclinal concept, the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic
belt was a unity since the birth of the Tethys;
in the plate-tectonic view it became a strange
composite of two continental margins, which
prior to collision were thousands of kilometres
apart and had nothing to do with each other in
their structural development.
The enormous width of the Tethys Ocean
and its disposal by subduction were not concluded from any new geological discoveries
in Tethyan rocks, but solely from new geophysical data obtained outside the Tethyan
realm, viz. palaeomagnetic data on polar wander paths and on spreading of Indian oceanic
crust. These and other premises of plate tectonics have not remained uncontested (e.g.,
Lavecchia and Scalera 2003). However, this is
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not the place to discuss the validity of platetectonics; let us only keep in mind that plate
tectonics is still a theory, not a solidly established fact as many geologists got used to treat
it. Here, we deal with the consequences which
plate tectonics had for geological investigations in Nepal. The Himalaya now became a
sort of test case of a collided range (Le Fort
1975). The theory required that all orogenic
events deformation, metamorphism, magmatism were the consequence of subduction
and/or collision. Palaeomagnetic data from the
Indian Ocean and stratigraphic data from sediments in the Indus Suture zone (Gansser 1964)
suggested that collision along the suture, terminating Tethyan oceanic subduction, occurred
in Early Tertiary time. However, isotopic work
on crystalline rocks in Nepal indicated far predominantly Miocene ages for metamorphism
and granite intrusions. This could be explained
by arguing that north drift of India continued
after Early Tertiary collision, causing ruptures
in the Indian plate and a resumption of subduction along the Main Central Thrust and the
Main Boundary Thrust in Late Tertiary time.
The MCT movements in particular came now
to be treated in terms of post- collisional, continental subduction.
Great emphasis was now placed on microstructural studies (e.g., Pêcher 1978; Brunel
1986) in order to disentangle the polyphase
deformation and metamorphic imprints on
Himalayan rocks and to correlate them with the
corresponding collision and subduction events.
The second of three or four major deformation
and metamorphic phases recognised, the one
believed to be associated with the shear movements along the MCT, appeared to be by far
the most important one, absorbing a great deal
of the exploratory efforts. As the MCT could
not be identified as a clear-cut thrust plane by
any sharp structural or metamorphic discontinuity, it came to be treated as a thick zone of
shearing and gradual metamorphic change, affected in a ductile way by a characteristic set
of deformations such as isoclinal folds, foliations, lineations and rotated minerals. To explain the intriguing reversed metamorphism,
various shear-strain and thermodynamic models such as rapid overthrust of a hot upper plate
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over a cold lower plate were proposed (Le Fort
1975). However, all this only complicated the
problem of identifying more precisely the location of the MCT, the proper thrust plane,
which remained largely a matter of personal
choice. In the established zonation of metamorphic grades, a certain isograd, e.g. the base
of the kyanite zone, was often arbitrarily chosen as the preferred MCT plane.
The formation of Miocene leucogranites in
the high part of the Central Crystalline was
equally seen as a phenomenon related to the
MCT (e.g., Le Fort 1981). From field and analytical data it was concluded that the granites may have an anatectic origin and may be
rooted in the widespread migmatites in the
lower part of the upper plate. Shearstress heating during the MCT movement may have increased the temperature of the hot upper plate
and caused the magma generation.
Another serious problem, bearing on the
presence or absence of Indian Shield elements in the Himalayas, was the distinction
of Precambrian structures from the overprinted
polyphase Tertiary deformations. Based on
field observations and microstructural studies,
Johnson and Rogers (1997) found evidence
for at least one deformation and metamorphic episode anteceding the intrusion of certain
Lesser Himalayan granites dated radiometrically as Cambro-Ordovician.
The few examples given above show
clearly that in Nepal, as elsewhere, plate
tectonic reasoning has given great impetus
to new scientific approaches such as microstructural analyses and related petrographical, mineralogical and geochemical investigations to solve the problems of mountain building. There is no doubt that these studies, together with similar ones (including geopohysical work) carried out in other Himalayan countries, have opened important new insight into
the nature and behaviour of the deeper layers of
the crust and the kinematic processes involved
in the Himalayan orogeny.
However, these investigations were primarily of theoretical interest and had only a limited impact on the practical concerns of geology. Plate tectonics had diverted much of the
attention of geologists from the surface to the
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subsurface, to deeper parts of the crust, to the
mantle, to the interior of the Earth. This necessarily brought about a shift of balance from
description to interpretation, from observation
to speculation, from fact to theory. The classical, descriptive, field geology was to a large
extent replaced by analytical laboratory work,
the cross-section by the diagram, the map by
the model. Gansser (1991) has brought it to the
point when he wrote: During the classical exploration in the 19th and early 20th centuries
the ratio between facts and theories was 1:0.5.
Plate tectonics changed it to 1:3, and with geophysics, geochemistry and structural analysis
the ratio became 1:5”.

4. Recent Developments
The last three decades were characterised by a
marked strengthening and diversification of geological institutions in Nepal and a remarkable
increase in the application of geology for industrial, environmental and natural hazard assessment purposes. Particularly significant in
the early part of this period were the creation
of a National Seismological Centre, the beginning of petroleum exploration, and the foundation of the Nepal Geological Society. Nepali
geologists now came into the forefront in the
geological exploration of their country.
Microseismic monitoring started in 1978
by the Department of Mines and Geology
(DMG) in collaboration with the Laboratoire
de Gophysique Applique of Paris University
with the installation of a first seismic station on Phuichauki Hill south of Kathmandu.
The activity was then gradually extended to
a network of 21 short period seismic stations distributed regularly over the Lesser
Himalaya and Subhimalaya of Nepal. The network is operated by the National Seismological
Centre (NSC) in collaboration with the French
Department of Analysis & Surveillance of
Environment. Recording of the digitised signals from local, regional and teleseisms is done
in the central office of NSC at the headquarters of DMG in Kathmandu and in a second,
regional centre at Surkhet in western Nepal.
The data are used for regional and global earthquake location, for related seismological and

seismotectonic investigations, and as database
for seismic hazard assessment.
Petroleum exploration in Nepal began in
the late 1970s early 1980s, when several western exploration firms under agreements and in
cooperation with the DMG undertook preliminary geophysical investigations in the Siwalik
Hills and the Terai Plain in the southern foreland of the Himalaya a region underlain by
the northern part of the Ganges Basin and
considered as hydrocarbon-prospective. The
results of aeromagnetic and seismic reconnaissance surveys carried out over the entire
zone encouraged the Government to establish,
in 1982, a Petroleum Exploration Promotion
Project under the administration of the DMG.
The prospective zone was divided into 10
Exploration Blocks, each of about 5000 sq km
size, which in 1985 were opened for bidding.
In 1986-1990, Shell Nepal B.V. carried out an
exploration program in Block 10 in the extreme
southeast. The program included gravity and
additional seismic work and drilling of an exploration well; the well, which was dry, was
drilled to a depth of 3520 m without reaching the basement. Further studies included geochemical analyses of potential source rocks
and of oil samples from a seepage in western
Nepal, as well as modelling of basin history
and source rock maturation.
The results of these early oil exploration
activities were assembled by the DMG in a
data package made available to interested international companies. Subsequent exploration
programs in 7 of the 10 blocks, executed under successfully negotiated production sharing
contracts with two western petroleum companies, were, unfortunately, disrupted or retarded
by the deteriorating security situation during
the civil war (1996-2006). There is, however,
no doubt that with the normalisation of the political situation, the results obtained so far will
be sufficiently encouraging for renewed exploration efforts in the region.
The traditional mineral exploration and
geological surveying activities of the DMG
were considerably expanded and diversified,
whereby contributions by researchers of other
Nepali institutions, particularly the Geology
Department of Tribhuvan University, became
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increasingly important. Cooperation with foreign institutions showing an unabated interest
in geological, structural and geophysical investigations of the Himalaya as a collided range
was continued.
The newly established National Seismological Centre contributed significantly to seismotectonic, neotectonic and similar studies.
Basic geological mapping was intensified and
modernised. The old 1 quarter inch : 1 mile
maps of the Indian Survey as topographic base
were abandoned and replaced by 1 : 50,000
standard sheets. Field observation was supplemented by air and satellite photo interpretation.
Marked developments took place in various
fields of applied geology, in particular engineering geology related to road and bridge construction, hydropower plant projects, selection
of waste disposal sites and foundation studies. Exploration for building stones and cement
raw material to satisfy the requirements of the
building industry in the rapidly growing agglomeration of Kathmandu became an urgent
need.
Special attention was paid to evaluation
of natural hazards such as landslides, debris
flows, floods, and earthquakes. Categorisation
of certain hazards, e.g. landslides, was used to
prepare special hazard risk maps. A remarkable example of basic geological surveying of a
selected area in western Nepal combined with
a parallel landslide hazard risk evaluation, including the two respective, overlapping maps,
is given by Dhital et al. (2002 a and b).
Prior to 1980, the majority of publications dealing with the geology of Nepal had
been written by foreign investigators. Little of
the survey work of the DMG had been published, although reports and maps were generally made available for public use. A few noteworthy articles by Nepali geologists appeared
in the early 1980s in foreign media, e.g., a review of the geology of the Nepal Himalaya
by Bashyal (1984) in the Reports of the 27th
International Geological Congress in Moscow.
Among the first publications of the DMG was
a generalised Geological Map of Nepal at the
scale of 1 : 1000,000 compiled by Amatya and
Jnawali (1994).
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In 1980 the Nepal Geological Society
(NGS) was founded with J. M. Tater, Chief
Geologist of the DMG, as first President. The
Society became a strong promoter of the professional interests of Nepali geologists, publications in particular professional. One of the
declared aims of the Society was the issue of
a regular Journal, whose first number appeared
already in 1981. The annual Volumes and the
Special Issues of the NGS Journal have become an important platform for Nepali geologists and many of their foreign colleagues
to publish the results of their explorations
in the Himalaya. The Central Department of
Tribhuvan University in addition publishes reports and maps of its research workers.
The NGS also acts as a propagation and
sales agency for the maps now published by
the Department of Mines and Geology. Among
the DMG maps already available are a number
of geological maps of the 1 : 50,000 standard
quadrangle series, several geological maps of
larger divisions of the country at 1:250,000,
and special maps at various scales such as
Engineering and Environmental Geological
Maps of the Kathmandu and Pokhara Valleys, a
Mineral Resources Map of Nepal, an Epicentre
Map of Nepal, and other ones.
In 1998, the Nepal Geological Society
has received the United Nations Merituous
Certificate for Disaster Prevention (UNSasakawa Disaster Prevention Award) for its
efforts in spreading awareness and disseminating scientific knowledge of natural disasters
and their prevention.
The present issue of the NGS Journal
containing the Proceedings of the 5th NGS
Geological Congress gives an insight into the
great variety and professional quality of geological activities undertaken today in Nepal
and shows also that in these activities a reasonable balance is maintained between theoretical
and applied geology.
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